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CLEAR PICTURES 
ift poor Ueeptio/t "iea 
The models 63 and 63A have been 
designed for maximum performance 
in fringe and difficult reception 
areas. Since the reception of your 
TV receiver is wholly dependent on 
the efficiency of the aerial system, 
the Aerialite features of greater 
gain, broader bandwidth and 
sharper directivity are very worth- 
while. There is every reason why 
you should specify Aerialite for 
your TV aerial if you wish to ensure 
strong, clear and interference -free 
pictures. The models 63 and 63A 
are priced at £11;.15.0 and £12.5.0 
respectively, complete with 10ft. 
masts, lashings, etc. Models with 
14ft. masts are available at 17/- 
extra. Aerialite are manufacturers 
of a comprehensive range of TV 
and radio aerials as well as coaxial 
and R.F. cables. 

A P%b ° LTD. 

CASTLE WORKS SîALYBRIDGE CHESHIRE. 

June, 1951 

THE AMATEUR RADIO SERVICE 
IVIoorside Mills. Lomax Street, Bury 

RESISTORS. 100 ohm, 40 w.. Ed. each. 40 obit, 5 w., 1/- dozen. 100 k., 10 per cent., t w., insulated, 3d. VALVE -EF54, 6 / -. VR137, 6,' -. VR65. 2:/6. (5 for 101 -). 3 F50, 5t8. VU1S1. brand new and boxed. 3 / -. 5U4G, 7 / -. 1625, brand new 
EON STABILIZI IL CV7 8 Neons (100 

and 
n5 má eaop) connected ih series ready wired with 3 midget double contact batten type holders fixed on bakellte bracket. 5/- each. Metal Rectifier type L1J735A 700 v. 20 ma. in very good condi- tion, size tin. die.. 5íín. lbng.-4!8. each. Electrolytlos S mfd. 500 v. working.. 119 each. 6 for.10 / -. Tested. 60 mfd. 12 V. D.C., 4.d. 2 mfd. 350 v.. 4d. CONDENSERS, -0.1 mfd. 1.000 v., 8d. 0.5 4 kv., 2/9. 8 mfd. 500 F pc b, each. HOLDS 0.05 

pin Cerami807 base, new BSG Ceramic, E8'50 holders ed. each. INDICATOR'11NTt, Type (02.-in good condition contain- ing VOR57, 16 VR85 (SP61), 2 E1134, gQ EA50. Many useful components for TV eOnstrlletion. Hhuaed in metal Mlle lain. -8!Ih. x Min. A real bargain at 58/8 Pins 8i- carriage. Oak Ceramic insulated switches, 2 pole, 2 way, 16 each. R.F. Chokes Eddystone Type 1010, 6d. each. Pye Plugs and Sockets brand new and unused, in perfect condition, 8t1. per pair. Connectors, also brand new, 4d. each. Air Spaced. Ceramic insulated, silver plated Trimming Con- denser with fin. long spindle, 100 P.F., l'- each. Belling Lee Panel Mounting Fuse holders (used but in good condition) 1/3 each. 
Screened Connecting Wire (9/012) Rubber and Cambric Insu- lated. Screened with close woven Tinned Copper mesh. The very best in screened wire made by Johnson and Phillips. 10 yds., 2/6 or in 100 yds. coil, 23/ -. Plus 1/6 postage. Bin. din. HOTPLATE, made by G.E.C., 2,000 watts 250 v. Brand new in maker's carton. Wires brought out for 3 heat control. Guaranteed. Our price, 1218 plus, 1/6 postage. 
On-Off $wtteb 2 amp. 230 v., single pole. Can be used as S.P. Change -over. 'Made in black Bakelite by Scholes. New and unused. tld, each, 18!- per dozen. fubtlier';Hlen'Coniletnrr. 0 :1 mfd. 1,500 v. D.C. working, Overall height 21in., length 3i fn:, width Itin. Our price, 1-- each. 25,000 50 w. vitreous resistance with two nickel plated clips. Brand new. 911. each. 7/8 per dozen. 
Six -Way moulded Bakelite Terminal Block with plated brass inserts, 1/3 each. 
For comprehensive list of many other TV bargains send for monthly list. S.A.E. 

Please include sufficient to cover cost of postage and packing. 

The solder (or all 

NOME TELEVISION 
CONSTRUCTOR SETS 

Designers of television constructor 
sets know that the efficiency of 
their equipment depends on the 
solder used by the constructor - 
that's why they recommend Ersin 
Multicore for trouble -free, waste - 
free soldering. Ersin Multicore, the 
only solder containing three cores 
of extra- active, non -corrosive Ersin 
Flux, is obtainable from all leading 
radio shops. Ask for Cat. Ref. 
C.I6018, 18 S.W.G. 60'40 High 
Tin Television and Radio Alloy. 
The size 1 Carton contains 37 feet 
of solder, costs 5/ -. 

. . _-. 
,CIL` AS .req,.rb 

NAINS 7 
NON- CORES 

os CORROSIVE 

fi 

o 

Ersìn Multicore Solder 
In case of difficulty in Obtaining suppljes, please write to : 

MUL710ORE SDLMS I:YD., 
NEWER HOUSE. ALSENtARLE STREET, LONDON. W.1 'RIOeHt 1411 
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µ14«c,., ' árNSt 

LAND PRECIS /ON ew,, 74PE TABLE 
Heavy balanced flywheel gives extreme freedom from " wow" 
and " flutter." 
High fidelity Record /Play Back and Erase Heads in mumetal 
shields to ensure wide range response with correct amplifiers. 
Fast Re -wind. 
Very simple mechanical action - nothing to go wrong. 
Dimensions -I l l in. x 152in. x 7in. 
200 v. -250 v. A.C. only. 

PRICE 

£16.10.0 
j S 18UTORCS 
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N 1/- 
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RECEIVER 3457 
These cost over £100 each to build, they contain 15 
valves type EF50 and one each of VR56, VR55, VR92, 
and 2 of types VR116 and VR54. These contain a host 
of valuable pot'meters, motors, relays, gear box, and 
components of all descriptions, and in addition they 
contain the famous ' Pye" 45 Mc /s television strip. 
Brand new in transit boxes. Price £5119/6. 

ELECTRON MULTIPLIER 
Type 931A. Direct equivalent of the 27M, can be 
used for warning systems, locating foreign bodies. 
burglar alarms, etc., etc. Complete with base and 
a special lightproof chamber and resistance network. 
Price 27/6 each. 

TRANSFORMER SNIP 
A Universal replacement by a very 
famous maker. Standard mains 
input secondaries: 350 -0 -350 at 
80 mA. 6.3 tapped at 4 v. 4 amp. 
and 4 v. at 3 amps. Special price 
for one month only 13/6 plus 1/- 
post. is a half shrouded 

T.V. CONSTRUCTORS 
This is your last chance to secure the lowest priced 
T.V. parcel ever offered. It comprises an ex -Govt. unit 
which among a host of other parts contains 11 valves, 
all 6.3 v. mostly h.f. pentodes, also this unit contains 
a fine wide bandpass I.F. strip. With this unit we give 
without extra charge all the data showing how a really 
good T.V. receiver can be made using this unit. Extra 
parts are needed of course, but with the main unit at 
this low price the total cost should not exceed £10. 
Price of the unit which while not being new is never- 
theless in quite good condition, complete with the 
eleven valves and the data is only 22/6, plus 2/6 postage, 
etc. Send to -day or you may miss this super bargain. 

THIS MONTH'S SNIP 
Due to a very large purchase, we are able to offer you 8 mfd. 
600 v. working electrolytic condensers, aluminium can, upright 
mounting, made by one of our most famous Companies. These 
condensers will stand high surge voltages, and the normal list 
price is 7/. each. All are unused, and in perfect working order 
but outside cases may be soiled. Price only 1/9 each or 10/- 
per half dozen. Order by return because obviously once we 
have sold these we shan't be able to repeat. 

PAROLIN PANELS 
Ideal for making up special, tag boards, 
front panels for instruments, etc., the 
thickness of the panels varies a little, but 
on the average is 1 /16in. 
Size 6in. x 6in., 1/- each. Bin K20D. 
Size 12in. x 8in., 2/6 each. Bin 1(20C. 
Size 12ín. x 12in., 3/6 each. Bin K208. 
Size 24in. x 12ín., 6/- each. Bin K20A. 

B7G PLUG 
With hard rubber body, fits into 
standard B7G valveholders, ideal 
for joining small chassis, etc., 1/4 
each. 

c RO Orders under £2 add 1/6, under £1 add 11-. Postable items can be sent C.O.D., additional charge approx. 1 / -. 

W 
ti Good stock of all items at time of going to press. List 6d. Closed Wed. afternoon, open all day Sat. 

PRECISIONLPrl'ENT 
(5) ELECTRON HOUSE, Windmill Hill, 

RUISLIP MANOR, MIDDX. 
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CONDENSERS 
The abbreviated ranges of two 

popular types given here are repre- 
sentative of the wide variety of T.C.C. 
Condensers available. 

Hi -K 'PEARL' CERAMICS 

Capacity 
pF* 

' Wkg. Voltage Dimensions 
Type 
No. D.C. A.C. Length Dia. 

113 
IO0 
330 

150 
330 , 

470 

500 
500 
500 
500 
500 
500 

250 
250 
250 
250 
250 
250 

35 
mm. 
to 
7 
mm. 

5 
mm. 
to 
7 
mm. 

SSPG 
1 

PG 
i SPG I 

SPG I 

SPG I 

SPG I 

Hi -K MULTIPLE TUBULAR CERAMICS 

C apacity ñity 
Wk 

Voltage Dimensions Type 
No. 

D.C. A.C. Length Dia. 
2x 500 500 250 10 mm. 4-5 mm. 2CTH 310/W 2x 1000 500 250 10 mm. 4.5 mm. 2CTH 310/W 2x 1500 500 250 15 mm. 45 mm. 2CTH 315/W 
2 x 2200 500 250 22 mm. 6 - mm. 2CTH 422/W 
3 x 500 500 250 15 mm. 4.5 mm. 3CTH 315/W 
3 x 1000 500 250 15 mm. 4.5 mm. 3CTH 315/W 
3 x 2200 500 250 22 mm. 6 mm. 3CTH 422/W 

uaranteed not less than stated values at 25`C. 

THE TELEGRAPH CONDENSER CO. LTD. 
Radio Division: North Acton, London. W.3. Tel: Acorn 0061 

EX A.H. RADAR INDI- 
CATOR UNIT TYPE 62. 
Unused but soiled. Con- 
taining 20 valves and a Gin. 
C.R. tube type VCR97. 
Valve line -up : 16 SP61, 
2 EA50, 2 EB34. Dozens 
of components, resistances, 
coils, condensers 117 11íc /s 
crystal, pot. meters etc. 
Totally enclosed in metal 
case. Size : 18in. x gin. x Ilia. Weight 401hs. Enam- 
elled grey or black with 
coloured control knobs. 

LASKY'S PRICE 89/6 
Carriage 10/. extra. 

r..:.,n.:r::, 

June, 1951 

Limited Quantity 
L.S.I. Portable Valve 
and Circuit Analyser 
Lasky's Price $10.19.6 
Complete. Carriage 
10!- extra. Brand new and unused. Details 
available. 

PLESSEY TELEVISION 
Line EHT Trans.......21 /3 Focus Ring 19/6 Line width coil 8/9 
Boost choke 

FUSED 
TEST 

PROD!. 
Price 4 11 
per pair. 

Post 6d ex. 

DE LUXE TELE- 
VISION CAB- 
INETS. For 9, 10 
or 12in. cathode 
ray tubes. Beauti- 
fully figured, 
medium walnut 
finish, with high 
polish. hnternal di- 
mensions : 1 S tin. 

x 151in. x 3l in. Fitted with shelf for receiver, glass, speaker battle and fret, rear tube protector and castors for easy movement. Undrilled. 

LASKY'S PRICE £8 . 10 0 
Carriage 12/6 extra i 

THE VIEW - 
MASTER. All 
components avail- 
able at listed 
prices. No in- 
creases on old 
stocka. All valves 
at pre- budget 
prices: EF50's, 
5/- and 8/6 ; 
1:1301 or 6A1:5, 
11/- : EBC:33 
8/6 ; DH63 1016 
E T61 .s, 12/10 
6K25's, 12/10 
6P28, 21/4. 

T.Y. SCAN COILS FOR LINE AND FRAME. Brand new manufacturer's surplus. For gin. or 12ín. C.B. tubes. 
LASKY'S PRICE 14/6 Post 1/ -. 

P.M. 
TELEVISION FOCUS MAGNETS Suitable for any type of cathode ray tube. Tetrode Postage 1/- LASKY'S PRICE 15/- extra. 

'triode Postage 1f- LASKY'S PRICE 16/11 extra. 

GERMANIUM CRYSTALS. 
LASKY'S 

$ each. 
PRICE /" 8 for 20 / -. Post Free. 
PHOTO ELECTRIC CELLS TYPE 
VA26. Eequires 100 volts D.C. or peak 
A.C. to function. Ideal for experi- 
mental work. Postage 
LASKY'S PRICE 12/6 1/6 extra. 

LASKY'S RADIO, 
'Phone : Cunningham 1979 and 7214. 
Scud a 2!d. stamp with your name and address for a copy of our carrent Bulletin We have large locks of new surplus 

no, HARROW ROAD, PADDINGTON, 
LONDON, W.9. (Opposite Paddington Hospital.) Hours: Mon. to Sat. 9.:30 a.m. to 6 p.m. Thurs. half -day. 

radio components, valves, transformers, etc., details of which are given in our Bulletin. 
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Televiews 

& "TELEVISION TIMES" 
Editor : F. J. CAMM 

Editorial and Advertisement Offices: " Practical Television," George NewneS, 
Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand. W.C.2. 'Phone: Temple Bar 4388. 

Telegrams: Newnes, Rand. London. 
Registered at the G.P.O. for transmission by Canadian Magazine Post. 

ADVICE FROM THE OPTICIANS ! ' 

THE Association of Optical Practitioners has 
issued a pamphlet " in the interests of comfort 
in viewing " which states that television has 

created new visual problems and they therefore 
direct your attention to seven simple rules which 
they say will ensure that you can enjoy viewing 
without eyestrain. 

With somewhat longer scientific and practical 
experience of television we can assert that not once 
in the course of thousands of letters from televiewers 
have we had one complaint about. eyestrain. This 
would appear to be an attempt to invent a defect 
and to supply apparatus for it. For, of course, the 
argument used in the pamphlet would apply to 
cinemagoers, theatre patrons and many others. 
The argument seems to be that you should have a 

pair of glasses for everything you do ! 

It is worthy of comment in passing that the 
eyesight of the nation has not improved during the 
past 50 years. More and more people are wearing 
spectacles ; so it cannot be said that opticians have 
found cures for eye troubles. At the best they merely 
provide the, counterpart of a crutch for a defective 
organ. 

The tendency of opticians should be to cure bad 
eyesight instead of providing glasses which do not 
cure it. Once glasses are taken to, eyesight steadily 
gets worse, and this needs to be adjusted by fitting 
glasses of greater magnification or with other 
correcting lenses. 

Here are the simple rules : 

" Never view television with the room in darkness ; 

the contrast between the bright screen and the dark 
room is very tiring for the eyes. Have a comfortable 
amount of light, either overhead or behind you but 
not shining directly on the screen. 

" Be sure your set is properly installed, with special 
attention to the aerial. 

" Tune your set carefully, readjusting after it has 
warmed up thoroughly, otherwise the picture may 
be unsteady and distorted and this strains the eyes. 

" Seat yourself comfortably and do not look up at 
the screen. It is better to have the picture at eye 

level, or slightly below rather than higher. 
" Do not concentrate on the television screen for 

long periods, as this tends to produce eyestrain. 
Glance round the room occasionally, as a change of 

focus rests the eyes. 
" It is advisable to sit about 6 -loft. away from the 

television screen. 
" If television makes your eyes ache have them ex- 

amined and wear glasses if you need them. If you are 
over 55 you may need special glasses for television." 

Perhaps this last recommendation is the gravamen 
of the matter. We do not know whether spectacles 
for television would be partly met out of the Health 
Service, but there should be good business for 
opticians in the sale of spectacles if the advice is 

taken ! 

INCREASED PURCHASE TAX 

THE increase in the purchase tax on television 
receivers from 33's per cent. to 661 per cent. has 

caused manufacturers some concern. It seems 
wrong to add this further burden just as the television 
service is developing to the point where it will pro- 
vide a nation -wide coverage. It is particularly hard on 
those who have not yet purchased receivers and who 
are awaiting the erection of their local transmitting 
station. i 

There have been protest meetings in the north 
and representations have been made to the Govern- 
ment. The reduced demand for television receivers 
in the, as yet, undeveloped television areas will not 
enable manufacturers to reduce basic prices. In 
fact, it will cause in increase, and as purchase tax 
is based upon selling price the real increase is greater 
than 33} per cent. 

Owing to the shortage of certain raw materials, 
manufacturers in any case must perforce restrict their 
output. It is unlikely that the revenue will benefit 
very much, if at all, from this increased tax, which 
seems to be designed to reduce the demand rather 
than produce revenue. 

This is a curious policy to adopt in view of the 
recommendations Of the Beveridge Report and the 
progress which is being made On the transmitting side. 
Manufacturers had hoped that as demand went up 
they would be able to reduce their prices. Certainly 
that cannot happen until at least April next year, 
when the 1952 Budget is introduced. -F. J. C. 
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A ComQct Televisor-2 
A Complete bin. TV Receiver on a Single Chassis 

By E. N. BRADLEY 

THE by -pass capacitors C63 And C64, directly be- 
tween the Y deflector plates and the tube anode, 
may appear unconventional, but serve to obviate 

slight cross -talk between the X and Y plates. The cap- 
acitor between the " idling " Y plate and the anode is 
larger in capacitance than its fellow to tie this plate more 
closely to the steady anode potential. It is possible that 
in several home -built televisors the inclusion of two such 
capacitors might clear the picture of any trace of curva- 
ture along the line -most VCR97s appear to show a 
little cross -talk between the X and Y plates -resulting 
in a trace of the line frequency appearing on the frame 
deflectors. In bad cases this can show as a quite serious 
phase shift oval at the base of the raster. The capacitors 
also by -pass any line frequency induced into the frame 
deflecting leads between the receiver output socket and 
the tube. These capacitors are actually mounted be- 
tween the lugs on the tube base itself. 

The Sound Receiver 
The sound section employed in this receiver is based 

on the sound section fitted to the writer's " Portable 
Televisor " described elsewhere, and is a little un- 
conventional in that it has a regenerative detector. In 
an ordinary receiver this might well mean that quality 
would be low, but in the case of the television sound 
signal a quite high degree of regeneration is permissible. 
The advantage, of course, in using such a circuit is that 
each valve or valve section is adding its quota of am- 
plification, so that only a single R.F. stage is needed 
after the common vision -sound R.F. stage round VI. 

The sound signal is taken from the grid coil of V2 
by a li -turn loop at the base of the coil. This loop, 
via a twisted feeder, forms part of L6, the first sound 
tuning coil proper, and this method of taking off the 
sound signal is found to be distinctly preferable to a 
capacitive coupling into the vision R.F. strip or to 
running the sound section separately to the aerial. 
Adjustments are more easily made and the circuit, once 
tuned, is very stable. 

VIO, the first sound R.F. stage proper, feeds into the 
regenerative detector, via a transformer coupling, the 
detector being the first section of the double triode VII. 

2 3 4 4 5 6 

Fig. 3. -Side views of 12 with RFCI and R6 mounted. 

The second section is employed as a normal A.F. 
amplifier and the signal is finally supplied to the output 
valve V12. Regeneration, and thus volume, are con- 
trolled by the potentiometer R53. Note that the sound 
section tuning coils are peaked a little by small shunt 
capacitances. 

Power Supplies 
Real economy is exercised in the power pack where 

one quite small transformer is employed to supply 
all the heater and H.T. voltages necessary. A drop - 
through component, Messrs. Coulphone's Type 351, 
is easily mounted and handles the load well. It should 
be stated at this point that the heater winding is a little 

Fig. 4. -This diagram 
shows how the diode 
detector should be 
placed in relation to 
V6, as described on 

page 23. 

O O 
L5 

O 

Grid of, V6 

EFSa 
VS. 

EASO 

RRFÇS 
8 

1 ̀ R22 
Earthed Solder/1-'9 Tag 

w 
overloaded, but since there have been rio signs of over- 
heating during several long test runs the specification 
would appear to be in order. The heavy 'shroud over 
the top of the transformer makes it possible to mount 
the C.R. tube very close to the power pack -the trans- 
former, moreover, is mounted in a circular cut -out in 
the chassis so that it can be rotated, and it is oriented 
for minimum hum on the raster or picture during the 
first trials. 

Rectification is handled by selenium rectifiers both in 
the H.T. and E.H.T. lines. The transformer is employed 
in a half -wave circuit, 350 volts to earth being drawn 
from the H.T. secondary centre -tap and 700 volts across 
the full secondary. The receiver H.T. is therefore supplied 
by half the secondary and the full secondary is connected 
into a Cockroft multiplier made up of Recs. 4 and 5 
and C61, C62 of Fig. 1. C62 presents to Ree. 4 both 
700 volts A.C. and a steady bias of about 700 volts 
D.C. provided by Ree. 5 which is connected between 
the capacitor and earth, so that the final butput, taking 
peak values into account, is between 1,400 and 1,500 
volts into the load of the tube and bleeder network. 
Different tubes and varying bleeder resistor tolerances 
will give some voltage variation here, but the final 
output is found adequate, especially with the addition 

4ir 
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of the " intensifier," shown in Fig. 1 as being connected 
directly to the tube anode supply point. The intensifier 
is no more than a ring of wire or foil round the tube 
just behind the screen, held in place by a strip of adhesive 
cellophane tape, and protected, in the prototype, by 

the rubber tube mask. This ring is then connected 
directly to tag 10 on the tube base by a short length of 
rubber -covered flex, and gives the effect of several 
hundred volts extra E.H.T. at the anode, to judge by 
the reduction of the raster size as the connection is 

made. It also prevents bulb charge and gives a cleaner, 
brighter picture which can be viewed with some room 
lighting. No claims as regards daylight or full room 
light viewing are made because the VCR97 is not 
suitable for such conditions no matter what the E.H.T. 
supplied. 

The two E.H.T. rectifiers were obtained at 6s. each as 
surplus and are coded as SenTerCel K3 /40, 1,000 volts 
at 1 mA.. Some constructors may be sufficiently fortunate 
to find this type at cheap rates, others may prefer to 
employ rectifiers already to hand. Any selenium 
(preferred) or metal rectifiers with the same ratings 
will serve. In the components list the normal SenTerCel 
codings are given. 

The three H.T. rectifiers in series are the new 
SenTerCel RM3 type, ideal for this sort of construction 
since they take up so little space and are rated to supply 
120 mAs. They are run at lower than full ratings and so 
handle the load with ease. Three units are needed as 
each rectifier is rated at 125 volts, so that three in series 
can deal with 375 volts. 

B.76 is a surge limiter resistor. In a half -wave circuit 
there is a heavy reservoir capacitor current and R76 
gives a measure of protection against these surges. 
At the same time a double reservoir capacitor is em- 
ployed, not so much to provide extra capacitance but 
to give a parallel path for the reservoir capacitor 
currents, so easing the load on each capacitor section. 

Construction -The Coils 
Work on the original televisor showed that the first 

job to be completed should be the winding of the coils ; 

once these are finished the chassis construction can 
proceed very quickly. The coil former set as received 
is ready for winding and assembly. 

The set as marketed contains nine formers, cans, etc., 
whilst the present circuit employs but seven of these, 
so leaving two spare complete formers. These may be 
employed for sound rejection circuits, to be described, 
or could be used in a pre -amplifier should this prove 
necessary in remote or poor reception areas. In any 
case it should soon prove possible for any experienced 
constructor to find a use for these spare formers. 

The coil winding data is as follows :- 
For Channels 1 and 2 (London, Belfast, Holme Moss, 

S. Devon). 
LI -10 turns 32 s.w.g. d.s.c. tapped at 21 turns 

for aerial. 
L2 -7 turns 32 s.w.g. d.s.c. 11 turns 20 s.w.g. enam. 

at base of former. See below. 
L3 
L4 7 turns 32 s.w.g. d.s.c. 
15 
L6 -5 turns 32 s.w.g. d.s.c. 
L7 -7 turns 32 s.w.g. d.s.c. anode coil ; 6 turns 

32 s.w.g. d.s.c. grid toil. 
The vision coils are wound to a pitch of 40 turns 

per inch -this means that the aerial coil, for example, 
should have a total length of ¡in. The windings are 
quite easily put on by hand and a close approximation 

to the pitch is obtained by winding on two wires side 

by side, close- wound, then removing one wire after the 
double coil is fixed by a thin coating of hot paraffin 
wax. When one wire is removed the other is left as 

the coil with properly spaced turns. This is by no 
means essential, however ; the original coils were 
wound directly by hand and gently spaced to the correct 
pitch and set with wax. 

The sound coil L6 is wound to a pitch of 20 turns 
per inch, so that the five turns occupy a length of *in. 

and are easily wound on. The windings of the 
transformer, L7, again have a pitch of 40 turns per inch, 

and the two coils should be separated 4in. apart. 
For channels 3 and 4 (Kirk O'Shotts, S. Hants, 

Sutton Coldfield and Aberdeen). 
Ll -8 turns 32 s.w.g. d.s.c. tapped at I;4 turns for aerial. 
L2 -5 turns 32 s.w.g. d.s.c. ; I¡ turns 20 s.w.g. enam. 

at base of former. See below. 
L3, L4, L5 -5 turns 32 s.w.g. d.s.c. , 

L6-4 turns 32 s.w.g. d.s.c. 
L7 -5 turns 32 s.w.g. d.s.c. anode coil ; 4 turns 32 - 

s.w.g. d.s.c. grid coil. 
Winding pitches and, for L7, the coil separation, as 

for the coils above. 

The Feed Chokes 
For either set of coils, L2, L3, L4 and L5 have feed 

chokes on the same former as the coil, the choke 
occupying a winding length of about sin. at the top of 
the former and spaced tin. at least from the tuned 
winding. For each choke 38 s.w.g. d.s.c. wire should 
be used and 80 turns close -wound put on. If 
40 s.w.g. can be employed it will be found possible to 
put on 100 turns, but it is not necessary to employ this 
very fine wire and it has been found permissible to use 
32 -gauge wire and to put on only about 60 turns. 

The process of winding the coils should be carried 
out as follows : First set in place, at the top of the 
coil former, the paxolin top piece, making sure that the 
four corner holes are in line with the holes in the base. 
The side wires are later held in place by these holes. 
Before winding, check the metal eyelets in the base and 
ensure that they are clean for soldering. 

Then wind on the coil, keeping it near the base of the 
former and securing each end of the former either by 
wax or a small slip of cellophane tape. Wind on the 
choke, or the second tuned winding in the case of L7, 
also securing its ends. In the case of L2 the 1i -turn 
sound coupling is also wound on, and in the case of 
this coil its ends are carried directly through the two 
side holes in the base to protrude about tin. By the 
side holes is meant the two holes numbered 2 and 5. 

Tappings are made by drawing out a length of wire 
and twisting it into a short pigtail -later, care must be 
taken that the double wire of this pigtail is cleaned 
down to the coil and both wires soldered together 
throughout their length. 

With the coil windings completed the side wires are 
slipped into place so that their upper ends just protrude 
through the upper spacer -the paxolin top piece earlier 
fitted to the top of the former. The side wires should 
be a push fit in the metal eyeletted holes in the coil base, 
and should now be soldered firmly to the eyelets. The 
side wires, which are to form the connecting points to 
the coil, should not be bent over below the former, as 

this might twist the wires between their two supports 
and break the coil connections to them. With the side 
wires in place, the coils, chokes, etc., have their ends 
soldered to the side wires -in Fig. 3 are shown the four 
side views of L2 to show how the connections are made. 
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To obtain the shortest possible coil connections to the 
rest of the circuits the coils should be wound so that 
the coil and choke ends are taken to the side wires 
numbered as follows : 

Ll -Grid coil across Nos. 1 and 6. Grid to No. 1. 
RI across Nos. I and 6. Aerial tapping to No. 4. 

L2 -Grid coil across Nos. 1 and 6. Grid to No. 1. 
R6 across Nos. I and 6. C3 across Nos. I and 3. 
Anode choke across Nos. 3 and 4. Anode to No. 3. 
Sound coupler. through Nos. 2 and 5. 

L3, L4, L5 -Grid coil across Nos. 1 and 6. Grid and 
Diode to No. 1. R12, R17, R(X) across Nos. 1 

and 6. C8, C13, C18 across Nos. 1 and 3. Anode 
choke across Nos. 3 and 4. 
Anode to No. 3. 

L6 -Grid coil across Nos. 1 and 
6. Grid to No. 1. C38 across Nos. 
1 and 4. Earth tag 4 to complete 
C38 circuit. Take one lead from 
sound coupler on L2 to tag 6 
and earth the other lead along 
with the earthed side of C38. 

L7 -Grid coil across Nos. 1 and 
6. Grid to No: 1. C44 across Nos. 
1 and 6. Anode coil across Nos. 
3 and 4. Anode to No. 3. C42 
across Nos. 3 and 4. 

With all windings completed and 
protected by a coating of wax, which 
can be melted on by a soldering iron, 
it remains only to insert the cores 
into the coil formers. L7, of course. 
has two cores, one controlled from 
the top of the former and one from 
the bottom. The coil cans have their 
fixing lugs bent up to an angle of 90 
deg. by broad -nosed pliers ready for 
bolting down. The remaining coils 
are R.F.C.5, between the diode cath- 
ode and the grid of V6, and the com- 
pensating choke, L8, in the grid -earth 
circuit of V6. Both may be wound 
with 32 to 36 s.w.g. d.s.c. copper wire. 

R.F.C.5 consists of 100 turns close wound on a fin. 
diameter former thin. in length ; a ceramic -bodied 
resistor of about 1 watt rating serves well. The 
resistance value should not be too low -a megohm is 
suitable. The wire ends of the resistor then act as leads 
to which the ends of the choke may be sweated. 

L8 is wound actually on R22. Two small cheeks of 
thin card are cut from a postcard and temporarily fixed 
on to R22 by wax, the winding space between the cheeks 
measuring about }in. or perhaps slightly less. Each 
cheek should be about ¡in. in diameter. One hundred 
and fifty turns of wire are then bank -wound between the 
cheeks and impregnated with hot wax, the cheeks being 
removed when the wax is hard. The coil will be found 
firmly set on the body of the resistor, and it remains 
only to connect one end of the coil to one end of 
the resistor, the spare resistor lead being cut off short. 
The combination is then wired in series between the 
grid tag of V6 and the nearest earthing point. 
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coils are mounted over groups of seven holes (each hole 
3116in. diameter), except for the L2 position; where a 
further two holes are needed for the sound coupler 
leads. The central hole in each group gives access from 
below to the core, whilst the holes for the coil and choke 
leads fall at the corners of a ¡in. square round the 
centre. The mounting holes are I }in. apart. 

The valveholders for VI -V4 are placed fairly tightly 
between the coil positions, and the direction of the 
keyways should be noted carefully from Fig. 2. To 
discover the exact drilling positions for the valveholder, 
fixing bolts, once the main I lin. holes have been punched 
out, drop a valveholder on to the chassis top deck, 

Construction -the Chassis 
With the coils completed and the chassis drilled and 

punched the work can proceed at a rapid rate. The 
main chassis drilling dimensions were shown in Fig. 2, 
last month. 

The circuit is split into three sections each of which 
runs longitudinally along the chassis top deck. The 

The completed receiver showing the compact lay -out 
of components and controls. 

its pins through the main VI hole, and rotate the valve - 
.holder till its mounting holes are in line with the holes 
for the coil mounting tags. Ensure that the holder is 
central over its hole, then mark the two drilling positions. 
Repeat for the V2, V3 and V4 holes. The valveholders 
are actually mounted below the chassis. 

All the potentiometer mounting holes should be of 'gin. 
diameter, whilst the two holes for the aerial socket and 
the video output socket should also be ¡in. in diameter 
if the specified sockets are employed. 

It will be noted that in Fig. 2 no definite drilling 
points for the diode va'veholder are shown, as these 
depend on the actual holder employed. In the prototype 
a small bracket holder was used, taken from ex- Service 
equipment, and this holder supports the diode hori- 
zontally about 1716in. below the chassis top deck. The 
anode pin of the valve comes very close to the anode 
contact on L5, whilst R.F.C.5 is carried immediately 
from the diode cathode tag on the holder to the grid tag 
on the V6 holder. The short leads thus achieved, and 
the nearness of the diode to the screen provided by the 
chassis, play a very considerable part in attaining the 
stability of the circuit. The arrangement is shown in 
Fig. 4. 

(To be continued) 
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The Sync Separator 
How it Functions and Some Circuits for the Experimenter 

By W. J. DELANEY (G2FMY) 

CORRESPONDENCE on design details and con- 
cerning faults indicates that the sync separator 
is the cause of the majority of worries so far as 

the home -constructor is concerned. Much of the 
trouble seems to arise from the fact that in some receivers 
there is only a single valve performing this function, 
whilst other circuits show three or even four valves all 

used only for the purpose of separating the sync pulses. 
From this some constructors infer that the single valve 
cannot do the job properly and thus fail to adjust it 
and assume that failure to obtain proper working is 

inherent in such an arrangement. A study of commercial 
receivers will show, however, that in the majority only 

Fig. I .- Standard single - 
valve sync separator cir- 
cuit, depending upon 
grid current for its 

action. 

Fig. 3.- Circuit used in a 
commercial receiver for 
separating frame and 

line pulses. 

one valve is employed, and if this stage does work cor- 
rectly it satisfies all normal needs. 

The purpose of the circuit, as its name implies, is 

the separation of the synchronising pulses, and this 
covers actually two separate things. Firstly, the separ- 
ation of the combined line and frame sync pulses from 
the picture modulation and, second, the separation of 
the line and frame pulses one from the other. The 
latter is a fairly simple matter, and it is in the first part 
of the function that the real difficulty lies. 

Standard Arrangement 
In the video stage there are present the modulation 

impulses and the relative time bases controls and if these 
were all applied to the tube it would have little effect, 
as the normal bias here would take care of the elimina- 
tion of the sync pulses as these are below the normal 
" black level." The picture impulses, however, if they 
got into the time bases would trigger them at all sorts 
of odd moments and it would be impossible to obtain 
proper interlacing or even a proper raster build -up. 
The fact that faulty separation leads to such trouble as 
line tearing shows the importance of proper picture 

elimination. Fig. 1 shows the standard arrangement 
which is employed by most makers and it will be seen 
to consist of a normal H.F. pentode without bias. 
There are two critical components in this circuit and 
one " invisible " critical component. When certain 
values of signal are applied to the grid of this stage 
grid current flows, and therefore by proper adjustment 
of values it is possible to arrange that everything over 
a certain value is cut off, and this can include not only the 
picture pulses but also peaks due to noise and inter- 
ference. The latter is important, as in an area of weak 
signals where interference is present it may be found 
that the interference will trigger the time bases and thus 
break up the interlacing or tear the lines. The first 
point in adequate separation, therefore, is to arrange 
for a suitable working point of the valve in use and avoid 
this stage having any effect on the video stage. Resistor 
RI is included for the latter purpose mainly, and it will 
be found that a value of 10,000 or 12,000 ohms can 
safely be used here. There is no need to worry about 
any other values for this component. 

The potentials applied to this stage must assist in 
obtaining the desired small grid base, and some designers 
use a very low H.T. voltage whilst others use a very low 
screen -grid voltage. An aid to satisfactory working 
is to use a large electrolytic condenser for by- passing 
the S.G. and 8 or 16 µF may be used in this position 
with advantage. Resistors R3 and R4 must be chosen 
according to the valve in use and, in general, should be 
such as to keep the voltage on the screen very low. 
Again, to assist in finding a suitable working point a 
potentiometer may be used as shown in Fig. 2. To 
avoid the high cost of a wire -wound control of high 
value a normal control may be used with fixed resistors 
on either side, and these may be changed in the experi- 
mental stages to find the most suitable point for the 
valve in use. 

The working point of the valve will also depend upon 
the particular grid leak and condenser values and these 
may be found very critical. The " invisible " com- 
ponent mentioned also comes in at this point and it is the 
self -capacity which exists between the grid condenser 
and the chassis, and also probably between chassis and 

Fig. 2.- Variable 
grid leaks and 
screen poten- 
tiometer, as 
shown here, assist 
in obtaining maxi- 
mum perform- 
ance from the 
arrangement 
shown in Fig. 1. 
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resistor R1. For this reason both of these components 
should be so placed in the wiring that they are well 
clear of the chassis, and heavy gauge wire should be 
used to connect them together so that they may be held 
firmly " in the air." For the same reason Rl should 
be as small as possible (i watt is satisfactory here) and 
the condenser should be as small as possible. Values 
from .02 to .1 EtF may be used, and to assist in adjusting 
to the correct working point it is recommended that the 
grid leak (R2) be in the form of a potentiometer (Fig. 2). 
The effect of the adjustment of this on the interlace 
is very instructive, and it is easy to see the effect when 
it is adjusted whilst a picture is being received. Values 
for R2 range from 390 kn up to 4.7 MI?, so it will be 
seen that there is a wide range from which to choose. 

Time Base Pulses 
It will be found that in most cases a potentiometer 

of 2 M? will enable a suitable working point to be 
obtained with a .05 pF condenser, but in some circuits 
it may be found that as this control is adjusted it will 
at the same time be found necessary also to adjust 
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the frame frequency control to obtain a steady interlace. 
So far all that has been done has been to separate the 
combined pulses from the picture pulses and it is now 
necessary to separate the two sets of time bases from 
each other. It is necessary to prevent the pulses from 
one section from influencing those of the other section 
and it is here that most of the elaboration takes place. 
In most cases it is only necessary to include a low value 
of resistor (R5) in the anode circuit of the separator and 
to take off the line and frame pulses from each end as 
indicated, the separator load resistor being R6. 

In areas of strong signal and little interference a 
simple R.C. network may be arranged to feed each of 
the time bases, but where the signal is very weak or 
interference is very bad more elaborate arrangements 
have to be introduced. The simple R.C. .networks 
used in a Ferguson receiver are shown in Fig. 3, line 
pulses being fed through Cl and frame through Rl, 
R2, C2, C3. It will be found that this arrangement 
works very well indeed even with a fairly low signal 
and the arrangement is inexpensive. 

(To be continued) 

7v2 JthciJzQma 
THE Telecinema at the South Bank Exhibition 

has been planned to demonstrate to the public 
the most up -to -date techniques in the motion 

picture and television fields and the equipment 
installed there may be regarded as representing some of 
the most advanced equipment available anywhere in 
the world to -day. From all contemporary British cinema 
projection equipment, standard S /U /P /A projectors were 
chosen for the Telecinema to demonstrate to the world 
the latest ideas on the projection of stereoscopic pictures 
and stereophonic sound. Another feature of the Tele- 
cinema equipment is a projected illuminated surround 
whereby the picture on the screen is surrounded not by 
the usual black frame but by a lighter border, which 
changes in intensity and colour according to the relative 
intensity and colour of the picture being projected. 

Stereoscopic Films 
Present techniques have not yet reached the stage 

where it is possible to present a stereoscopic picture to a 
large audience without making some compromise 
between the ideal and what is possible ; this compromise 
involves the wearing of some form of spectacles by the 
audience. Two methods of stereoscopic viewinc are 
possible by means of spectacles, the first using two -colour 
spectacles and the second perpendicularly polarised 
spectacles. As two- colour spectacles preclude the use 
of colour films, the polarised -light system has been 
adopted for the Telecinema. 

Two images maintained in horizontal and vertical 
register are projected on to the `screen by running two 
separate film projectors in synchronism with one another, 
the light beam from each being polarised in a suitable 
manner by filters carried on the projectors. The resulting 
images on the screen, when viewed through polarising 
spectacles, give a remarkably effective three dimensional 
picture. Accurate synchronisation of the two projectors 
running side -by -side is accomplished by the use of 
Selsyn motors. 

As far as the stereophonic sound reproduction is 
concerned, this differs from conventional practice in 

that no sound is recorded on the films running through 
the picture projectors, but is, instead, recorded on a 
film coated with magnetic material for running through 
a separate sound reproducer head. A requirement 
of stereophonic sound. is that there should be two or 
more completely separate sound channels and in this 
equipment three -channel stereophonic magnetic re- 
cording is employed. A fourth sound channel is employed 
solely for sound -effects reproduced from speakers 
mounted in the main and balcony ceilings and at the 
back of the auditorium. The sound from the three 
stereophonic tracks is reproduced from behind the 
screen, where three speaker systems for this reproduction 
each consist of a standard S /U /P /A combination of 
twin -unit low- frequency horns and twin -unit high - 
frequency horns, with a changeover frequency of 500 
cycles. Each of the three stereophonic sound channels 
feeds one speaker combination 'and the sound from the 
screen accompanies its apparent source on the screen. 
The screen speakers are used not only for the reproduc- 
tion of stereophonic sound, but also for monaural 
sound in conjunction with normal films, television sound 
and interval music. 

Picture Surround 
Another feature of the presentation of all the films at 

the Telecinema is a projected picture surround - 
a development for which BTH is solely responsible. It 
is a result of pre -war investigations by the company into 
the possibility of providing an alternative to the black 
border around the picture which, it is felt, detracts 
from the appearance of the picture. For optimum 
presentation of picture detail and colour, the picture 
should be presented against a neutral background such 
that the highlights on the screen are always brighter 
than the surroundings, and the dark portions of the 
picture always darker than the surroundings. These 
conditions are achieved in the Telecinema fairly simply 
by making use of the light normally wasted during the 
pull -down period when the shutter is closed. A standard 
shutter, having a reflecting rear surface is employed 
to reflect the normally -wasted light on to a mirror and 
then through a special optical system on to the screen. 
This optical system contains masks to shape the light 
beam so that it only illuminates the surround. 
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Field Television Equipment 
Some Interesting Details of Portable Outside Broadcast Equipment 

By F. B. HICKMAN 

ONE of the most popular types of B.B.C. television 
programme is the outside broadcast. Many 
of the memorable broadcasts of recent years 

have been of this kind, and the B.B.C. is devoting 
considerable attention and study to perfecting the 
technique and also the equipment needed for such outside 
pick -ups. 

Figures published by one of the major American 
television networks show that 40 per cent. of its pro- 
gramme hours are devoted to outside broadcasts and 
other programmes not originating in the studio. Such 

events as boxing promotions, football and baseball 
matches have always been considered to hold an important 
place in a well- balanced programme service. 

As will be realised, the successful transmission of 
outside television broadcasts calls for specialised equip- 
ment often differing very considerably in mechanical 
detail from the equivalent apparatus as used in the 
studio. A special line of field equipment has been 
developed in the U.S.A., and similar equipment is now 
being used in this country, which is assembled in small 
self- contained units each approximately of suitcase 
size, and special mobile studio and transmitting units 
are regularly used to carry all the requisite units to the 

remote sites. In a typical outside broad - 
cast, equipment 
such as that 
described below, 
with up to four 
field cameras, 
may be used as 
much as 15 miles 
or more from the 
base station. 
Land lines may 
be used to link 
the remote point 
with the studio, 
but often it is 

cheaper and con- 
siderably more 
convenient to use 
a micro -wave 
relay.link to carry 
the video signal, 
whilst the audio 
sign only is car- 
ried by land line. 
The only limita- 
tion then to the 
distance of the 
remote pick -up is 

that there should 
be a line-of-sight 
path from the 
relay transmitter 
to the receiving 
aerial of the base 
station. 

Limitations of Early Field Equipment 
Field television equipment, which in the early days 

suffered from serious limitations, has been continuously 
developed, until in 1946 Image Orthicon tubes became 
available in quantity production for field cameras. The 
Image Orthicon has a photo- cathode area approximately 
one -quarter that of its immediate predecessor, the 
Orthicon, and a light sensitivity from 10 to 30 times 
greater than that of the Orthicon. The small size of 
the mosaic area permits the use of optical systems 
equivalent to those used on standard 35 mm. motion 
picture cameras and makes practicable the use of a lens 

turret. A typical Image Orthicon camera uses fot) lenses, 
any one of which may quickly be brought into place 
by turning a handle at the rear of the camera. Changing 
from one lens to another and refocusing requires Only 

one- and -a -half seconds. The main focusing control 
on the camera moves the camera tube bodily towards 
or away from the optical system. The lenses may also 
be prefocused in the usual manner. This provision of a 
lens turret greatly increases the latitude of operation 
of the camera unit. 

The signal -to -noise ratio of the Image Orthicon under 
conditions of strong illumination is not quite so good 
as that of earlier camera tubes, although at low 

FIELD CAMERAS 
TYPE TK 30 A 

SWITCH /NG UNIT 
TYPE TS 30 A 

AMERA CONTROL 
UNITS 

TYPE M/ 26065 

ISTER MONITOR 
UNIT 

TYPE TM SA 

+sr` .. 

POWER 
O /STRIBUr /ON 

BOX 

POWER SUPPLY U/I /1S 

SYNCHRON /ZING 
GENERATOR 

TYPE TG 10A 

A group of R.C.A. Outside Broadcast Units, identified for reference. 
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illumination levels it shows considerable advantage. 
Early Image Orthicons possessed high infra -red sensitivity 
necessitating the use of optical filters for televising most 
outdoor scenes, but later developments have a response 
corresponding very nearly to that of the human eye. 
A most important advantage of the tube is its ability 
to handle a very wide range of light values. With a 
correct setting of the various electrode potentials, a 
change in light intensities in an outdoor pick -up from 
deep shade to brilliant sunlight will not produce a serious 
degradation in the transmitted picture, even without 
any adjustment of the camera controls. 

Electronic Viewfinder 
The TK30A camera uses an electronic viewfinder 

which forms a completely detachable unit. At low light 
levels an optical viewfinder would not be satisfactory. 
The finder employs a 5in. C.R. tube with voltages adjusted 
to give a satisfactory picture under normal outdoor 
light conditions. The camera operator sees on the face 
of this tube the picture being transmitted to camera 
control and is thus able to focus his camera directly, 
and at the same time monitor the quality of the picture. 
Interchangeable viewing hoods are provided for the 
viewfinder. All the necessary controls for making 
adjustment of centering, linearity, gain, picture height 
and width on both camera tube and viewfinder are 
grouped at the rear of the camera. These controls are 
used only for initial set -up of the camera and during 
operation are protected by hinged covers. All the 
controls which require adjustment during operation are 
remotely located at the camera control unit. The 
camera operator has, therefore, only to keep his camera 
focused on the scene of action. He is kept in touch 
with the camera control unit by an intercommunications 
system and indeed in special cases the viewfinder may 
be dispensed with altogether, the necessary focusing 
instructions being passed from the camera control unit 
to the camera operator. 

General Arrangement 
The normal arrangements of units in a field television 

set -up are as shown on page I1. The camera control 
units, one of which is used for each camera in the chain, 
are normally grouped at some convenient point along 
with the switching system, the synchronising generator 
and the master monitor unit. The production director 
sitting at this control point can watch on the camera 
control units the scenes being picked up by the various 
cameras and can switch whichever scene he chooses on 
to the line to the transmitter. 

Camera Control Unit 
Each camera control unit provides a means for 

observing and controlling the quality of the picture 
signal generated by the camera. A lin. tube is used 
as a picture monitor, while a 3in. tube acts as a wave- 
form monitor. The unit includes a picture signal 
amplifier driven from the pre -amplifier in the camera. 
This amplifier also mixes the picture blanking signal 
with the signal from the camera and establishes black 
level at the beginning of each scanning line by means 
of a " clamp " circuit. The composite picture and sync 
signal is delivered to a 75 ohm coaxial transmission line. 
High -level driver stages are included for driving the two 
monitoring tubes. Pulse line amplifiers feed driving 
signals over coaxial conductors to the camera deflection 
and blanking circuits. These amplifiers enable one 
synchronising generator to feed several cameras which 
may be operated at distances up to 1,000ft. away from 
the control unit. Vertical and horizontal scanning 

circuits are provided for the picture.monitor tube. The 
horizontal sweep signal for the wave -form monitor is 
generated in a conventional thyratron circuit. Two 
sweep frequency ranges, each allowing for viewing two 
or three blanking pulses, are provided for the vertical 
and horizontal frequencies respectively. The high - 
voltage supply is derived from the usual half -wave 
rectifier circuit. 

Power Supply Unit 
The power supply delivers approximately 1 amp. at a 

stabilized voltage adjustable between 270 and 285 volts. 
The power transformer is of very small physical size 
for its rating and uses glass and silicone insulating 
materials. To ensure as low an operating temperature 
as possible, the transformer is enclosed in a housing 
through which air is drawn by a fan. The airstream is 
also used to provide cooling for the whole unit. 

Switching Unit 
The next link in the chain is the switching equipment 

which serves as the nerve centre of the system. It 
provides all the necessary input and output switching 
together with means of adding synchronising pulses to 
the camera output circuits. The switching system 
comprises the video and the inter -communication 
units. 

The video system includes a switching panel, video 
amplifiers and synchronising circuits. Six inputs are 
provided for, of which normally four are connected to 
Image Orthicon cameras. The other two may be 
connected to a studio line, film camera or other input. 
Six push buttons each with its own pilot light allow 
instantaneous selection of any of the input circuits. 
Only one circuit, however, can be used at a time. The 
selection is done at the direction of the programme 
director, who makes his choice by watching the individual 
camera control units. When a button is pressed the pilot 
light above the button lights up and at the same time 
corresponding lights go up on the camera control unit 
and camera proper, as an indication of which position 
is " on the air." The video signal is amplified and mixed 
with á synchronising signal from a field synchronising 
generator to give a composite signal which is further 
amplified and fed via a 75 -ohm coaxial line to the studio 
or to a relay transmitter. An additional stage of 
amplification feeds the master monitor unit. This 
monitor can be switched to the picture output, to the 
output of the relay transmitter or to either of the 
auxiliary input circuits. The switching system is 
therefore extremely flexible and allows the operator to 
monitor the picture at any desired point. 

The inter -communication system provides speech 
circuits between camera -men, camera control operators, 
technical director, programme director, etc., in addition 
to a circuit for distributing the programme sound to all 
operators. Each operator wears a double earphone and 
a microphone. One earphone reproduces the pro- 
gramme sound, while the other carries the operating 
instructions. Jacks are provided on all cameras and 
camera control units. A switch panel provides a wide 
variety of cross connections- covering every possible 
operating set -up and also allows for emergency operation. 
The switching system operates from a power supply 
identical with that used for the camera control unit. 

Synchronising Unit 
To provide the timing signals for driving the scanning 

generators in the cameras, the picture tubes in the camera 
control units and the mixer amplifier circuits in the 
switching system, a field synchronising generator is used. 

OP- 
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The generator consists of two suitcase units, a pulse - 
former and a pulse -shaper. 

The pulse- former generates three fundamental timing 
frequencies, viz. field, line and twice -line frequency. 
These frequencies are controlled either by locking in 

with the power line frequency or by a built -in crystal 
oscillator. For convenience in checking the various 
oscillator circuits a 2in. cathode -ray oscilloscope is built 
into the unit. 

The pulse- shaper unit includes the complex circuits 
which are necessary to form the 
pulses generated by the pulse - 
former into the required wave - 
shape and to combine them as 
required to obtain the complicated 
pattern of the synchronising 
voltage. 

The signals provided by the 
generator are the horizontal driving 
signals, the vertical driving signal, 
the synchronising signal and 
the blanking signal. The hori- 
zontal driving signal consists of 
short duration square -wave 
pulses which trigger the camera 
saw -toothwave generator supply- 
ing the horizontal scanning 
voltage for the pick -up tube. 
The vertical driving signal consists 
of rather longer square - wave 
pulses which trigger the saw -tooth 
generator in the camera supplying 
vertical scanning voltage. The 
synchronising signal is a com- 
posite signal consisting of 
horizontal synchronising pulses, 
vertical synchronising pulses, and 
equalising pulses. The blanking 
signal consists of square -wave 
pulses at horizontal and vertical 
scanning frequencies which are 
added to the transmitted video 
signal to blank out the return 
trace in the receiver picture tube. 

Tube voltages for the opera- 
tion of both units are obtained from a regulated power 
supply unit built into the pulse -former unit. 

the scanning frequency pulses and to supply deflection 
for the picture tube in the unit. 

The input to the oscilloscope circuits is passed through 
a three -stage amplifier to the vertical deflecting plates 
of the 5in. oscilloscope. This amplifier also includes a 
D.C. restorer stage and a calibrating stage which enables 
a check to be made of the value of the peak -to -peak 
video signal. A switch on the front panel of the monitor 
unit allows either horizontal or vertical waveforms to be 
viewed on the oscilloscope. The unit contains its own 

TK30A Field Camera / . 

Camera 
Control -44- 
Power 
Supply 

Image 
Orthicon 
Camera 

TK30A Field Camera 2 

TK304 Field Camera 3 

TM SA 
Master 
Monitor 

TK304 Field Camera 4 

Switching 
System 

Power 
Supply 

To Relay 
Transmitter 

or 
Line\ 

TS304 Field Switching 
Equipment 

TGIOA Field Synchronising 
Generator 

Pulse 
Shaper 

Pulse 
Former 

Block Diagram of the Field Television Equipment. 

Master Monitor Unit 

As mentioned previously, a master monitor unit may 
be employed as a supervisory unit providing a large - 
sized reproduction of the transmitted picture and a 
convenient means of measuring signal levels, and 
monitoring waveform. The picture appears on a 10in. 
picture tube at the top of the unit, while a 5in. oscilloscope 
mounted just below reproduces the waveform. Two 
low- capacity video input circuits are provided, one of 
which goes to the picture amplifier and the other to the 
waveform amplifier. These two circuits are normally 
common, but may be used independently. The picture 
input amplifier is a three -stage amplifier with a response 
characteristic substantially flat up to 6 Mc /s, the final 
stage being a cathode follower stage feeding the picture 
tube grid. A D.C. . restorer stage maintains the picture 
black level constant. The output of the video stage also 
feeds a " clipper " stage which isolates the synchronising 
component from the picture signals. The synchronising 
pulses are then separated into vertical and horizontal 
components, which in turn are fed to the scanning 
generators. The pulses are also used to generate 

valve filament supply. Amplifier valve voltages are 
supplied from the switching system power supply. 
Anode voltages for the picture tube and oscilloscope 
are derived from the picture tube horizontal scanning 
voltage. 

Robot Answers Back 
A 

LOT is heard about robots lately. The Foire de 
Paris, the annual Paris international trade fair, was 

not without one, and it certainly startled visitors. If 
you make any slighting remark within its hearing, it will 
answer back, and if you ask it a question, it will reply. 
To this it adds motion, walking along the front of the 
stand and pointing out the article you ought to buy. 

The robot is worked by distant control. It is by means - 

of a finely constructed microphone within it that what- 
ever is said within 6ft. is heard by the distant hidden 
operator and it is he who shoots back the replies, which 
issue from a loud- speaker hidden in the robot's head. 

The new robot was seen in the Packing and Shop 
Equipment section, one of the most important among the 
100 sections of the 125 -acre fair. 
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VQriQblc Q.H.T. Generator 
A Useful Experimental Unit for the Workshop or Laboratory 

By T. M. RODWELL 
THIS article describes an E.H.T. generator whose 

output is variable from 2kV to 8kV. It is non- 
lethal. 

The author has found many uses for this generator in 
experimental television work, and there are numerous 
uses to which it can be put. The testing of a television 
set whose existing E.H.T. supply has broken down ; 
the break -down testing of a condenser, or to do the 
work that requires a high -voltage supply with extremely 
little current, are a few of these. 

On studying the circuit diagram the reader will see that 
the generator works on the pulse principal. 

V I is a thyraton sawtooth generator, R2 and CI 
forming the discharge circuit. VR1 controls the frequency 
of the sawtooth and also the output of the generator. 
The sawtooth output is fed to the amplifying valve V2 
via C2 and R4. In the anode of the output valve is an 
ordinary overwound line output transformer, and the 
pulses are here rectified by a Westinghouse metal - 
rectifier E.H.T.36 -100, and filtering is carried out by 
C10, R8 and CI I. The winding on the transformer 
normally used to feed the line -scanning coils is used to 
develop a negative bias, one end of the winding being 
earthed and the other end of the winding being taken to 
the cathode of an EA50 diode. In the anode circuit of 
this diode is connected the load, VR2, C7 being the 
reservoir condenser. The centre arm of the potentio- 
meter is connected to the grid of the output valve via 
the grid resistor R5, C12 providing further smoothing to 

6#(25 
or 

884 

the negative bias. The action of this bias is to tend to 
give a small amount of regulation over small fluctuations 
in H.T. voltage, but its main purpose is to enable the 
user to set the range over which he wishes the generator 
to work. 
Adjustment 

The setting up of the generator is extremely simple, 
and the reader would be well advised to borrow a volt- 
meter capable of reading up to 10kV if he wishes to 
calibrate the output voltage, but if all that he wants is a 
source of H.T., he may dispense with this operation. 

Connect the voltmeter across the E.H.T. output 
terminal and chassis, set VR1 to minimum resistance 
and VR2 to about the midway position, and switch on 
the power supplies to the generator, and after a short 
interval a high -pitched note may be heard and, at the 
same time, a reading should be noticed upon the volt- 
meter. Adjust VR2 until the generator is developing 
the lowest voltage that is likely to be required -about 
2kV. The output of the generator may be now con- 
trolled by varying the frequency of the sawtooth 
oscillator by means of VR1, and if this control has a 
calibrated dial, the output voltage which may be expected 
may be plotted by observing the dial reading for a given 
voltage as indicated on the voltmeter. 

Although the unit may be built to the reader's own 
design, it must be remembered that the unit must be 
screened top, bottom and sides, in order to prevent 
radiation, and also in the interests of safety. 

R' R8 
C/O i C// 

> ENT 
Output 

T6 

AC 
Mains 

Circuit of the Variable F.1 L.7. Generator. 

RI : 25,000!?. 
R2 : 150,000 9. 
It4: 50!?. 
R5 : 500,000 !2. 
R6 : 2,000!2, 
R7 : 120 Q. 
R8 : 100,000!2. 

LIST OF COMPONENTS 
C'1 : .01 'rF. MRI Westinghouse 36 
C2, C3, C5, C6 : .1 pF. EHTI09. 
C.4 C7: 02pF V1 : 884 (American) 61(25 

Mazda. C8, C9 : 16 RF. 500 V. wkg. \ 2 : EL38 Mullard, 6P28 
C10. Cl t : .001 /IF. , 10 kV. Mazda. 

wkg. \'3 : EA50 (Mullard). 

HFC : 2.5 mH. 
LFC : 12 H. 50 mA. 
TI : Line output trans- 

l'orme. (Plessey). 
T2 : Mains Transformer. 

300-0 300v.-60 mA., 6.3 
V. 2 A. 5 V. 2 A. 

- 

r1 
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Automatic Gain Control 
A Reader's Suggestion for Overcoming Fading Effects 

in Long -range Reception 

IWAS interested by Mr. Barnard's article, " On the 
Fringe," in a current edition. I would like to 
point out though that A.G.C. circuits have been 

devised for use with television receivers. To the best 
of my knowledge these have not been used with com- 
mercial receivers, probably because the three or four 
extra valves required together with the added complica- 
tions would push the price of the receiver up by more 
than the average buyer would be prepared to pay. 
Even in the U.S. where the negative modulation system 
makes the use of these. circuits easier they have not 
proved such a remarkable success. 

On the other hand they should provide a useful 
field of experiment for the home constructor. 

Basically the D.C. component of the demodulated 
" video " carrier is not proportional to the strength 
of the signal alone as it is with an " audio " carrier, 
but varies also as the mean illumination of the picture 
varies, being larger with a white picture than with a 
black ; therefore, any attempt to apply A.G.C. by using 
the D.C. component for A.G.C. bias to the R.F. and 
I.F. stages will result in all pictures taking on the same 
mean level. What has to be done is to " sample " 
some portion of the video carrier which is unchanged 
by picture composition and develop a bias controlled 
by this portion alone. 

Two possibilities exist. One is the frame sync 
pulses corresponding to 30 per cent. mod. or black 
and the other is the " back porch," of the line sync 
pulse. I favour the use of the latter, as having a higher 
recurrence rate it should be possible to use shorter 

time constants and thus be able to follow the rapid 
fading caused by aircraft. 

Suggested Circuit 
I have not yet been able to try out any circuits but 

feel that the arrangement below may be useful as a 
basis for those who would like to try these circuits. 

VI is an inverter. The negative -going sync pulse 
from the sync separator is fed to its grid being D.C. 
restored by the grid and cathode behaving as a diode. 

The positive -going sync pulse appearing at the anode 
is differentiated by C and R. The positive pip corre- 
sponding to the leading edge will be washed out by 
grid current in V2, but the negative -going back edge 
will cut off V2 for a time depending on C and R, and the 
voltage R is returned to, in this case, 150 v. 

Thus a positive pulse appears at V2 anode at a time 
corresponding to the line sync pulse back porch. 
This is applied to the suppressor of V3 so that it con- 
ducts to its anode during this time. V4 being used to 
D.C. restore the waveform to ensure that V3 is cut oft 
on its suppressor for the rest of the time. 

V3 anode falls during this " gate " pulse by an amount 
depending on the control grid potential, this grid having 
the complete positive -going video waveform from the 
demodulator (which would best be independent from 
the signal diode) or from a .tapping on the cathode 
follower load resistor using direct coupling, or a D.C. 
restorer if capacitive coupling is used. V5 and V6 
form a rectifying circuit for the negative -going pulses 

(Concluded on page 23). 

2Mf) 
Gate 
Width 

Cbntro/ 
330 
Kn 

Circuit of the arrangement described above. 
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" T.B." Attacks TV 
Another Attack on Television Exposed 

By THE EDITOR 

AFEW months ago I took Monica Dickens to task 
because of an ill- informed article attacking 
television which appeared in " Woman's Own." 

A writer in that famous family weekly, " Tit- Bits," which 
makes a speciality of guiding public opinion against 
possible dangers, and which, in its sixty years of public 
service, has ably fulfilled that duty, in a recent issue 
delivered a further oblique attack on TV which is quite 
unjustified, unreasonable and unreasoning. 

It would seem that the writer, as with so many other 
critics, first erects his Aunt Sally and then proceeds to 
snipe at it from all quarters. 

Practically every scientific development which has 
benefited mankind has been attacked by laymen. The 
bicycle, the internal- combustion engine, the gramophone, 
the aeroplane, radio, the cinema, all have attracted the 
attention of waspish critics. Television has been no 
exception. Quite recently the opticians, through one 
of their officiai bodies, endeavoured to encourage the 
sale of spectacles by issuing a pamphlet innocuously 
telling the public how to look in, and ingenuously ending 
their advice with the suggestion that it may be that 
television is harmful to the sight and that special spec- 
tacles are necessary ! (See leading article in this month's 
issue.) 

Schoolmasters imply that scholars neglect their 
homework and arrive at school in the morning tired 
because they have stayed up late watching television 
programmes. Naturally, 'the theatres and the cinemas 
do not like television, and there will continue to be 
further sniping from those quarters.' 

It seemed, therefore, that the possibility of further 
criticism had been exhausted until " Tit -Bits," in a 
front -page article with banner headlines, published a 
criticism entitled " TV, Grave New Danger," with a 
sub -title " Unrealised Power for Harm." The writer, 
who subscribes himself T. A. L., says that startling 
reaction to the TV thriller " Dinner at Eight " had caused 
anxiety in the Advisory Councils of the B.B.C. Within 
a few days of its production, he says, two tragedies 
occurred which may have been caused by the play. 
Notice the use of the subjunctive in the initial structure 
of his metaphorical Aunt Sally. In one case a man 
and in another a woman were found dead in gas -filled 
rooms. Each had committed suicide in the manner 
revealed in the play. " The technique was the same in 
every detail." 

The writer therefore thinks that the problem con- 
fronting B.B.C. Governors is : Should scenes of this 
nature be banned ? We can answer that question with 
an unequivocal no ! 

It is not so many years ago that Professor Joad, in a 
Brains Trust broadcast, justified the action of felo de se. 
Whatever is broadcast could have the same arguments 
held against it. The films show on their screens far 
more gruesome plays than " Dinner at Eight," and the 
Dick Barton programmes could be criticised on the 
argument that they teach crime. 

There is no evidence, however that the two people 

concerned committed suicide because of the play. They 
may have made up their mind to commit suicide anyhow, 
and obviously must have done. 

No one is going to watch a murder on the stage and 
go home and commit a murder or any other of the 
incidents which occur in the action of a play. The 
writer thinks that TV is different from the stage and 
the film because it is so much more intimate and that 
it is this difference which matters, because people with 
nervous disorders, possibly too unwell to go out for 
their entertainment, can watch it in the home. 

" It is possible for an individual so afflicted to watch 
a play alone, without that contact with other humans 
which should bring comfort." Surely people with 
incipient suicidal tendencies who are ill would not be 
left alone, and we refuse to believe that they would be 
affected by a play in any case. 

As well to suggest that children should not be taught 
Shakespeare because of the murder of King Duncan of 
Scotland, or because Shylock planned by legal means 
to have a pound of flesh from the breast of Bassanio. 

According to his argument, invalids should not read 
thrillers. We should prohibit the sales of textbooks 
dealing with poisons and medical books dealing with the 
intricacies of the interior ! Should we prohibit the 
sale of books on firearms because such weapons are 
used occasionally for self -destruction ? Should the 
sale of razors be abolished because people cut their 
throats with them ? A chemist's shop is packed with 
instruments of self- destruction which can be purchased 
by anyone of any age. Shall we close the chemists' 
shops ? Shall we prohibit the sales of children's 
chemistry outfits ? One merely has to ponder on these 
things to realise the absurdities of the arguments of 
T. A. L. 

Plays such as " Rope," Ibsen's " Ghosts," and many 
others have been successfully broadcast without unto- 
ward effect. 

In order, to bolster up his argument, T. A. L. draws 
attention to Lord Horder's warning which resulted in the 
withdrawal of the pamphlets which were to be issued 
telling people how to reduce excessive avoirdupois. 
This is a totally different matter, because in this instance 
the programmes set out to tel people how to slim, whereas 
murder plays do not set out to tell people to commit 
murders or suggest methods of committing suicide. 
His argument is quite specious. In fact, there is nothing 
in the article which supports its title. 

When the writer goes on to say that it seems as if the 
B.B.C. have not yet comprehended the enormous power 
of the new medium which they control 1 can only 
suggest that he has not studied the Beveridge Report, 
which rather suggests that they have taken it too 
seriously. 

No one would object, of course, if some of our politi- 
cians had looked in to " Dinner at Eight" and adopted 
the methods used in the play as an alternative to the 
more painful methods suggested to t em by many of 
their critics ! -F. J. C. 
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4 625 crüzvá 
Why the Australian Authorities Chose This Standard 

By R. B. IVIAIR, Technical Director, Australian Broadcastiltg Control Board 

AS most readers know, the clarity of a television 
picture depends to a large extent on the number 
of lines. In the following article, which first 

appeared in the Australian journal " Teleview ", an 
explanation is given of the technical background to the 
Broadcasting Board's recommendation for the Australian 
standard. 

They have adopted a 625 -line picture, a degree of 
picture resolution greater than that adopted over here 
(405 lines) and America (525 lines), and less than in 

France (819 lines). 
The Board believes that a 625 -line system will give 

a more satisfactdry resolution than the British or 
American systems, for only a small increase in cost. 

The general concensus of opinion among most engineers 
is that up to about 600 lines the definition improves 
rapidly with an increase in the number of lines, but 
thereafter the improvement is less noticeable. 

Overseas Investigations 
To adopt a nation -wide standard, you don't just think 

o' a number and weave other technical factors around it. 

The 625 -line standard was only adopted after 
a careful analysis of all relevant factors, together 
with an exhaustive investigation overseas on 
c'.isting systems and likely developments. 

I spent a great deal of time discussing picture 
definition with leading authorities in America. 
Britain and Holland. 

I saw laboratory demonstrations of television 
pictures having line structures ranging from 400 
Upwards, including a 1,000 -line picture in the 
research laboratories of a British firm. 

The demonstration also included the effect 
of varying band -widths and sequential scanning 
as against the more generally adopted interlace 
method. 

The sequential scan is capable of giving a very 
high picture quality but has the disadvantage 
of requiring double the band -width. 

On my return to Australia, research on certain 
aspects of the system was carried out, using 
P.M.G. laboratory facilities, before standards 
were proposed. 

The 625 -line standard was proposed to two 
successive Governments, and accepted by both. 

It is worthy of note that, as far as is known, 
Australia was the first country in the world to 
announce publicly her acceptance of the 625 -line 
standard. 

This standard now appears to be coming into 
general favour, and it is gratifying to see that a 
recent meeting of a sub -committee of the Inter- 
national Radio Consultative Committee of the 
International Telecommunications Union, in an 
attempt to agree on a world standard, adopted 
625 lines. 

It is reasonable to assume that a definition 
of 625 lines will be the standard in most future 
systems. 

If Britain and America could start all over 
again, it is doubtful whether they would adopt their 
present definitions. 

Viewer's Angle 
Looking at the problem of definition from a viewer's 

angle, we find that he is likely to he sitting about three 
or four feet from the screen. He will have found by 
experience that this is the best distance to avoid eye 
strain. 

It has been demonstrated that the most satisfactory 
viewing distance is four times the height of the picture. 
An average screen would be Bin. or l0in. high. 

From this distance, the normal eye can detect the line 
structure when a definition below 600 lines is used. 

The line structure and noise fluctuations are readily 
discernible in a 405 -line picture. They tend to disappear 
rapidly as the number of lines is increased to 500, and 
more slowly thereafter. 

For a lesser viewing distance of about three times the 
picture height, as is often used, this improvement 
continues un to about 600 lines. 

One of the new Emitron six4ens cameras, designed for 
lines, seen for the first time at the Festival Exhibition. 

625 
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Why Not 1,000 ? 
It is generally admitted that the higher the definition 

the better the picture, so long as other technical features 
are altered in proportion. 

Various claims to the contrary have been made, but 
usually by organisations which would have had some- 
thing to gain from acceptance of a lower standard. 

In Britain, for example, in one widely publishetd 
instance, a 405 -line and 625 -line signal were passed 
through a circuit which simulated the effect of broad- 
casting the signal. The result was serious distortion 
of the 625 -line picture. 

In this case, however, the 625 -line signal was 
" squeezed " into a narrow simulated bandwidth. 
Where sufficient bandwidth can be allotted, it remains 
true that a higher definition will give a better picture 
in the home, provided the receivers are designed for 
the wider bandwidth. 

This being so, and remembering that our primary 
aim is to get the best possible image, it may be asked 
why we did not adopt 800- or 1,000 -line definition. 

The main factors were : 

Extent of gain. 
Bandwidth required. 
Increased cost. 

Less Improvement 
From the demonstrations I saw overseas, it was quite 

evident that 600 lines was better than 400, and 1,000 
better than 600. 

However, the difference between 600 and 1,000 lines 
was not nearly so marked as that between 400 and 600. 

My immediate impression was that a definition of 
round about 600 lines would be ideal. The curve of 
picture quality against number of lines apparently begins 
to flatten out at this definition. 

This first impression was borne out later when detailed 
investigations and experiments were carried out. 

Bandwidth Needed 
Adequate bandwidth is needed to do justice to a 

high- definition system. 
The bandwidth required increases as each of the 

following factors increases : 

Horizontal resolution. 
Vertical resolution. 
Number of pictures per second. 
The number of pictures per second is fairly standard, 

at about the 25 used in the Australian system, or the 
30 in the American system. 

Horizontal and vertical resolution are more important 
determining factors. 

A properly engineered television system should be 
designed to resolve an approximately equal number of 
dots in a horizontal and vertical direction, 

So if we increase the vertical resolution we must also 
increase the horizontal resolution, which means a great 
increase in the number of picture elements that have to 
be transmitted, with consequent increase in bandwidth 
required. 

(This increase is not as great as may be feared at first 
sight. Due to the characteristics of the eye, reduced 
resolution in the horizontal direction is to a considerable 
extent compensated for by increased resolution in the 
vertical direction, and vice versa.) 

As a result of these factors, Britain, with her 405 lines, 
can get along on 3 Mc /s bandwidth ; America, using 
525 lines, needs 4.5 Mc /s ; and Australia, with 625 
lines, will use 6 Mc /s. 

Had we chosen a definition of the order of 1.000 lines, 

low 

and given it adequate bandwidth, there would have been 
room for fewer channels in the portion of the spectrum 
at present available for television in Australia. 

With our present standards, it has been found 
practicable to reserve initially three channels of the 
necessary bandwidth and provision has been made to 
allow for development for many years to come. 

Increase in Cost 
There has been some difference of opinion among 

manufacturers as to the effect of increased definition 
on the price of transmitters and receiving sets. 

Increased definition means increased bandwidth and 
therefore must increase the cost of both transmitting 
and receiving equipment. 

While an increase in the cost of the transmitter is 
relatively unimportant, thé cost of receivers is important 
to the public. 

It is believed, however, that with the bandwidth 
necessary to take advantage of the vertical resolution 
of 625 lines, the increase in receiver cost will not be very 
great. 

The cost would probably rise rather steeply with the 
greater bandwidth necessary for higher resolutions of 
800 to 1,000 lines. 

Beyond a figure of the order of 600 lines it is doubtful 
whether the additional gain in picture quality would be 
worth the extra cost the public would have td pay for 
receivers. 

The cost of coaxial cable or radio links to relay signals 
between cities also rises greatly as bandwidth is increased. 

Economic reasons such as these were all- important 
in the final decision. . 

625 for Sync. 
After considering all these factors, we arrive at a 

working figure of approximately 600 lines as a 
compromise. 

The question remains why exactly 625 lines, and not 
567, 605, or some other figure near the 600 mark, should 
be chosen. 

For technical reasons associated with the synchronising 
of lines and pictures it is desirable to employ a total 
number of lines that is an odd number which is the 
product of an odd whole number of as low a value as 
possible raised to a certain power. 

For example : 54=5 x 5 x 5 x 5=625. 
No other number in the vicinity of 600 is as satisfactory 

in this respect. 
The fact that some manufacturers have experimental 

625 -line systems in operation shows nothing more 
than that they have been working on the same basic 
principles as motivated the Board in its decision in favour 
of 625 lines. 

Not Entirely Satisfactory 
We believe the 625 -line system is good, but we do not 

pretend it is the final answer. 
The resolution of even a 625 -line picture is still much 

inferior to that of standard 35 mm. motion pictures. 
This would become an important factor, for example, 

in the event of standard television pictures being projected 
in theatres, where viewing distances óf less than three 
times the picture height are used. 

For general public service, however, the Board believes 
that 625 lines is the best Compromise. 

WIRELESS COILS, CHOKES AND TRANSFORMERS 
8th Edition now ready. Price 6/- by post 6/6d. 
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Viewmaster "- Latest Developments 
Details of Sonie Improvements and Modifications for Higher E.H.T. Supplies 

By W. I. FLACK 

SO as to keep the " Viewmaster" completely up to 
date, development work has been carried out in 
operating the receiver with the latest cathode -ray 

tubes requiring higher E.H.T. voltages. 
By suitable modification it has been found possible 

to operate a 12in. aluminised tube at 9kV or a 15in. 
aluminised tube at 11kV. At the same time, it has been 
necessary to increase the line and frame -scanning 
amplitude as well as taking care of the line linearity. 

A special heater transformer has also been developed, 
the primary winding of which may now be used as an 
auto -transformer, thus enabling the H.T. supply in the 
receiver to be maintained at the highest value over the 
range of input voltages between 190 to 245 volts. 

Obtaining a Higher E.H.T. Voltage 
To obtain the maximum brightness and contrast when 

using an aluminised tube it is necessary to increase the 
E.H.T. voltage up to 9kV or 11kV D.C., dependent on 
the particular tube. Only by so doing can full advantage 
be obtained from the aluminised tube, the picture 
brightness and contrast being improved appreciably, 
whilst the definition is enhanced due to the smaller 
spot size. 

An increase in E.H.T. volts of up to 9kV may readily 
be obtained by making use of the high -peak voltage 
appearing at the anode of the line amplifier V10. The 
voltage at this point has a peak value of about 3kV, and 
after rectification is connected in series with the normal 
E.H.T. supply obtained by the over -winding on the 
line. transformer. 

The circuit of this arrangement is given in Fig. 1, from 
which it will be seen that the only additional components 
required are two Westinghouse metal rectifiers and two 
T.C.C. high -voltage condensers. 

The regulation of the E.H.T. supply is the same as 
for the normal half -wave rectifier system, but in practice 
results are considerably better, due to the small current 
taken by the cathode -ray tube, thus giving the effect of 
improved regulation. 

Referring to the circuit diagram Fig. 1, MR3a and 
C45b are the rectifier and smoothing condenser respec- 
tively for obtaining the additional E.H.T. supply from 

MRJa 

ENT 
9.4 C45b 
KV. 

the anode of V10. C45a is an isolating condenser and 
permits the E.H.T., voltage, derived from the auto - 
winding and rectified by MR3 and C45, to be connected 
to the negative side of MR3a, thereby connecting the 
two supplies in series and so obtaining an output of 
around 9kV. 

MR3b connects the two H.T. supplies in series. A 
resistor of around 2Mo could actually be used in place 
of MR3b, but the regulation of the supply would not be 
as good, due to the higher series impedance. The 
advantage of using a rectifier is that in the forward 
direction it has a relatively low resistance, whilst in the 
reverse direction its resistance is very high and therefore 
the loading on V10 is reduced. 

Little work is entailed in fitting these additional com- 
ponents, though care must be taken with all soldered 
joints, making certain that they are finished off smoothly 
and that there are no bare wires, wire ends or sharp 
points at the soldered connection which could cause 
brushing. 

To Increase Line and Frame Amplitude 
With an increase in the E.H.T. supply it will almost 

certainly be necessary to increase the scanning amplitude 
of both the line and frame time bases. The following 
changes are recommended for increasing line amplitude 
and maintaining good linearity : 

Connect a 0.33M0 resistor in parallel with R48. 
Connect a 0.5pF condenser in parallel with C41. 
Connect a l,000Q resistor in parallel with R51. 
Connect a 1 Mo resistor in parallel with R46. 
Note. -If, when these changes have been made, it is 

found that there is a bright vertical line a few inches from 
the left side of the screen it will be necessary to remove 
the additional 1M0 resistor connected in parallel 
with R46. 

It must also be emphasised that for good linearity it 
is essential that the impedance of L14 must be at least 
equal to 50 per cent. of its maximum value, thus the 
iron -dust core must be well inside L14 ; only under these 
conditions will R52 operate correctly and the left side 
of the picture will be in correct proportion to the right 
side. 

LIST OF COMPONENTS 
i C45a : 0.00111F T.C.C. 

type CP5500. 
MR3b ? C45b : 0.001pF T.C.C. type 

CP56VO. - 

MR3a : 36 E.H.T.50 West- 
inghouse. 

MR3b : 36 g.H.T.45 West- 
inghouse. 

MRS 
C45a 

ENT 
6V. 
kV. 

Fig. 1. (left) Circuit diagram of 
the E.H.T. booster and Fig. 2. 
(right) Frame circuit modifica- 
tions for improred linearity at 

maximum amplitude. 
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To increase frame amplitude it is only necessary to 
reduce the value of R56 slightly, the easiest way being to 
connect a 2.2Mn resistor in parallel with it. - 

Some increase in amplitude may also be obtained by 
increasing the value of R67, and it might also be possible 
to eliminate it entirely. 

Under certain conditions it is occasionally found_ that 
there is some non -linearity of the frame apparent as a 
cramping at the bottom of the scan, and this frequently 
occurs when a large amplitude is required. 

To overcome this it may be necessary to modify the 
coupling between VII and VI2 so as to obtain an extra 
25 volts for the anode of V12. This change is carried 
out in the following manner : 

Break connection of R60 and the junction of R75 and 
C48, and connect a 1 pF condenser across these 
two points. 

Connect a 1K(2 resistor in parallel with R66. 
Connect a 1.5k 9 resistor in parallel with R65. 
The operation of the circuit is in no way changed, 

R65 still controlling the linearity at the top of the 
scan and R64 the amplitude. There should, however, 
be a marked improvem .nt in linearity. (See also Fig. 2.) 

Components 
All resistors used for making the above changes both 

in the line and frame time bases are Morgan type " T," 
whilst the .5í4F condenser is a T.C.C. Metalpack type 
CP47N and the 1 pF condenser is a T.C.C. type 62. 

Use of the Special Auto -transformer 
The best operating conditions for the " Viewmaster" 

are obtained with'a mains input voltage of 240 to 245 volts. 
Only under these conditions is the E.H.T. voltage at a 
maximum, with ample scanning amplitude. 

In those areas where the mains voltage is very much 
lower than this, picture quality suffers, due to the lower 
E.H.T. supply. It is, however, possible to obtain opti- 
mum operating conditions with a low mains voltage if 
a suitable auto -transformer is used. 

A transformer combining the functions of the normal 
heater supply transformer and an auto -transformer has 
been developed and will readily replace the heater 
transformer previously specified. The connections to the 
two heater windings are in no way changed, whilst the 
only change on the primary winding is to connect the 
negative side of rectifier MR4 directly to the 245 volts 
tapping, and the mains input lead to the appropriate 
primary tapping, dependent on the input voltage. 

The following input voltages are allowed for on the 
transformer primary, 190 volts, 210 volts, 230 volts, 245 
volts, the tapping nearest to that of the mains supply 
voltage being' used. A circuit diagram showing the use 
of this transformer is given in Fig. 3. 

This transformer, designated type WB /103A, is of 
necessity slightly larger than that originally specified ; 

it will be necessary, therefore, when fitting the auto - 
transformer to drill four additional fixing holes as close 
to the original fixing holes as possible to allow for the 
different fixing centres. 

Transformer WB /103A is supplied by Whiteley 
Electrical Radio, Ltd. 

From an examination of the queries received by 
post, very few are of a serious nature, the majority 

.being due to incorrect wiring, with occasional failures 
in components. One query, however, has arisen on 
various occasions in which the fault is due to neither 
components nor to incorrect wiring ; this is the com- 
plaint that interference suppression on sound has not 
been entirely effective' and' has caused considerable 
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annoyance, particularly -in the fringe areas where the 
signal -to -noise ratio is tow. 

Poor interference suppression is usually due to a narrow 
bandwidth in the sound receiver, causing a poor fre- 
quency response, thereby increasing the width of the 
interference pulses. 

To overcome this defect it is necessary in the first 
place to ensure that there is no instability whatsoever 
in the sound receiver, as this will have the effect of reduc- 
ing the bandwidth. At the same time, the wiring of the 
sound receiver, particularly around V7, should be 
examined carefully to ensure that there are no unwanted 
couplings. 

If, after examination, these points are satisfactory, 
the following slight modifications may be carried out so 
as to improve the frequency response even further. 

A.C. 
Mains 

245V. 
230V 

2/0v. 

/9Sv 

01. 

MR4 

0 

2V. 

63V. 

E7 V 

-r- C53 

3.- Circuit o combined heater and auto- trans- 
former type WB /103A. 

C25 should be reduced in value to 47pF (where the 
receiver is exceptionally stable it may be found possible 
to remove this condenser entirely). 

Reduce the value of R32 to 47Kn, and use only low - 
capacity screened wire for the volume control leads. 

These changes will have the effect of improving the 
audio response, and if interference should stilt be exces- 
sive then the fault must lie in the R.F. portion of the 
receiver, which will probably be found to be slightly 
unstable. 

Finally, it will be of interest to know that development 
work on the " Viewmaster " is being carried out with a 
view to making it suitable for operating the very largest 
tubes made, in particular the " English Electric " 16in. 
metal tube. This tube has a 38mm. neck and is not 
usable without different scanning coils and focus ring. 

When all necessary work has been carried out and 
details are available, design information will be published. 
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PREMIER RADIO CO. 
MORRIS & CO. RADIO LTD. 

PREMIER LONG RANGE 
TELEVISOR KITS 

FOR THE LONDON, BIRMINGHAM, HOLME MOSS AND KIRK -O- SHOTTS 
FREQUENCIES 

As is usual in all Premier 
Kits, every single item down 

to the last Bolt and Nut is 

supplied. All chassis are 

punched and layout dia- 

grams and theoretical 
circuits are included. 

The coils are all wound and 

every part is tested. All you 

need to build a complete Tele- 

vision Receiver is a screw- 

driver, a pair of pliers, a 

soldering iron and the ability 
to read a theoretical diagram. 

Any of these Kits may 
be purchased separately ; 

in fact, any single part 
can be supplied. A com- 
plete price list of all parts 
will be found in the 
instruction book. 

THE MAGNETIC KIT using 9" or 12' Tubes 

£23.10.0. (carriage and packing, 15; -), including all parts, 
Valves and Loudspeaker, but excluding C.R. Tube. 

Vision Receiver with valves, carr. and pack., 2,'6 .. £4 9s. 6d. 

Sound Receiver with valves, carr. and pack., 2/6 .. £3 lls. 10d. 

Time Bases with valves, carr. and pack., 5- 

Power Pack with valves, carr. and pack., 5/- 

ELECTROSTATIC CON- A 
STRUCTION BOOK 4E1I 

. , £9 12s. 2d. 

.. £5 16s. 6d. 

i 
"MAGNETIC" CON - ell 
STRUCTION BOOK a7 

THE ELECTROSTATIC KIT using VCR97 Tube 
£21.0.6 inc. Tube (carriage and packing, 15 -). 

Vision Receiver with valves, carriage 2/6.. 
Sound Receiver with valves, carriage 2/6.. 
Time Base with valves, carriage 2/6 
Power Supply Unit with valves, carriage 5, /- 

Tube Assembly, carriage and packing 2/6 

£4 6s. 6d. 
£3 4s. 2d. 

.. . £2 17s. 6d. 
.. . £7 4s. Od. 
.. £3 8s. 4d. 

This unit includes the VCR97 Tube. Tube Fittings and Socket, and 
a 6in. P.M. Moving Coil Speaker with closed field for Television. 

Due to the large number of orders in hand, coupled with supply difficulties, 
we are reluctantly compelled to temporarily close our Postal Service. 
No Post orders can be accepted after June 14th until further notice. 

Our Technical advice and Service departments remain in operation. 
Resumption of Postal Service will be announced in these columns. 

Owing to rapidly diminishing stocks both Televisor Kits will only be 
available until June 14th. 

BRANCHES AT 

152'3, Fleet Street, E.C'.4 Phone : Central 2833. 207, Edgware Road, w'.2. Phone : 4033. Read is 
open until 6 p.m. on Saturdays. 
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T/v 
TECHNOLOGY 

Home Study will give you 
a fuller understanding 
of Television problems 

To the enthusiast for whom television is an absorb- 
ing interest and who wishes to understand 'more 
about it, or to those who are constructing their own 
sets and want complete knowledge of the theory 
underlying the constructional details, ICS offer a 
sound, practical and comprehensive course of 
instruction. It has given a high level of efficiency to 
many, who studied in their own time. What 
about you ? 

FOR THE ENTHUSIAST 
OR INTENDING T/V ENGINEER 

Course' A' provides a sound introduction to radio and 
television principles, deals with the principles of 
reception and transmission, and includes the pre- 
liminary study of Mathematics, Electrotechnics and 
Radio and Television. 
Course ' B' offers a more comprehensive treatment of 
receiving equipment, deals in detail with modern 
principles of transmission and reception, and contains 
the necessary introductory instruction in mathematics, 
electrotechnology and radio. 

The ICS also offer the following Courses in Radio : 
Complete Radio Engineering 

Radio Service Engineers 
Radio Service and Sales 

Advanced Short-Wave Radio 
Elementary Electronics, Radar and Radio 

And the following Radio Examinations : 

British Institution of Radio Engineers 
P.M.G. Certificates for Wireless Operators 

City and Guilds Telecommunications 
Wireless Operators and Wireless Mechanics, R.A.F. 

For FREE BOOKLET and full details of 
these highly successful courses, fill in and post 

the coupon below. 

Generous discount granted to members of H.M. Forces 

CUT HERE 
INTERNATIONAL 

CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS, LTD. 
(Dept. P.T. to) 

International Buildings, Kingsway, London, W.C.z 

Please send me particulars of your free booklet giving your 

Courses in 

Name Aüd 
(BLOCK LETTERS PLEASE) 

Address 

June, 1951 

4., 

D1 -POLE AERIAL 
Er- Government television aerials -good working ord. 

but require cleaning. Full size " H " type, 10ft, high. 
aft. wide with bracket for mounting on 
pole or against brickwork. Complete 
with 36ft. of cu -axial cable ; frame of 
heavy tubular metal construction. Also 

l., suitable for elan t -save transmitting. etc. 

MAGNETIC MARCHING COMPASSES 
ho- R.A.F. compass in moulded case. Large di:,' 
with luminous North. 0 -360' showing Cardinal pis 
towelled bearing, luminous pointer, grid 

ring and lever for stopping needle. 
Internal plated mirror and slit 22/6 foresight. A fine- precis!on compass 22 for Scouts, hikers, Cyclists, and 

Sportsmen. Post free 

HAND GENERATOR 
Beautifully made hand -operated gener- ator, giving 1.3 volts L.C. at over 3 amps. and 400 volts at approximately 40 milli - 

amps. Ideal as booster charger for 
car batteries and for darting in 
e Id weather. Readily alaptabi,. 

to a water -driven generator, an 
ideal source of current indePost 

dent of batteries, mains, or accumulators. pen- LLI free, with instructions. Brand new. Only 

EX- R.A.F. STOP WATCHES 
60- second dial. Timed to 115 sea 55/- Fully jewelled. Swiss made. Accuracy 
tested. Post treé 

AERO SPARES CO. 
(DEPT. 100) 

70/71, HIGH HOLBORN, 
LONDON, W.C,I 

AMBassador 2871(2 (All Depts.) 

Come to SMITH'S of EDGWARE ROAD, 
the friendly shop, for all radio components 
We stock everything the constructor needs -our 25 years' 
experience of handling radio parts and accessories enables 
us to select the best of the regular lines and the more useful 
items from the surplus markets in :- 
Loudspeakers and Phones 
Transformers and Chokes 
Meters & Test Equipment 
Pickups and Turntable 
Switches and Dials 
Metalwork and Bakelite 
Books and Tools 
Valveholders and Cans 
Metal Rectifiers 
Sleeving, Nuts and Bolts, 
all other bits and pieces. 

Valves and CR Tubes 
Cabinets and Cases 
Capacitors and Resistors 
Coils and Formers 
Plugs and Sockets 
Aerials and Insulators 
Motors and Generators 
Wires and Cables 
Panel Lights and Fuses 

Tags, Clips, Grommets and 

NOTHING TOO LARGE - 
NOTHING TOO SMALL 

Everything you need under one roof -including all the parts spec!fed for the ' Viewmaster," " E.E." and " Easybuilt " Home - constructor Televisors, both London and Birmingham models. 
Send for list of our " Electro-Voice " range of Transformers and Chokes -" As good as the best, yet cost little more than the cheapest ! " (No general catalogue available.) 

H. L. SMITH & CO. LTD. 
287/9 Edgware Road, London, W.2 

Telephone : Paddington 5891 
Hours 9 till 6 (Thursday, I o'clock) 

Near Edgware Road Stations, Metropolitan and Bakeriao 

411WWIIPM 
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HOW IT WORKS 

The Differentiator and Integrator 
An Explanation of Time -base Circuits 

By A. DUNN 

IN the modern television receiver some form of 
amplitude filter or limiter is employed to separate 
the sync. pulses from the picture signal. Whatever 

type of sync. separator is used its output contains both 
the line and frame pulses, and it is normal practice, in 
order to separate these, to feed them to the time -bases 
through frequency discriminatory circuits. Since these 
are merely resistance- capacitance networks a study of 
this type of circuit under varying conditions is indicated. 

Fig. 1 shows a capacitor C connected in series with a 
1 megohm resistor R to a battery B supplying an E.M.F. 
of 5 volts. When the key K is closed electron movement 
will take place in a clockwise direction towards plate X 

of the capacitor (which will become negative) and away 
from plate Y (making it positive) through R to B. C 
will develop a potential equal and in opposition to B 

(Fig. 2). If the battery is now removed and the points 
X and Z are connected C will discharge causing an electron 
flow in an anticlockwise direction through R (Fig. 3). 

The capacitor behaves exactly as a generator with an 
initial E.M.F. of 5 volts which gradually drops to zero. 

At the instant when key K is closed the capacitor 
offers no effective opposition and the full E.M.F. of the 
battery will be dropped across R (ignoring the internal 
resistance of B). In consequence the current will equal 
5 microamps (5 vtlt0 megohm). From this moment 
the conditions in the circuit will alter as C gradually 
charges. Let the various voltages and currents be 
tabulated as shown below. 

Table 1 

Battery E.M.F. .. 5 F-- 5 

Capacitor E.M.F. .. 0 -- - 1 

P.D. across R .. 5 ->. 4 

Current in microamps. 5 E- 4 

Table 2. 

Capacitor E.M.F. .. 5 --* 4 

P.D. across R .. 5 E--- 4 

Current in microamps. 5 --F 4 

the curves in Fig. 4 which illustrates the decrease in the 
P.D. across R (VR) as the capacitor E.M.F. (Vc) rises. 

Fig. 4 

rime 

VR//-/lrU 
Z Y _ X 

Figs. 1 to 5.- Charging and discharging of a condenser. 

The collapse of Vc during 
5 discharge is shown in Fig. 5. 

> 5 The reversal of polarity across 
o R is indicated by drawing the 
o accompanying VR curve in a 

negative direction. 

Speed of Charge 

> 
The E.M.F. across the ter- 

minals of a capacitor is directly 
> 0 proportional to the charge and 

inversely proportional to the 
capacitance ; i.e. Vc = Q/C (V in volts, Q the 
charge in coulombs and C in farads). It can then 
be accepted that the speed with which the capacitor 
E.M.F. rises can be increased either by decreasing the 
capacitance or increasing the current (1 ampere= 
1 coulomb per second). A larger capacitor or a slowing 
up of the rate of charge would mean a more sluggish rise 
in Vc. Now the current is inversely proportional to R 
so the charging time is entirely dependent on the values 
of C and R. The product of these two in farads and ohms, 
or more conveniently in microfarads and megohms, is 

referred to as the time constant of the circuit. The 

capacitor will reach full charge (actually 99 per cent.) in 

a period equal to 4CR seconds. 

It is now proposed to observe the effect of applying 
to the circuit of Fig. 6 a 5 -volt pulse of the form shown 

. Capacitor Charging. 
4-5E -5 (-- -5 < - -2 3 --'4 --3 2- 1 

F -3 2E -i c 

Capacitor Discharging. --3-3- 2 ) I F- 3 E-- 2 E 1 ->3 -.-2 1 

Observe in Table 1 that the current value at any 
instant is determined by the difference between two 

opposing forces -the E.M.F. of the battery and that 
of the capacitor -and that it is proportional to, and in 

phase with, this resultant voltage. 
Progressing from column 1 to column 6 the current, 

and therefore the rate of charge, is falling. The increment 
in capacitor E.M.F., however, as between one column 
and the next is the same -1 volt. It follows that the time 

interval for the increase from 1 to 2 volts (charging 
current 4 to 3 microamps) must be greater than that 
required for the change from 0 to 1 volt (charging current 
5 to 4 microamps). In a like manner a potential rise 

from 2 to 3 volts is a longer process than the 1 volt 

addition from 1 to 2 volts and so on. This is actually 
shown in the table by increasing the lengths of the 
arrows between the columns. It explains the shape of 
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in Fig. 7. It is assumed that the source P is of negligible 
impedance. 

The pulse commences by going instantaneously from 
zero to 5 volts and the position presented is similar to 
that of column 1 in Table 1. Subsequent developments 
depend on the period of the pulse and each variation will 
be dealt with separately. 

Condition 1. Pulse duration equals 4CR. 
If the duration of the pulse from A to D (Fig. 7) is 

equal to the time taken for C to charge, then Tables 1 

and 2 present an exact picture of the series of events 
from the start of the pulse until C has discharged. In 
consequence the capacitor and resistor voltage curves 
of Figs. 4 and 5 can be put together to give the composite 
pictures of Figs. 8 and 9. 

Condition 2. Duration of pulse greater than 4CR. 
This time, Tables 1 and 2 offer the head and tail of 

the picture. In Fig. 10 the pulse occupies a time interval 
equal to AD. The shorter interval AY, however, 
completes the charging process (Table 1, cols. 1 to 6). 

Fig. 8 VR 

Figs. 6 to 10.- Further developments of time contacts. 

Vc has risen to the value of the pulse and Vr has dropped 
to zero -and there they remain until the pulse ends. 
Both curves, therefore, show a straight portion XC and 
YD. At the conclusion of the pulse the current through 
the circuit reverses, Vr goes 5 volts negative and drops 
to zero in step with Vc. 

Condition 3. Duration of pulse less than 4CR. 
In this case the action is interrupted before the charge 

is complete. Assume that column 4 in Table 1 has been 
reached when the pulse ceases. At this moment Vc 
and Vr have reached the values of 3 volts and 2 volts 
and these positions are indicated on their respective 
curves in Fig. 11 by X and O. For the discharge of C 
attention is now switched to Table 2. In column 3 it is 
seen that Vr becomes equal to Vc and has changed its 
sign. Columns 3 to 6 explain the converging of the two 
curves on the zero line to meet at Z. 

Suppose that the circuit is subjected to a series of pulses 
the interval between which is comparatively short. The 
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second pulse may occur when Vc has descended to P 
in Fig. 12 (Fig. 11 reproduced but Vr omitted). As 
a result the curve would commence to rise again for a 
period equal to that of the pulse -say to Q. The cycle 
of events would be repeated for each pulse, Vc taking 
a gradually rising path with serrations, as shown at O, Q 
and S, corresponding to the intervals between the pulses. 

Sync. Pulses 
It is now opportune to discover the effect of applying 

the sync. signals to the differentiating and integrating 
circuits which feed the line and frame time -bases. The 
waveform in the output of the amplitude filter is similar 
to that of Fig. 13 (i). Should this appear unfamiliar 
remember that it is now inverted and the pulses are 
positive -going. 

The line period from A to C is 100 microsecs. of 
which 10 microsecs. are occupied by the line pulse AB. A 
point worthy of note is that prior to, and immediately 
after the pulse, the modulation remains at black level 
for .5 and 5 microsecs., respectively. The first interval 
to avoid a time delay in the start of the pulse and the 
second to give time for the flyback. However, that is 
by the way, and need not be considered at the moment. 

The differentiator circuit of Fig. 14 has as typical 
values C =50 picofarads and R= 50,000 ohms. The time 
constant of the circuit is 2.5 microsecs. and 4CR thus 
equals the duration of the pulse -10 microsecs. This 
is covered by condition one above and since the output is 

Y 

Figs. 11 and 12.- Pulses produce these effects. 

V, 
Fig. II 

Time 

Fig. 12 

across the resistor R it is to be expected that it will be 
similar to the curve of Fig. 8. 

The two frame pulses DE and FG (Fig.. 13(i)) which 
occur during a line period each last for 40 microsecs. 
with two intervals of 10 microsecs. This is repeated until 
the series is complete. 

The values for an integrator are given in Fig. 15 
as C =.001 microfarads and R= 20,000 ohms, a time 
constant of 20 microsecs. So 4CR= 80 microsecs. which 
is twice the length of the pulse duration. It is clear that 
reference should be made to condition three above, and 
in view of the repetition of the pulse Fig. 12 illustrates 
the expected effect. 

Direct comparison can now be made between the 
input waveform and the output from the two separator 
circuits. 

In the case of the differentiator the response will take 
the form shown at (j). Fig. 13. O, P, X and Y are the 
now familiar result of the two line pulses immediately 
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above. It may be as well to emphasise that it is the 
leading edge of the pulse which actually fires the time - 
base. As it is essential that the line time -base shall 
maintain synchronism during the period when the 
frame sync is in operation the frame pulses are broken 

Line Period - Line Period 

Fig. 13 

(i) 
A B C D E F G 

-' 
5OpF 

Fig. 14 
50,0100 

20,00011 

Fig. 15 00 /NF 

T 
Figs. 13. 14 and 15.- Further explanatory circuits. 

up so that a positive -going leading edge occurs at the end 
of each line. The result is noted at Q and S. The duration 
of the frame pulse is, of course, greater than the 4CR 
of this circuit, and condition two and Fig. 10 explain 
the gap between Q and Z. Pulses R, T, X, Y and Z 
will have no effect on the time -base. The first two 
because conditions will not be ripe for triggering and the 
latter three because they are negative -going. 

Now for the output from the integrator as seen at (k), 
Fig. 13. The short line pulses appear greatly reduced in 

amplitude, as shown at O and P, and exist as serrations 
R, S and T in the rising curve produced by the frame 
pulses. It is necessary to ensure that the frame time - 
base trips at a higher voltage level than the peak output 
of the line pulse. In this there is no difficulty in view 
of the gradually rising voltage available across the output. 

The input waveform shown is that which exists during 
even frames -that is the frames traced out by lines 
bearing even numbers. While the waveform for odd 
frames differs slightly from that given above this does 
not affect the general explanation. 

Combined Circuit 
A combined circuit of differentiator and integrator 

is shown in Fig. 16. C3 and R3 are to filter out the 
steady voltage from the amplitude filter and have 
values in the region of .1 microfarad and 100,000 ohms. 

Figure 17 illustrates how the two circuits can be 
isolated and fed from a double diode sync. separator. 
The positive -going frame pulses across RI are applied to 
the integrating circuit R2 and Cl. The line pulses are 
developed across R3 and differentiated by C2 and R4. 

Fig. 16 

Figs. 16 and 17. -Line and frame separating circuits. 

PHYSICAL SOCIETY AWARDS FOR 1951 

SEVEN Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Company 
Limited apprentices have gained awards in the 

1951 Physical Society Craftsmanship and Draughtsman - 
ship Competition for Apprentices and Learners. This 
important competition always attracts many entrants, 
and this year the Marconi apprentices won their awards 
against the stern competition of a large number of 
entries. 

Details of the Marconi apprentices' successes are : 

D. J. Cork, Class VI (Senior) -First Prize. 
R. C. Pallemaerts, Class H (Senior) -Second Prize. 
P. S. Champ, Class VI (Senior) -Third Prize. 
G. C. Barnes, Class VI (Senior)- Certificate of Honour - 

able Mention. 
G. Evans, Class VI (Senior) -Certificate of Honour- 

able Mention. 
J. M. Brewer, Class I (Junior) -Certificate of Honour- 

able Mention. 
J. D. Worsdale, Class VI (Senior)- Certificate of 

Honourable Mention. 
Out of six entries in the Draughtsmanship Class these 

apprentices gained five successes, and two successes out 
of four in the Instrument Making Class. - 

AUTOMATIC GAIN CONTROL 
(Continued from page 13) 

at V3 anode. The .001 pF capacitor being charged via 
V5 between pulses and discharged during pulses via 
V6 in the .01 pF capacitor. The network composed 
of 150 ko and 10 kA is used so that bias voltages in the 
right proportion are applied to the suppressor and control 
grids of I.E. and R.F. amplifiers of the EF50 and SP61 
type. The 30 kfl potentiometer provides a " delay "- 
voltage to the cathode of V5, thus limiting the charge 
on the .001 pF to a value determined by its setting, 
and thus is an effective means of setting the operating 
level of the A.G.C. bias and consequently the contrast. 

Waveforms at various parts of the circuit are shown 
in circles. The gate width control should be set to give a 
width of half that of the sync. pulse. 

V7 could be replaced by alternative dropping arrange- 
ments, but as shown it does help to reduce the effects 
of H.T. variations on the circuit. 

V3 screen should not be taken to a higher potential 
than 150 volts, as during the greater part of the time it is 
receiving the full space current in the valve. The same 
applies to V1 and V2 as these are both normally fully 
conducting. -By D. W. M'Que 
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THIS inexpensive strip can be conveniently con- 
verted to a powerful, self -contained superhet 
vision receiver, requiring only an external power 

supply. A simple preamplifier forming an integral 
part of the unit makes it eminently suitable for long - 
distance reception and the whole unit is extremely 
compact. 

In its unmodified form it consists of a six -stage I.F. 
unit using VR65s with a VR92 diode detector and a 
VR53 output valve. Very few extra components are 
needed to make the conversion. The overall measure- 
ments are about 16in. by 4in. by 3in. 

Fig. 1 gives a side view of the receiver. The first 
step is to remove the VR53 valve marked V9 ; it is 
replaced with a VR65 which forms the video output valve. 
The modifications required here after changing the valve - 
holder are to remove the 0.1 yF condenser and the two 
resistors in the grid circuit of the original VR53 ; the 
grid of the VR65 is then connected directly to L14 
located at the front left of the V8 compartment. 

Using, the 
A Vision Superhet Built 

By B. L 

Having fitted the valve base of V9 it is wired up as 
shown in Fig. 2. A 23KO resistor originally connected 
between the screening grid and earth should be removed, 
also the small inductance originally connected in the 
anode circuit. The inductance L15 is constructed by 
winding 40 turns of 34 S.W.G. enamelled S.C.C. wire 
on a ¡in. diameter mandrel and mounted on the tag strip. 

R38 and 39 are existing in the strip but R40 and 42 
must be added. 

C55 and 57 and 41 are existing but C59 (electrolytic 
250 volts working) and C56 must be added. 

This work completes the video 
Contrast 
control 

Position of Pre Amp. Pye socket 

Remove these compartments 
and their contents 

/2 Li/ L.,0 

section. ' H The gain control can now be 
fitted and a hole must be drilled 
for this on the front panel. If 
required, the control can be 
mounted remote from the strip 
by using a length of coaxial cable 
between it and the strip, earth- 
ing the outer conductor of the 
cable to tag 3. This is a very 
useful feature for fringe area 

reception where fading occurs as the control can be 
extended by coaxial cable so that it can be operated 
some feet from the receiver. 

8 V6 VS V4 V3 V2 

Fig. 1.- Chassis layout and details of modification. 
The Circuit 

The I.F. stages -and video circuit are shown in Fig. 2. 
Most of the components are already in the unit. 

'a 
ON 

FiG 3 

ON 
F /O3 

-C. 
ON FiO. 3 

; R18, 
34, 

? R19, 
R22, 
R23, 

q R24, 
i R37 : 

20, 21, 25, 27, 28, 
39 : 1 Kn. 
26, 32 : 15 KsZ. 
29, 35 : 5.6 K!a. 
44, 45 : 10 Q. 
30, 36 : 180 Q. 

75 K!a, 

31, 33, 

Fig. 2.- Circuit of the I.F. and video stages. 

LIST OF COMPONENTS 
R38 : 36 Kaa. C55 : 0.1 pF. 
R40 : 3.5 KO. C56 : 0.01 i F. 
R41 : 6.2 KO. C58 'i 50 pF. 
R42 : 47 fa. C59 : 8 pF. 
R43 : 22 KO. All condensers not mentioned 
C34, 47, 53 : 100 pF. above : 230 pF. 

. 
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94 IF. Strip 
-ont a Surplus Radar Unit 

I ORLEY 

Connection to the time base is made from " G." 
If cathode modulation of the C.R. tube is used, the part 
shown in the dotted lines should be added, R40 being 
changed to 5K2 and C60 omitted. Connection to the 
tube circuit should then be made from point " D." 
Also in this case the anode and cathode of the diode V8 
should be reversed. 

Coil Modification 
The I.F. circuits should now be modified. Firstly, 

the coils are withdrawn, stripped of their existing wind- 
ings and rewound. In the prototype the I.F. chosen was 
11 M /cs and to provide adequate bandwidth the coils 
were wound as follows : LIO and 13, 34 turns : LI1 
and 12, 44 turns 34 S.W.G. enamelled S.C.C. wire. If 
it is desired to use another I.F. the coils and oscillator 
coil will have a different number of turns : A 13 M /cs 
I.F. for example will require approximately 28 and 
38 turns respectively for the I.F. stages. 

Having removed the first two cans and their contents 
the can containing LIO is tackled. The modifications 
here are very simple -remove everything the can contains 
except the 10 -ohm resistor which becomes R23. The 
rewound LIO coil is then fitted and connected up. 

LII can requires a little different treatment. This can 
contains a decoupling condenser (C32) and four resistors. 

The 10 -ohm grid resistor is retained (R44) and the decoup- 
ling resistor 1k2 (R21). The remaining two resistors are 
removed. The anode load resistor R22 is now added and 
the coupling condenser C34 ; finally the coil is put back 
and connected up. This completes the modifications. 

L12 can is dealt with in an identical manner. 
L13 can contains the V8 diode and is divided into two 

sections separated by a metal. screen. In the section 
containing the valve will be found two 27 KO resistors 
and an 0.0023 sF condenser which must be removed. 

In the other section will be found a 2K2 and 'a 6.2K2 
resistor which must both be removed. The V7 anode 
load resistor R35 can now be inserted between the 
junction of R34 (1k2) and C52 (which are in the can) 
and the lead leaving the can for the anode of V7. C53 
can then be inserted from the anode side of R35 to the 
top of the coil L13, which should now be put in. The 
top of L13 is then connected to the cathode of the diode 
valve. 

The I.F. portion is now completed, the remainder of 
the components being already wired in. 

The Converter 
The superhet converter portion can now be dealt with. 

The circuit is shown in Fig. 3 and it really comprises 
two parts, a pre -amp. (VI circuit) and the converter 
proper. For areas of average signal strength the pre -amp. 
is not necessary, so it will be dealt with separately. 

V4 is already in the unit (it is the third valve from 
the Pye socket end), but will have to be completely 
rewired as shown in the circuit diagram. All existing 
components are removed from the can and are replaced 
by C22, 23, 25 and 26, and R15 and 17. The coil is 

stripped and is rewound with three turns of 22 S.W.G. 
wire and becomes L9. The rest of the components of 

RI, 4,8: 2.2K2. 
R2, 6, 9, 15 : 10 KO. 

; R3, 7, 12 : 1 KO. 
R5, 14: .5.6 K0. 

T R10, 17 : 100 KO. 
: R11 : 10 2 

Fig. 3.- Circuit of the superhet converter section. 

LIST OF COMPONENTS 
R13 : 470 Q. 
R16 : 180 2. 
R18, 47 Ko. 
C7, 25 : 100 pF. 
C13 : 5 pF. 
C16, 26 : 10 pF. 

C22, 31 : 0 -21 pF. 

C23 : 50 pF. 

C21, 24, 27, 28, 29, 30 :.230 pF. 

All condensers not mentioned i 
above : 500 pF. 
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this valve are mounted underneath the chassis, a simple 
screen being erected between them and the rest of the 
unit. 

This completes the oscillator circuit. 
The first two valves and their associated components 

are removed and replaced by B9G valveholders. There 
is plenty of room for the rest of the components rouni 
the valveholders, including the coils. A suggested layout 
for this part of the circuit was given in the March 
issue of PRACTICAL TELEVISION (A Simple Superhet 
Converter). 

The oscillator coil details have been given for the 
Birmingham frequency. For the Alexandra Palace 
transmitter the oscillator coil should have four complete 
turns, while the Holme Moss station will require three 
and a half turns. 

Coil Data 
The following list contains the turns required for 

London, Birmingham and Holme Moss tuning coils. 
There may be slight variations due to local wiring 
capacitances but the turns given should cover the range 
required. (The prototype is working on the Birmingham 
transmitter.) All turns are 22 S.W.G. wire. 

Coil London Birmingham Holme lbfoss 

L7 51 4 5 
L6 6 41 5 
L5 2 lt 2 
L4 3) 21 3 
L3 14 11 13 
L2 14 11 13 
L1 3! 21 3 

i 6 are wound on the same former, which is a 
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standard Aladdin type, as is also L7. L3 and 4 are 
wound on the same tin. diameter former, and L2 and I 
are dealt with similarly. L8 has 44 turns of 34 S.W.G. 
enamelled S.C.C. wire on an Aladdin former. 

Where extra amplification is required the pre- 
amplifier comprising the VI circuit can be used. 

This portion is built on a small chassis measuring 
2tin. by tin. by lin. deep. The coil details have been 
given above. All components are mounted underneath 
the chassis, a screen being erected across the valveholder 
to separate the two halves. This unit can be mounted 
in the pbsition formerly occupied by the cans A and B. 
and connection is made from L4 to L5 by means of 
coaxial cable. 

The power supply should be 230 vOlts at 60 mA and 
the L.T. 6.3 volts 5 -6 Amps. 

When completed the unit can be aligned. 
Screw the cores of L10, 11, 12 and 13 until they are 

level with the tops of the formers : insert a pair of 
earphones in the anode circuit of V9. C22 is now adjusted 
until the signal is heard! L7, 3, 6, 2 and 8 are then 
adjusted for maximum volume in that order. L9 acts 
as a vernier control to C22. 

The tube and time base can now be connected and 
L10, 11, 12 and 13 adjusted for maximum quality. 
The latter operation is best done when test card "C" is 
being radiated. 

If a signal generator is available the I.F.s are adjusted 
as follows: L10 =10.75 Mc/s, L11 =7.75 Me /s, L12 
=8.25 Mc /s, L13 =10.25 Mc /s. 

If desired a companion sound unit can be constructed 
as described in the April issue of PRACTICAL TELEVISION 
(A Sound Unit for the R1355). The I.F. coils in the 
sound unit will then cover the 7.0 Me /s band and will 
require approximately 28 turns of 34 S.W.G. wire. 
The unit must be carefully screened. 

Stereoscopic Vision? 
A Reader Makes a Suggestion for Producing " Live" Pictures 

PERHAPS very few inventors in the field of 
stereoscopic television have succeeded in de- 
vising systems working on the principle of 

" alternate presentation." This is a difficult engineering 
feat, owing to the fact that twice the normal frame 
frequency is required, and, of course, the successful 
working of such a system depends on perfectly syn- 
chronised shutters. A further difficulty seems to be of 
a purely optical nature, and that is finding a suitable 
method of superimposing images of the scene from both 
viewpoints on the photo -cathode of the same camera - 
tube, and this has usually been done by a rather 
cumbersome arrangement of four mirrors or right -angle 
prisms. 

This problem could probably be solved by employing 
the fact that different parts of a large convex lens regard 
a scene from different viewpoints -a fact which is 
recognised by every photographer who " stops down " 
to a small aperture to secure a sharp picture of both 
foreground and background. For the purpose of stereo- 
scopic television, however, the centre viewpoint of a 
convex lens would not be used, only two side view- 
points from places on the lens about 3in. apart. 

The Principle 
A 6in. diameter double -convex lens is placed at a 

distance equal to its focal length from the photo- cathode 
of a camera tube. A mask completely covers the lens, 

but light is allowed to pass through the lens iñ two 
places by means of two apertures about lain. diameter 
with their centres nearly 3in. apart. With the two 
apertures in the mask arranged side by side, the 6in. 
convex lens is now effectively converted into two lenses 
of a stereoscopic television camera, and since both 
lenses have a common principal focus which is that of the 
6in. convex lens, images of the scene from both view- 
points are perfectly superimposed on the photo- cathode 
of the camera -tube. 

A rotating shutter adjacent to the mask allows light 
to pass through each aperture alternately in the period 
required for each frame transmission, thus the two view- 
points are transmitted in alternation. 

A similar arrangement of lens and shutter at the 
receiver allows the picture to be projected on to a trans- 
lucent screen, in such a way that the light forming one 
picture for the left eye of the observer is polarised in a 
plane different from that forming the picture for the right 
eye, whilst the observer views the screen through the 
appropriate pair of polarising spectacles. 

With the convex lens of the camera at a distance 
equal to its focal length from the photo- cathode of the 
camera tube, one image only of the background would be 
formed; but nearer subjects would form two images on 
the receiving screen. This would mean that any subject 
approaching the camera would appear to approach the 
observer from the receiving screen. -G. LAND. 
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Test C 
Full Details of the Various Fea 

B.B.C. Test 

SINCE we last published a reproduction of Test Card 
C ", a large number of inquiries have been 

received concerning the actual details of the trans- 
mission which are covered in this special picture. To 
assist those who are making up receivers and wish to 
make full use of the card the following official informa- 
tion is given concerning the picture. It should be pointed 
out that this gives an immediate indication of the perform- 
ance of the complete transmission chain from the camera 
to the reproducing picture tube. As the performance of 
the transmitting equipment is maintained in accordance 
with an agreed standard during normal periods of radia- 
tion of still images for test purposes, the test card is 
really the only satisfactory way of checking adjustments 
and the performance of a receiver. 

Each of the particular sections of the card is designed 
to assess one particular characteristic of the system as 
follows 
1. Aspect Ratio. Concentric black and white circles 

surrounding the five -frequency gratings will appear 
truly circular when the width and height of the picture 
are adjusted to the standard aspect ratio of 4 : 3. 

2. Resolution and Bandwidth. Within the circles there 
are two groups of frequency gratings, each consisting 
of five gratings, having black and white stripes corre- 
sponding to fundamental frequencies of 1.0, 1.5, 
2.0, 2.5 and 3.0 Mc /s. In the left -hand group the 
1.0 Mc /s grating is at the top, the frequency increas- 
ing towards the bottom, and in the right -hand group 
the order is 
reversed. T h e 
response of the 
whose system is 
required to be 
uniform to 2.7 
Mc /s, so that the 
2.5 Mc /s gratings 
should be clearly 
reproduced, but 
the 3.0 Mc /s grat- 
ings may be 
blurred. The pic- 
ture must just fill 
the viewing aper- 
ture during the 
test, with the 
black and white 
border visible. 

3. Contrast. A five - 
step contrast 
wedge appears in 
the centre of the 
test card. The top 
square is white, 
corresponding to 
100 per cent.modu- 
lation, and the 
lowest square is 
black, correspond- 
ing to 30 per cent. 
modulation. The 

l rd C 
tures Which are Covered in the 
Transmission 

three intermediate squares should be reproduced as 
pale, middle and dark grey. 

4. Scanning Linearity. The background of the test card 
is a middle grey, bearing a graticule of white lines. 
The areas enclosed between the lines should be repro- 
duced in all parts of the picture as equal squares. 

5. Synchronisation Separation. The border consists of 
alternate black and white rectangles, which facilitate 
recognising interference between the picture signals 
and the synchronisation. 

6. Low frequency Response. A black rectangle within a 
white rectangle is provided and in a perfect system 
it would be reproduced as a rectangle of uniform 
blackness on a clean white background. At present 
imperfections in the transmitting system result ina 
slight streaking at the right -hand side of the black 
area, even with a perfect receiver, but by experience 
it is possible to judge whether the reproduction is 
abnormal. 

7. Reflections. Reflections, which may occur in 
propagation or in the receiving installation, are 
indicated by two single vertical bars, which should be 
reproduced without positive or negative images at their 
right -hand sides. The width of these bars represents 
a pulse of 0.25 its. 

8. Uniformity of Focus. There are four diagonally - 
disposed areas of black and white stripes correspond- 
ing to a fundamental frequency of about 1.0 Mc /s, 
and all four should be resolved uniformly throughout. 

_pow som NMI 
WAWA 

Compare this reproduction IN ith your receised picture. 
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Television Goes Underground 
Some Interesting Facts Concerning the Television Cables 

WHENWHEN delegates to the recent C.C.I.F. (Intemationa 
Committee on Telecommunications) 

conference in London visited Sutton Coldfield at 
the invitation of the B.B.C., they saw the world's largest 
television transmitting station being fed by programme 
signals sent from London over the most modern coaxial 
cable. Later, at Telephone House, Birmingham, the 
delegates saw a special demonstration showing the quality 
of television signals transmitted over coaxial cables, 
the route followed being from London, through Bir- 
mingham to Stoke, and back to Birmingham, a total 
distance of over 200 miles. 

Consisting of three parts -the main cable and a short 
tail cable at each end -the latest London -Birmingham 
coaxial cable follows the route of the old Roman road 
via Watford, Aylesbury, Daventry, Coventry and 
Birmingham. The main cable, forming part of the 
post office trunk telephone network, covers a distance of 
just over 121 miles, with 43 repeater stations en route, 
of which 11 are required for present -day programmes. 
The cable terminates at Museum Exchange, London. and 
Telephone House, Birmingham, and the end connections 
to the transmitters are provided by tail cables between 
Museum Exchange and Alexandra Palace and between 
Telephone House and Sutton Coldfield. 

( ()axial Tubes 

The London -Birmingham cable incorporates two 
0.975in. and four 0.375ín, coaxial tubes. The larger 
tubes are used, with repeaters at 12 -mile spacing, for 
two -way transmission of 405 -line television signals 
requiring a video bandwidth of approximately 3 Mc /s. 
Ultimately these tubes may be required for very-high- 
definition or colour television and 
frequencies up to 26 Mc /s. may be 
involved with repeaters at three -mile 
spacing. The 0.375in. tubes are used 
for broadband telephony purposes, 

each pair being capable of carrying 
600 speech circuits. On the Birming- 
ham -Stoke cable, 0.375in. tubes are 

used for the 405 -line television transmissions, the repeater 
stations being at six -mile spacing. The whole system 
has been planned to meet the recommendations of the 
1943 Television Committee. 

The coaxial cable used for the television link, provided 
40 LB SUPERVISORY 

PAIRS FOR LARGE TUBES 

NORMAL FOUR -TUBE 
CABLE LAY -UP 

The " lay -up " of the television cable. 

and operated by the G.P.O., 
factured, and laid by Standard 
Limited. 

was developed, manu- 
Telephones and Cablcs 

Two views of the cable. On the left the 
various sections shown separate, to- 
gether with a cross- section of the cable, 

and above, jointing points. 
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MppEt z6p` 
T H E 7A)-0 WINDSOR p-6p A iE f \rEI 

?&ozám WOBBULpITO R 
MODEL 260A 

The first self- contained electronic instrument providing 
visual alignment facilities for television receivers. 
Simple, compact and efficient -its use will save many 
hours of valuable time in the service department. 

FEATURES 
CARRIER FREQUENCY. 5 -70 Mc /s. 

10 -140 Mc /s (on 2nd harmonic). 

BANDWIDTH. 0 -5 Mc /a total. 
0 -10 Mc /s (on 2nd harmonic). 

SWEEP FREQUENCY. 50 c.o.s. sinusoidal, 
return trace blacked out automatically. 

OUTPUT. Adjustable from 0 -10 mV. approx. 
Fixed and variable attenuators are fitted. 
Output impedance 75 ohms. 

EARLY DELIVERY 
Please write for further details and Information 
on other WINDSOR and TAYLOR products. 

TAYLOR ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS LTD. 
4191424 MONTROSE AVENUE, SLOUGH, BUCKS 
Telephone : SLOUGH 213811 (4 lines). 'Grams & Cables : Taylins, Slough 

WINDSOR 
TAYLOR 

stifot`( ¡ 
T E S T E Q U I P M E N T 

o 

Choose TELEVISION 
with the world's finest 

Technical Background... 
Choose a .%Iarcouiphone Television andyou choose 

a set with a real "pedigree" going back to the 

very beginning of Radio- so if you want to be 

sure of reliable, high standard television reception, 

CHOOSE MARCONIPHONE. 

Here is a brand new Marconiphone combined 
Television and Radio receiver with a 10" Emiscope 

THE GREATEST tube giving a brilliant picture of adequate size for any 
NAME IN RADIO. average room. The 5- valve, superhet radio offers a 

wide choice of stations and highest quality reproduction. Cabinet of 
contrasting figured walnut_ Exceptionally fine value at £84.5.0 (inc. tax.) 

.. MARCONIPHONE 
Ih, ifa'Tun iphu,u Cu. Ltd., Hny .11idda. 
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Television at 200 miles 

RETAIL PRICE LIST 
PRE -AMPLIFIER 

HM221SC22 .. 68.10.0 
PRE -AMPLIFIER 

HM2IISC2I ... E6. 6.0 
PATTERN GENERATOR 

PGII .. E14. 0.0 
SIGNAL GENERATOR 

SGI2 ... ... 66.12.6 
TRADE ENQUIRIES 

INVITED 
TELEVISION SIGNAL GENERATOR 

Frequency range 40170 Mks. 
Calibration chart for all Television Channels. 
Modulation on sound and vision optional. 
Sensitive meter fitted for use as grid dip oscillator. 
Ideal for service engineer and experimenter. 
Measures coil, aerial frequencies, etc. 
The only one of its kind on the market. 
Self- contained power supply 2001250v. A,C. 
12 months' guarantee. 
Immediate delivery. 

PRE -AMPLIFIERS SUTTON GOLDFIELD & HOLME MOSS 
Two high -gain neutralised triodes with HIGH GAIN AND LOW NOISE. 
Customs built to the highest standards. 
Ample bandwidth for good definition. 
Ideal for the " difficult " fringe and ultra -fringe areas. 
Matches into any aerial and receiver. 
Each pre -amplifier supplied guaranteed to have been " air tested " and 
to have received both vision and sound at 200 miles from Sutton 
Coldfield using a standard commercial superhet receiver of 50 micro - 
Model HM211SC21 requires external power supply. (volts sensitivity. , 

Model HM221SC22 has self- contained metal rectifier power supply 
2001250v. A.C. 
12 months' guarantee. 
Immediate delivery. 

J. V. RADIO CO. 

TELEVISION PATTERN GENERATOR 
Frequency range 40170 Mks. adjustments. 
Calibration chart for all Tele- Essential for the service engineer 
vision Channels. and serious experimenter. 
Modulation on both sound and Seven valves. 
vision. Power supply 2001250v. A.C. 
One horizontal and two verti- 12 months' guarantee. 
cal bars, full line and frame, etc., Immediate delivery. 

84, EMBANKMENT ROAD, PLYMOUTH. 
Manufacturers of Television Equipment. Tel. 4737 

TELEVISION 
-WELL PAID 

OPPORTUNITIES 
WE RECEIVE DAILY ENQUIRIES 
FROM EMPLOYERS FOR OUR 
STUDENTS. 

DAYTIME COURSES 
I -year Course for Radio and Television 

Service beginners. 
3 -week Practical Television. 

HOME STUDY 
Complete Course in Television. 

Write for FREE Brochure giving full details 
of these and other courses. Moderate terms. 
Facilities for easy payment. 
Write to Dept. 138. 

E.M:I.IHSTITUTES 
10. PEMORIDGE SQUAME. NOTTING MILL CITE, 
LOMDOM, I.0. TELEPHONE: IISSW ATEI 6191/1 

Associated with 
" H.M.V." 

MARCONIPHONE 
COLUMBIA 

ETC. 

1 J6 

I-CLYDESDALE-1 
Bargains in Ex- Services Radio and Electronic Equipment 

T E L E V I S I O N 
LF.IV IDEO RECEIVER 

The Ex R.A.F. R1355 provides an excellent LF. strip for both 
vision and audio reception and is fitted with a recess into which 
the R.F. unit fits. An integral 250 A.C. Mains power pack can 
be fitted into the position on the chassis previously occupied 
by the high frequency power unit located at rear of receiver. 
The R1355 is complete with valves -5 stages of LF. at .7.5 Me's 
(SP61's) Detector (EA50), Video Amplifier (SP61) and Cathode 
Follower (SP61) -EHT rectifier (SÚ2150) and H.T. rectifier (5Ú4G). 
Complete in metal case 18 x 81 x 71 In. 
CLYDESDALE'S 6 CARRIAGE 
PRICE ONLY 67 I PAID 

VIEWING UNIT 
Ex R.A.F. Indicator Unit 62 consists of a chassis full of useful 
T.V. components plus the famous VCR97 Cathode Ray Tube and 
various valves- 16ISP61's, 2,'EB34's and 2'EA50's. 
An extremely useful T.V. Unit in its present state. Enclosed 
in a metal retainer 18 x 81 x Ill in. 
CLYDESDALE'S 67 POST 
PRICE ONLY /6 ea. PAID 
Please include 101- for transit case to ensure safe transit of unit. 
Refund of 10 /- on return of case. 

VIEWING UNIT 
Indicator 6 and 6H, These units are brand new in excellent 
condition and are fitted with a VCRS7 Cathode ray tube which is 
ideal for INEXPENSIVE TELEVISION " circuits. Valves 
include: 4 /EF50, 3/EB34, plus a host of T.V. components, including 
ERT condensers and potentiometers. 
Enclosed In a metal box 18 x 81 x 71 in. 

PRICE ONLE'S £3.19.6 
CIRCUITS available for 
Indicator 62, 62A, and 6H, 
RF Units 24, 25, 26, 27, and 
R1355, Price 116 each. 

CARRIAGE 
PAID 

ILLUSTRATED CATA- 
LOGUE available. Please 
enclose 6d, and we request 
that you please PRINT your 
name and address. 

Order direct from : 

CLYDESDALE O`';;- 
2, Bridge St., Glasgow, C.S. 'Phone : SOUTH 2706'9 
Visit our Branches in Scotland, England and N. Ireland. 
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The " Antex " Aerial 
Performance Data of the Unusual "X" Type of Aerial 

MANY 

queries have been raised concerning the 
design and function of the now popular " X " 

9 
type aerial, and a number of conflicting reports 

have been received concerning its make -up. Some time 
ago we published details of this aerial and at the time 
it was purely experimental and no detailed information 
cop Id be given. We have now received the undermen- 
tioaed details from the manufacturers and we hope this 

° v I ̀ 
° 
I.tt '00111141 * Ogle ,,, , ji t , rarrr ,, :..í> pimp 

:o... .., It" z.ti. ,,., <;,,',,, ,,, trí.`= 7 ,,.lyt,. :TRANSM/ïTER 
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-AO u. 1iiiiti1 , ZT,i!trtatrj,.,, i yr 30° ,éGÁ'F,qti... I 
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30 30° 

-60° 
GROU9NDOo LEVEL 

Polar diagram showing elimination of signal pick -up 
from the back of the " Antex " aerial at an angle below 

the horizontal. 

o 

will clear up many of the misconceptions which appear 
to have arisen. 

Construction 
The " Antex " aerial is a fundamentally new design, 

having considerable advantages as compared with the 
normal " H " array in respect of both mechanical design 
and electrical performance. 

Constructionally, the main advantage is that only one 
junction unit is required from which the aerial rods 
radiate in the form of an " X." This single junction 
mitt replaces the cross arm having a junction at each 
end as required by the " H " aerials, with consequent 
reduction of weight and wind resistance. Furthermore, 
owing to the aerial rods being in a diagonal plane, the 
perpendicular length between the junction rods and the 
end of the lower aerial rods is reduced, thus enabling a 

shorter mast to be used with adequate roof clearance. 
The junction unit is of moulded bakelite construction 

and has adequate leakage paths and is provided with 
metal clamps for attachment to a suitable mast. The -total 
weight of the insulator complete with four aerial rods is 
approximately l,¡lbs. 

Results 
Electrically, the aerial has a much improved perform - 

ance over the normal " H " array. The polar diagram at 
45 Mcls shows that the " Antex " has a forward gain 

approximately 2 db greater than that of the " H " 
array, whilst the front to back ratio has the extremely 
high value of 22 db. This high forward gain results in 
the " Antex " aerial having a slightly narrower band- 
width, the response being approximately 1. db less 
than that of the standard dipole and reflector at 41.5 
and 48 Mc /s. 

As the " Antex " aerial functions as a complete unit, 
it cannot strictly speaking be divided into dipole and 
parasitic elements. Some understanding of its perform- 
ance can, however, be obtained by considering it to act 
as a modified dipole and director array. The feeder 
cable is connected to one pair of aerial rods constituting 
a " V " dipole the apex of which is at the junction unit. 
The bisector of the angle of the " V " lies in a horizontal 
plane. The remaining pair of rods similarly form a " V" 
with the bisector of the angle also in a horizontal plane 
and again having the apex at the junction unit and form a 
modified director. 

The aerial rods joined to the feeder cable are some- 
what longer than those used in a normal dipole and the 
director rods are somewhat shorter. The maximum 
signal pick -up occurs when the shorter pair of rods, i.e., 
the director elements, are pointed towards the trans- 
mitter. The forward gain and high front to back ratio 
are due to the relative phasing of the director and dipole 
elements: In the forward direction the signals re- radiated 
from the director element arrive at the aerial element in 
phase with the normally received signal, thus providing 
a gain. In the reverse direction, the signals re- radiated 
from the director element 'arrive at the aerial element 
out of phase with the normal signal, and the two signals 
thus tend to cancel out. 

Car Interference 
The polar diagram of the " Antex " aerial in the plane 

of the four rod elements shows a large front lobe, and two 
small rear lobes at an angle of approximately 45 deg. 

Polar diagram showing the comparative performances 
of the " Antex " and standard "1-1" aerials. 
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on either side of the axis of the aerial. When the aerial 
is Used for receiving vertically polarised signals with the 
rods in a vertical plane, one of these small lobes points 
upwards and the other downwards. On examination of 
the " Antex " junction unit it will be seen that there is a 
connection between the director rods and the lower of 
the aerial elements. The effect of this connection is to 
suppress the lower rear lobe and results in almost com- 
plete elimination of pick -up at the " back " of the aerial 
from signals arriving from below a horizontal line drawn 
through its centre. This is a most useful property in 
suppressing car interference. If the aerial is mounted at 
normal height, the interference signals from a nearby 
vehicle must travel upwards at a steep angle in order to 
reach it. In other words they arrive at the aerial from well 

below the horizontal and under this condition very 
little of the interference can be picked up by the aerial. 
When the vehicle is comparatively close to the aerial 
and, therefore, the interference is at its strongest, the 
aerial itself is in its most insensitive condition and gives 
a very high degree of suppression. 

The linking of the lower dipole rod with the reflector 
rods unfortunately also results in a slight decrease of 
forward gain. Generally speaking, however, the improve- 
ment in interference suppression more than counter- 
balances this slight loss, and the aerials are normally 
despatched with the link in position. Where there is 
little or no interference present, or where the field strength 
is extremely low, the additional gain obtainable by remov- 
ing this link may be of value. 

9.t LA`zt Zip in moka 
EVERYTHING was ready. 

All the wiring had been checked, the H.T. and 
E.H.T. were tested to ensure that no contacts 

existed between them or the L.T. line. 
The valves were placed in position -all 24 of them. 
So I crossed my fingers, and switched on. 
A deep hum came from the power pack. The valves 

lighted up, and within a matter of seconds smoke 
poured from the interior of the time base ! 

I switched off. r< 

Everything was tested but no fault could be found. 
Ah well, there was only one thing to do- switch Qn 

again and trace the smoke to its source. 
This was done, and was considerably helped by a 

spitting noise as though something was arcing over. 
It proved to be a smoothing resistor in the E.H.T. 
feed. Tests were made to discover the cause of the 
breakdown and eventually I found it. A piece of flex 
used in the E.H.T. circuit had one stray strand only 
tin. away from a screening can and was arcing oger. 

Lessors 1. Keep E.H.T. wiring, where bared, at least 
¡in. from earthed items. 

Voltage Rating 
I switched on again. A raster began to appear, but 

a nasty smell, accompanied by a noise like frying chips, 
revealed the cardboard -type electrolytic condenser in 
the H.T. smoothing circuit was breaking down. A 
voltmeter check showed an H.T. of just over 500 volts, 
while the condenser was rated at 450 volts. 

Lesson 2. Make sure that the working voltage of 
condensers is equal to the applied voltage in the circuit. 

Unwanted Contact 
Replacing the condenser with a higher -rated one I 

again switched on. 
Hooray ! the raster appeared and I enjoyed myself 

focusing it and fiddling with the scanning coils. This 
was Television ! 

A nasty smell of blistering paint interrupted my 
game. Smoke poured out of the vent of a can containing 
one of the tuned circuits like the smoke from a factory 
chimney. 

A check revealed that an anode load resistor was 
fouling the side of the can. This had not shown itself 
in my preliminary tests as I took no account of resistance 
values. 

Lesson 3, When checking H.7. circuits take into 

account the values of resistance in the circuits to ensure 
that none of then are framing. 

Odd Wires 
Once again I switched on. The raster seemed to do 

all it was supposed to do and was fairly centralised on 
the screen, so I connected up the aerial and began to 
search for signals. Once again a nasty burning smell 
interrupted the proceedings. 

This time I did not switch off but looked for the 
resistor which was causing the trouille. It was in the 
time base and was earthing to the chassis by means of a 
small piece of wire cut off and lying on the chassis. 

Lesson 4. If you drop a piece of wire or solder into 
the works fish it out immediately. You may be sorry if 
volt don't. 

Faulty Surplus 
When I switched on again the raster went for a 

joy -ride. It looked as though it wanted badly to lie 
down. This was a much longer job but was eventually 
traced to a leaky condenser in the time base circuit. 
It was of correct rating but was ex- Government surplus. 

Lesson 5. Check very carefully the condensers obtained 
from surplus equipment. 

After this things began to run more smoothly, and 
beyond finding the picture upside down (frame coils 
reversed) and inside out (line coils reversed), and the 
frame not holding (incorrect values of resistors), and 
the line slipping (too small a sync pulse), everything 
went fine. 

Now all I have written above is completely true, and 
if you don't believe me you can ask my wife -she was 
there when I was tearing my hair out ! 

Was I unlucky, or just plain careless -I wonder ! 

-ERG. 

REFRESHER COURSE 
IN MATHEMATICS 

Fourth Edition 
By F. J. CAMM 

8/6, by post 9/- 

FROM 
GEORGE NEWNES, LTD., 

Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, \\ .C.2 
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ARTHURS HAVE IT! 
LONDON'S OLDEST RADIO DEALERS 

LARGE VALVE STOCKS 
AVOMETERS IN STOCK 

Avo Model 7 ... ... ... ... El'9 I 

Avo Model 8 ... ... ... ... 19 I 

Avo Model 40 ... ... ... ... 19 1 

Universal Bridge ... ... ... 26 
Test Bridge ... ... ... ... II 
Avo Minor Universal... ... ... 10 I 

Electronic Test Meter .. 40 
Signal Generator (Mains and Battery) 30 
Valve Characteristic Meter ... 50 
TAYLORS METERS, Special Lists on Request. 
COSSOR DOUBLE BEAM OSCIL- 

LOSCOPE ... .. 8S 0 0 
PHILIPS PHILISHAVE (Complete) 6 6 0 

ALL DECCA PARTS IN STOCK 
LATEST VALVE MANUALS 

MULLARD 51- each. BRIMAR TELETUBE & Radio. 41- each. 
MAZDA 21- each. POST 6d. EACH EXTRA. 

WIRE AND TAPE RECORDER 
TELEVISION SETS AT PRE -BUDGET PRICES 

See Stocks at 

aatietde Est. 

1919 

Terms 
C.O.D. or 

PROPS.' ARTHUR GRAY. LTD. Cash with Order 

first 
OUR ONLY ADDRESS : Gray House, 

150 -152 Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2 

I 

TEMple Bar 583314 and 4765 WRITE FOR LISTS. 

ELECTRICAL, TELEVISION & RADIO ENGINEERS 

Ted 
Model TV 20 inc. 12- 
Tube and 21 valve cir- 
cuit operating on 200- 
250 volt A.C. mains 
with two main controls 
and SIX pre -set adjus- 
ters, completely en- 
closed E.H.T. unit and 
separate 10- loud- 

speaker. 

Yes, Armstrong Television has been demonstrated to be 
absolutely efficient, particularly when used in the " fringe " 
areas, and all agree that the brilliant high definition in 
picture and excellent reproduction are worthy of the 
Armstrong tradition. Write now for complete 

specification. 

THE CHASSIS PEOPLE 
Armstrong Wireless & Television Co., Ltd.. Warlters Road, 

Holloway, London, N.7. TeL NORth 3213 
SOLE BIRMINGHAM AGENT : 

Hayes Company, 1, Alcester Road, Moseley, Birmingham, 18. 
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" YOU CAN RELY ON US " 
FOR CLEAN COMPONENTS 

AT COMPETITIVE PRICES 

IMMEDIATE DISPATCH 
VALVES 

d c 9/- VU120A ... 4/6 6L6 metal. ... 1L- 
CV1141 ... 5/. Wei ... ... 7/8 6L7 metal .., 8/- 
DH63 ... ... 121- 1C5gt ... ... 8/- 6SA7gt ... 718 
1377 ... ... 716 1Q5 ... ,.. 7/6 6SJ7 ... ,.. 8/- 
RASO ... 318 154 ,.. ... 7/6 6SK7 metal ... 8/- 
EBC33 Gov.... 716 IT4 ... ... 7/8 6SH7 metal ... 6/6 
E641 ... ... 7/6 3A4 ... ,.. 7/6 6V6gt ... ... 8/- 
EF39 .. ... 10 /6 Q4 ... ... 7/6 6V8G ... ... 8/6 
EF39 Gov. ... 7/8 3Q5gt ... ... 81- 6ZY5 ... ... 7/6 
EF50 ... ... 716 3S4 ... ... 816 7Y4 ... ... 7/8 
EF54 ... ... 818 5Ú4G ... ... 81- 12A6 .. . 71- 
EF92 ... ... 12 /8 5Z3 ... ... 8/- 12K7gt ... 10 /6 
EL32 ... ... 7,6 5Z4 metal ... 81- 12K8gt 8/6 
EL35 ... ... 8/6 5Z4G ... ... 8/- .12SG7... 71- 
R.L42 ... ... 8/8 6AKS ... ... 8/6 12SK7 ... 8/- 
EM34 ... ... 8/- 6B8m ... ... 8/- 12SR7 ... 6/6 
IW4a . ... 9/- 6C4 ... ... 7/6 25L6G... 816 
KTW61 . 81- 6C5gt ... ... 7/- 25Z6gt 10/6 
KTZ41 ... 8/- 6136 .. ... 8/- 39/44 ... 7/8 
KT33C ... 161- 6F6G ... ... 8/- 76 ... 6/6 
N37 ... ... 10/- 6.15G ... ... 8/6 77 ... 7/6 
Pen46 ... ... 7/6 6J5gt ... ... 6/8 80 ... 9/- 
PT2511... ... 5/- 6J7 metal ... 8/- 954 ... 5/- 
031 ... ... 10 /6 6.170 ... ... 81- 955 ... 5/- 
050 ... ... 8/6 6K6 ... 7/8 9003 ... 5/- 
678 ... 10 /- 6K7 metal ... 81- 'VUlll... 7/6 
VU39a... ... 8/. 6117G ... ... 81- 

Postage 6d. any quantity. 
Thousands of valves in stock including many BVA types at List 
Price. Let us know your requirements and we will quote the price. 
SELENIUM RECTIFIERS. -24v. lia. 7/8. 250v. 35 m/a. 3/6, 250v. 
d0 m/a. 5/6, Type 141336 10/8, Type 14A86 18/6. Type 36EHTIOO 28/8. 
WX3 3/5, WX6 3/5. Meter rectifiers, midget, 5 m /a. 1 / -. 
EASYBUILT CHASSIS. -Two chassis for the Easybuilt Tele- 
visor, punched for valveholders. heavy gauge tinplate soldered 
Four sides. 8/6 each. EF5O 3in. s 31n. screens 8d. Ask for complete 
list of parts. 
'PEAKERS. -2l1n. WB 17/3. 31n. Plessey 12/8. 3lin. ELAC 12/6. 
Sin. R.A. 12/8. 61in. Truvox with Trans. 16/- 81n. Plessey 
Lightweight 16/ -. 8in. Mains energised 2.000 ohms with transformer 
17/8, 5in. Mains energised 750 ohm 12/8. 
BAYNES COMPONENTS.-Scanning Coil Units, Type 8914. 
891431 5112. each 421 -. Transformer Type TUY5 /86 22/-, TQ116 
111 -. Choke Type LUS8F 22/ -. LUSOL 16/6. Focus Units PM15A 
Tetrode, PM20A Triode, earn 39/6. 
TELEVISION TRANSFORMERS.-RS/GB 200 -250v. tapped. 
350-0-350v. 250 m/a., 6.3v. 8a., 6.3v. and 2v. at la., 5v. at 
2.5a 87/6. 
FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS. -Midget dimeoef.c sr Il is4 nd !.:: 
green crackle, Primary 210/240v. to 6.3v. 1.5a.. 8/6; to 6.3v. 3a. 12/6 
to 12v. la. 8/8; to 4v. 3a. 12/6. Multi purpose type for Instruments, 
models. etc., tappings 3v. to 30v. at 1 amp.. 21/-. 
SPEAKER TRANSFORMERS. -Super Midget for personals. 
DL92, 334, 154 4/3: Standard Pentode 4/6, 60 and 30: 1 4/6. 30 : 141 -. 
Mains Pentode Midget 3/9. 
COILS.- Medium Wave (iron-cored) with reaction 818.. Wearite 
' P " Coils 3/ -. Wearite Viewmaster coils. per set, London 20/ -, 
Midland 28/ -. MW /LW TRF Matched pair with circuit 7/8, Wey- 
mouth CT2W2 9/8 parr, CS3W3 11/6 pair. K.O. Coils 419, " 11 " 
Coils 3 /3. 
I.F. TRANSFORMERS. -RS /GB Semi- Midget 465 k/cs 12/6 pair. 
Wearite M400B. M401 211- pair. Weymouth P4 15/- pair. 
FORMERS. -Aladdin with cores, Tin. 7d.. fin. 1Od.. lin. 9d. Cores. 
lin. 3d.. fin. 4d. 
BOOKS.-Viewmaster Book and Circuits 5/- ; London or Midland. 
Easybuilt Televisor 2/6 ; Portable Televisor 3/- ; Personal 
Portables 2/6. 
MISCELLANEOUS.- Bulgin Octal plug 21 -. Belling Lee Co-axial 
plug 1/8. Socket 113, Connector 1 /6. Bulgin rotary DP Switch 413. 
Bulgin feeder plug 1/3, Socket 1/3. 
ELECTROLVTICS. -2 mid. 350v. 1/3, 4 mid. 350v. 1/6. 4 mid. 
500v. 2/ -, 8 mid. 350v. 2/6. 8 mid. 500v. 3/6. 16 mid. 450v. 4/6. 16 mfd. 
350v. 3 / -. 32 mfd. 450v. 4/9, 18 mfd. -16 mid. 7/8.; 8 mfd. -16 mid. 450v. 
5/6. Offer 30-30 mfd. 350v. 8/ -. 
CHOKES. -First quality Audio Chokes, high impedance 10/8. 
40 m/a Midget 5/ -, 60 m/a 6/6, 150 m/a 14/6, 250 m/a 21/- shrouded. 
Smoothing chokes. 
TCC PICOPACKS, ETC.- Picopacks 2/6, Metalmltes 1/8. .001 
mid. 6 Kv. 4/6..001 mid. 12 Kv. 7/6. Hunts W99 .001 mid. 1/3. 
We regret unavoidable price increases on most surplus valves and 
a few standard components, but our aim is still, Quality First. 

Our new No. 9 Catalogue is now ready, price 6d. Post Free. 
Postage: Over £2 free, below 101- 6d., £1 9d., £2 1 / -. 

RADIO SERVICING CO. 
444. WANDSWORTH ROAD, CLAPHAM, 

LONDON, S.W.8. 
Telephone: MACaulay 4155. 

77. 77A, 169. 169 Bus. S.R. Station. Wandsworth Road. 
Open till 6.30 p.m. 1 o'clock Wednesday. 
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"DENCO" ALIGNMENT 
OSCILLATOR D.A.O.I. This unit 
provides a modulated signal for the 
alignment of I.F. amplifiers and 
associated circuits. The two standard 
frequencies of 465 kc's and 1,600 kc /s 
are selected at the turn of a switch. 
All supplies are derived from one U.10 
cell and one 1289 battery inside the 
unit. Consumption of 60 m'a, single 
valve type DL92 is used. Dimensions 
of case : Width 3í1n., depth 20n., 
height Min. Price, post free, only 47/6. 
FREQUENCY CONTROL CRYSTALS 
By American G.E. Co. Octal base fixing. 
Following frequencies only : 2.500 ke's. 
3500 ke /s, 4,600 kc's, 6.200 kc/s, 8.003 
kc" s, 7/6 each. Also FT243 lin, pin 
spacing. 5765KC'7975. 101- each. 
8000/8425KC, 12/6. New and unused. 
11.3515 I.F. STRIP. A complete I.F. 
Unit comprising 6 SP61 I.F. Stages, 
tuned to 13.5 Mc,'s, 1 EA50 diode detector 
and 1 EF36 or EF39 output or video 
stage.- A few modifications only are 
required to adapt this unit, which will 
give pictures of extremely good quality. 
Price, complete with valves and fool- 
proof modification instructions, Is 45/-, 
plus 5/- carriage and packing. Limited 
quantity only. 
5CP1 C.R. TUBES. Brand New and 
Boxed. 25/- carriage paid. 
3547 RECEIVERS. Absolutely brand 
new. in sealed manufacturers' packing 
rases. Incorporating 15 valves type 
EF50, 2 of SP61, EF36, EBC33. 3 of 
EB3r. Complete 45 Mc's I.F. Strip, 
motor dial and drive, pots, etc.. etc. 
£8 only, plus 10 /- packing and carriage. 
Whilst they last ! 

EX- R.A.F. INDICATOR UNIT TYPE 
62. Containing VCR 97 CRT with mu- 
metal screen: Crystal Unit and valves 
16/V865 (SP61), 2'VR54 (EB34), 2 /VR92 
EAfiO), etc., etc., two deck chassis in 

metal case, 18 x 181x 111ín, New condi- 
tion. 671 each, plus 716 packing and 
arriage. 

;í1'A METER RECT.. 5'-. W.6 and 
1'6. 

5 HARROW ROAD, LONDON, W.2 
PADdington 1008/9 

0401 

No. 38 "WALKIE TALKIE" TRANS-RE- 
CEIVERS. Complete with Throat Mike. 'Phones, 
Aerial Rods and June. Box. Freq. Range : 7.4 to 
9 me /s. Brand new and guaranteed, £4196. Carr. 
2'3 

RECEIVER 11.1355 as specified for " inexpensive 
Television." Complete with 8 valves VR65, and 
1 ea. 5U4G, VU120, V R92, and a copy of " Inexpensive 
TV." ONLY 55'- (carriage, etc., 7,6). 
RECEIVER TYPE 21. The receiver portion of 
the WIS 21 operating from 4.2 -7.5 Mc's. Double 
superhet from 18 -30 Mc's. Incorporating B.F.O. and crash limiter. Valve line -up 7 -ARP12 (VP23) and 
2 -AR8 (HL23DD). Absolutely brand new, complete 
with circuit. Only 45:- complete. Vibrator power unit for above, brand new, 17'6 only. 

Seim st p for current Component 
List. Probably the most e prehen- 

sire in the trade. 

EF50 (Vit91) BRAND NEW BCD 
SYLVANIA.N. 10'- original boxes. 
British Types boxed 7;6. Unboxed 
British Types, 5:-. 

I.F. TRANSFORMERS. Manufac- 
turers' surplus. Iron -cored. 465 Icy s. 
Size 4in. x í}1n. x liin. Per pair, 8'6.' 
whilst they last. 
INDICATOR TYPE 6. These units 
are brand new, in excellent condition 
and are all fitted with a VCR97 CRT. - 

the tube which many constructors 
have put to T.V. use. Valves include 
4'VR9 (EF50), 3: VR54 (EB34). plus a 
host of potentiometers and H.V. con- 
densers, etc. The complete unit is 
enclosed in a metal box 18 a 6h x 71in. 
Price only £31.9 /6, post paid. 

VIBRATOR POWER UNITS, 2 volt 
As for Canadian 58 set. Completely 
smoothed, output 1.5v. L.T. and 90v. and 
160v. H.T. at 35 Ma. Complete in grey 
metal box. Size 8 x 31 x 41. 50 -- only. 

R.3084 RECEIVER. Incorporating 
7 EF50, 2 EF54, 1 EC52, 1 VU39A, 
1 HVR, 21 EA50, plus 30 me /s. I.F. strip. 
Guaranteed absolutely 'brand new in 
maker's original packing case. 75'- 
(Plus 10/- carriage and packing.) This 
receiver is ideal for conversion to vision 
receiver. 
METAL 'RECTIFIERS. S.T.C., 300 
volts 75 ma.. 5/- S.T.C., 24 volts 
21 amps., 1716. G.E.C.. 6 volts 1 amp.. 
4' -. Westinghouse, 12 volts 2 amp.. 
12.6. Pencil Type E.H.T.. 600v. 1 m.a.. 
47 : 1.000v. 1 m.a., 6 / -. 2,400v. 3 ma., 
15- ; J50, 500v. 2 m.a.. 7/6. 

FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS. All 
Inputs 200'50 A.C. 6.3v. 1.5 amp.. 7'6 : 

Igranic 6.3v. 21 amp., 10 6v. or 12v. 
3 amp., 151- : 6.3v. 12 amp., 37/8. 

MAINS TRANS. (PARMEKO). 250-0- 
250. 90 ma. 6.3v. 3 amp., 5v. 2 amp. 
Input, 110250. 20' , Min. Mains Trans. 
31 high by 3 by 21, fully shrouded 
250 -0 -250, 60 m.a., 6.3v. 3 amp., 5v. 2 amp., 
21' -. 

PREMIER RADIO CO. 
MORRIS & CO. RADIO LTD. 

WELL MADE 
WALNUT FINISH 

PEDESTAL 
CABINETS 

are available from stock 

For bin. Tube, £5.10.0 
For 9in. Tube, £6.I5.0 
For I2in. Tube, £9.9.0 

Carriage and packing, 7,/6 

Due to the large number of orders in hand, coupled 
with supply difficulties, we are reluctantly compelled to 
temporarily close our Postal Service. No Post orders can 
be accepted after Jurie 14th until further notice. Our 
Technical advice and Service departments remain in 
operation. Resumption of Postal Service will be 

announced in these columns. 

1 

152 3, Fleet St., E.C.4. Phone : Central 2833. 207 Edgware 
Rd., W.2. Phone : Ambassador 4033. Edgware Road is 

open until 6 p.m. on Saturdays 

BRANCHES AT 

G2ACC OFFERS YOU - 
Guaranteed Components -Prompt Service 
AERIAL EOGIYAiIiNT.- Belling Lce L802'4'C Television Aerial. 
dipole with reflector and mast cap to fit own 21ín. mast. For 
Sutton Coldfield £2 15e. ; L336 80 ohm twin feeder cable suitable 
for above 71d. per yard; L607PG 2 -pin plug for twin feeder, 21.0; 
L607 /S1 socket for L607PG plug ed.: L303 .'S wall mounting socket 
for twin feeder 3/6: L303P plug for L300 /S 1/101: L642P co -axial 
plug for lin. co -ax. 1/3; L604S co -axial socket for L642$ 1 /3: L6111 
'co -ax. line coupler for extending co -ax. by means for two L642P 
plugs L3. Insulated stranded copper aerial wire: 25ft. 2,'3, 50ft. 
4/-, 75ft. 6 -, 100ft. 7 ;6. Aerial Insulators: Egg 4d.. Pyrex glass 
3ín. long 1 /6. Eddystone 946 Low Loss Aerial lead -in 33. Ceramic 
" T " insulator for short -wave dipoles 1 /6. L391 Gutter insulator, 
enables television lead -ins to clear gutter, 2/3. 
TELEVISION PRE -AMPLIFIER. -New Ex -Govt. for London 
transmission, Complete with EF54 valve. Requires 6.3v. L.T. and 
200 275v. H.T., which can be taken from televisor, 15/- plus 11. 
postage. 

- 

VIEIVMASTER COMPONENTS.-Westinghouse Metal Recti- 
fiers: 14A486 19/4. 14D36 11 / -, 36 /EHT /100 28 / -, WX3 and WX6 3/7 
each. Please note that Morganite Resistors are now: Type T 
} watt. 20% 8d., 10% 9d.. 5% 1l -; Type R, 1 watt 20% 8d., 10... 1 -. 
5% 1 /4. Other Viewmaster components at prices as listed in our 
April advert. 
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERLNG COMPONENTS. -Ses Apri: 
advert. 
PYROBIT SOLDERING IRON. -Miniature " pencil -bit " 
electric soldering iron (230 volts). Can be held in hand like pencil. 
Weight only 7 ozs. 22'6. 
CUOKES. -R.F. Type: Labgear RFC3 5 -200 metres, D.C. current 
60 ma., 2/6 : Eddystone 1066 All Wave 314: Midget Medium and 
Long Wave 2' , L.F. Chokes : 4011 20 ma. 6' -, 10H 40 ma. 6' -. 10 H 
70 ma. 13/6. 10H 90 ma. 12'6, 10H 150 ma. 15' -. 
TELEVISION LIST. -Send 21d. now for our " Television List." 
All orders are dealt with day received. 

Please include postage on orders under 42. 

Southern Radio & Electrical Supplies 
85 FISHERTON STREET, SALISBURY, WILTS 

Telephone : SALISBURY 2108 
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FOCUS on newsreels ! It seems 
years since we saw the first 

amateurish newsreel efforts of the 
B.B.C. At the time I wrote uncom- 
plimentary things about it in this 
column, complaining about the 
unsteady camera work, the untidy 
editing and the poor recording. As 
the weeks rolled by, these faults were 
gradually corrected until the B.B.C. 
newsreel began to acquire the polish 
of a professional piece of film 
journalism. Progress was made with 
telefilm recording and new equipment 
was installed at Alexandra Palace for 
scanning cine films, giving much 
improved television transmission of 
all types of film. The rapidly in- 
creasing popularity of their newsreel 
with the TV public persuaded the 
B.B.C. to invest in an extensive 
range of cine camera and sound film 
recording equipment, until they 
possessed a collection of specialised 
news camera equipment second to 
none in the world. The result has 
paid handsomely and it can now be 
confidently claimed that the B.B.C.'s 
newsreel service is not only ahead of 
any newsreel in the world, TV or 
otherwise, but that it has a style, 
form and policy which has set the 
pace for the others. Apart from its 
technical craftsmanship, the B.B.C. 
television editorial staff have shown 
initiative and enterprise quite unusual 
in a monopolistic organisation - 
though, perhaps, it is spurred on by 
the frantic efforts of the cinema 
newsreels to stay the course. 

COMPETITION 
MEANWHILE, the cinema news- 

reels have taken up the chal- 
lenge and, despite many surprising 
difficulties, are making headway 
again. The G.B., Universal and Pathé 
newsreels of the Grand National were 
brilliantly edited and commentated, 
with fine photographic quality, and 
the dramatic story of what must have 
been the most astonishing steeple- 
chase ever run was put over with 
telling precision. A later edition 
recapitulated events of the race, with 
trick slow -motion and stop- motion 
photography to emphasize and 
analyse various contributory factors 
which led to so many horses falling. 
These fine newsreels were a concerted 
nd yet competitive effort by members 

of the Cinema Newsreel Association 
to breathe a little more life into a 

By Iconos 

phase of film making which was 
threatened by the " fireside " TV 
newsreel of the B.B.C. Unhappily, 
the freedom -nay, the very existence 
-of all newsreels in Britain has been 
threatened by another entirely new 
influence. Newsreels have been in 
existence for over forty years, and 
the Grand National, the Boat Race 
and the Derby have always been the 
highlights of the newsreel year. In 
the very early days, veteran producer 
Will Barker used to run on foot 
around the course just before the 
race, looking through each of the 
twenty -four cameras which were 
operated by his men, checking the 
focus and lens aperture. Most of the 
men were mere " handle turners " of 
the hold -fashioned wooden box cine 
cameras, and the film was developed 
in an improvised dark -room in a 
special van attached to a train from 
Liverpool to London. In this way, 
a few prints we're ready for showing 
in the West End of London on the 
evening of Grand National day. 

THE THREAT 
IHAVE in front of me an astonish- 

ing memorandum circulated to 

certain employees at film processing 
laboratories on 21st March. It 
reads : " Television Newsreel-Boat 
Race." 

" There is a strong possibility 
that the B.B.C. will make another 
attempt to have their boat race 
material processed this week -end. 
If it is sent to your laboratory on 
no account should it be handled. 

" Yours sincerely, 
Organiser." 

This was a directive sent by the 
union which organises the Laboratory 
technicians, and which, for some 
reason or other, doesn't seem to like 
the newsreels. The result was that 
the important Saturday newsreel story 
of the University Boat Race did not 
reach the first -run cinemas until 
the following Thursday. The B.B.C. 
outwitted the ban by having their 
own newsreel material flown to the 
Continent for developing and print- 
ing, and a few hours later copies 
were back in London and were 
televised. The Boat Race itself had 
no " political " significance, of course, 
but this extraordinary union has 
been conducting a campaign against 
week -end work. And since about 
50 per cent. of all newsreel " stories " 
occur at week -ends, an overtime ban 
capable of being imposed at any 
time could effectively gag any special 
story which the Moguls of this 
organisation did not approve. They 
seek to limit the number of week- 
ends to be worked to a fixed number 
per year, each to be selected well 

PROFESSOR BOFFIN 

" This set certainly has topical interest." 
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in advance. Such conditions threaten 
the very existence of cinema or TV 
newsreels, and constitute a situation 
which should not be tolerated, 
whatever the Beveridge Committee 
recommends. The television news- 
reel boys are to be congratulated on 
beating the ban. 

" NEO -ART " 
THE post- impressionist school of 

artists have never created much 
impression on the British public. 
Fortunately, they are in a position 
to ignore such pretentious nonsense 
by staying away from the art galleries 
or ridiculing posters which show 
arty- crafty impressionistic tendencies. 
They remain unmoved as they con- 
template the notorious " Autumn " 
landscape, recently purchased by the 
British Council for the Festival of 
Britain. The fact that the picture 
is actually a remarkably good repre- 
sentation of the crumpled remains 
of a kipper, and is thereby (per- 
haps ?) symbolic of the sad end of 
that fish, leaves them quite unenthu- 
siastic. 

But TV viewers can't get away 
from such precious stuff other than 
by switching their sets off. It seemed 
a pity that the good players who took 
part in the hotch -potch called " Pass- 
ing Show" should be hampered by 
the extraordinary " photo -montage " 
treatment the producer gave it. For 
half an hour viewers watched this 
show with uncomprehending gaze, 
distracted by the disconnected assem- 
bly of a series of dull episodes and 
dance routines. Relief came at last 
when a technical hitch held up the 
proceedings, and an Interlude " 
card came on the screen, accompanied 
by pleasant music. The idea of 
" Passing Show " was to present a 
cavalcade of events, extracts from 
shows and music -hall entertaiment 
over the first half of the century, 
which has been done so successfully 
in radio scrap -books and in the 
annual TV review of the year's 
events. The robust humour of the 
music -hall is good television material 
when presented in a straightforward 
manner. It certainly won't survive 
arty- crafty production methods. 

PAINTED ,MATTE SETS 
ECONOMY in the construction of 

settings is of vital importance 
for TV. At Alexandra Palace, 
great ingenuity was used in securing 
effects with small sections of sets 
in combination with painted back- 
cloths. This method was not always 
convincing because it had to be used 
in instances where the flatness of the 
backing gave the game away. The 

B.B.C. engineers and the TV Art 
Department have been conscious of 
this limitation for a long time and 
have been experimenting with back 
projection by films and slides, with 
the " travelling matt " process (pre- 
viously described in this column) 
and various other devices. 

A method which is sometimes very 
effective is known as the " painted 
matte " system. The TV or film 
camera is set up in front of a small 
set, e.g., the barrier of a railway 
station. In between the set and the 
camera is erected a large sheet of 
glass upon which is painted the roof 
and other non- moving sections of 
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the scene. The set, which is built on 
the floor, is seen through the centre 
of the glass where the paint is 
scraped away to reveal it to the 
camera. The painting technique has 
to be of a very special style, photo- 
graphed in character, and the final 
marrying up of the glass foreground 
and the stage setting gives a result 
which could only be obtained at 
great expense and with considerable 
occupation of studio floor space. 
In ways such as this, the breadth 
of settings on TV will be enlarged 
and any sense of " phoneyness 
will be considerably reduced, if not 
eliminated. 

Reports from 
BRITISH TELEVISION VIEWERS' 

SOCIETY 
Hon. Sec. : L:-lie C. Pace. 140, Fairlands 

Avenue, Thornton Heath, Surrey. 

THE monthly meeting of the British 
Television Viewers 'Society, held at 

Kennard's Restaurant Croydon on 
Monday April 2nd was undoubtedly au 
evening for viewers of all ages when the 
principal guest speaker was Miss Jill 
Allgood, the editor of 4elevision's " Tele- 
scope." She described the building -up of 
this popular children's programme, and 
spoke of the fine work done behind the 
scenes by B.B.C. engineers and technicians. 

The late Mr. Harry Heasley, the famous 
child impersonator, whose children are 
heard so frequently on radio and in 
" Telescope," was also present and enter- 
tained the audience with one of his clever 
and amusing domestic discussions with 
Johnnie, 'Allude and Horace. 

The third guest was Mr. H. G. Bigg, of 
the Studio Marionette Theatre, Chiswick, 
who demonstrated, much to the delight of 
the children (and adults) present, the 
glove and string puppets which he operates 
so skilfully in " Telescope." 

Examples of children's ingenuity were 
on show after the meeting. These included 
maps, dolls' clothes and coloured designs 
of all kinds which had been entered in 
Children's Hour competitions. 

The meeting closed with the answering 
by the three guests of several questions put 
to them by the chairman Mr, G. H. 
Warren and various members in the 
audience. 

MUSIC on television was the keynote of 
the talk given by Mr. Eric Robinson, 

the well -known ' and popular television 
conductor, to members at another meeting, 

The speaker mentioned first his early 
days as an orchestral player and the events 
leading ultimately to his present position 
as conductor on television. 

Be explained the difficulty of obtaining 
correct tonal balance on television as 
compared with radio and spoke of the 
hazards encountered when directing the 
musical accompaniments ' to television 
opera and similar big productions. The 
"remote control" method adopted by 
Mr. Robinson when conducting at Alex- 
andra Palace and Lime Grove was fully 
described to members, and the speaker 
Illustrated his talk by means of gramo- 
phone recordings. 

A vote of thanks was proposed to Mr. 
Robinson by Conn. Stuart Edwards, a 
vice -president of the Society. 

the Clubs 
NORTHAMPTON AREA TELEVIEWERS' 

SOCIETY 
Hon. Sec. : C. T. Wilson, 95, Ennerdale 

Road, Spinney- Hill, Northampton. 

THE above Society met the Letchworth Society at the Embankment Hotel 
on April 5th, at a dinner where all aspects 
of television were discussed. 

At the annual meeting on April 19th. 
1931, it was decided that an interference 
detector should be constructed in order 
to co- operate with the G.Y.O. in North- 
ampton and district. 

Members were very interested re the 
article and reply to the ghost images. 
(" Problems Solved ") in the May publica- 
tion, to a Northampton reader. 

CHESTERFIELD MODEL ENGINEERING 
AND RADIO SOCIETY 

Hon. Sac.: h. Robinson (03BH9), 51, 
Hill Top Read, Old U'hittington, 
Chesterfield, Derbyshire. 

THE Society now meets at Bradbury 
Hall in the Hartington Room. Recent 

talks have been on the radio control of 
models and television. 

Morse classes are being arranged, and 
these will be given in the Society's 
workshop. 

The Society hopes to arrange a visit to 
a B.B.C. transmitter in the near future. 

If any readers require further informa- 
tion on the club's activities it may be 
obtained on application to the Secretary. 

FESTIVAL EXHIBITION 
V7ITH reference to the note in last 
vv month'a issue, I would like to point 

out that it is being held as part of the City 
of Birmingham Education Department's 
Evening Institute (Harborne and Quinton 
Section) Festival of Britain Week cele- 
brations, and not as part of the West 
Bromwich celebrations. This error has, no 
doubt, occurred due to the fact that the 
area head of the evening institute has his 
office at his private house, which is given 
at the top of the official letterheads, at the 
neighbouring borough of West Bromwich, 
whichJs approximately five miles distant 
from Quinton. -J. S. K. (Instructor in 
Radio and Television at Four Dwellings 
School). 

OUR FIRST BIRTHDAY 
We wish to express our thanks to - 

J the many readers who wrote to con- 
gratulate us on attaining our first ' birthday. 

An announcement regarding Indexes - 
and Binding Cases will be made shortly.' 

vtf 
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THE MODERN BOOK CO. 

The Radio Amateur's Handbook, 
1951 Edition, by A.R.R.L. 22s. 61. 
Postage 10d. 

Television Receiving Equipment, by 
W. T. Cocking. 18s. Postage 9d. 

Testing Radio Sets, by J. H. Reyner. 
22s. 6d. Postage 54. 

Sound Reproduction, by G. A. Briggs. 
10s. 6d. Postage Gd. 

Time Bases, by O. S. Puckle. 30s, 
Postage 9d. 

Television Servicing, by Heller & 
Shulman. 51s. Postage ltd. 

Cathode -Ray Tube Traces, by H. 
Moss. 10s. 6d. Postage 6d. 

World-Radio Handbook for Listeners, 
1950 -51. 6s. 6d. Postage 4d. 

Television Servicing Manual, by E. N. 
Bradley. 4s. 6d. Postage 3d. 

Practical Wireless Encyclopaedia, 
by F. J. Camm. 21s. Postage 9d. 

Questions and Answers on Radio 
and Television, by E. Molloy. 5s. 
Postage 3d. 

Valve and Service Reference Manual. 
by Mallards. 5s. Postage 9d. 

Modern Valve Comparison Manual. 
3s. Postage 2d. 

Modern Fluorescent Lighting, by 
A. D. Atkinson. 15s. Postage Bd. 

Radio Tube Vade -Mecum, 1946 
edition, by P. H. Brans. 25. 6d. 
Postage 6d. 

We have the finest selection of British 
and American radio books in the 
Country. Complete lists on application. 

19 -23 PRAED STREET 
(Dept. T6), 

LONDON, W.2 
PADdington 4185 

O DON CENTRAL 
FttAD!O STORES 

WALKIE TALKIE RECEIVER and 
TRANSMITTER. Complete. Type 
38 Mk. 2, in perfect order. With 4 ARPI2, 
1 ATP4 Valves. I pair Throat Mikes 
I pair of Headphones and Aerial in metal 
cabinet. With Wiring diagram. Less 
batteries E41216. Carriage Paid. NEW 
CONDITION. 

ANOTHER ASTOUNDING OFFER 
TELESONIC SETS COMPRISING 
4 Hivac Midget Valves, etc. (no speaker), 
5/ x 7 x 2, weight 4Ibs., less batteries. Price 
451 -. Carriage and packing 216. Easily 
Converted for Deaf Aid. 
VOLTMETERS, centre zero reading 
0 -3, 0 -30 D.C., 1716. 

NEW NIFE ACCUMULATORS. 2.5 
volts 2) amp. hours or 8 hours. Size 3 x 
4) x 1 }, flat, 616. 

INFRA RED PHOTO ELECTRIC 
CELLS. Image glass Converters 50 -100v. 
Suitable for all kinds of purposes, 141 - 

NEW 2 -VOLT VIBRATORS, R76C, 
self- rectifying 7 -pin, output 200v. at 60 mA. 
Made by Electromic Laboratories Inc., 716. 

PHILCO 5 VALVE SUPERHET 
RECEIVERS (Reconditioned). A.C. or 
A.C.ID.C. 200 -250v. Built -in 8in. mains 
energised speaker. In walnut cabinets 
(sailed). Size approx. 19x13x1Oin. Every 
set has been overhauled at works. 2 wave 
band (med. and long), 1.411010. 3 wave 
band (short, m. and 1.), E611010. - 

Carriage and Packing 716 each. 

When in Town give us a call and see Bargains. 

' 23, LISLE STREET; W.C.2. 
Telephone : GERrard 2969. 

BRITISH, 
AMERICAN, 

BATTERY. 

A.C. 
end 

UNIVERSAL 

TYPES. 

I I !I 

" DEMOBBED 

VALVES" 
MANUAL 
2/9 Post 

Free 
giving Equivalents of 
British and American service Types and 
Cross Reference of 
Commercial Types, 
with an Appendix of 
B.V.A. Equivalents 
and comprehensive 
Price List. 

TELEVISION ETC. 
Mazda 

6D1 
6D2 
6L18 
SP41 
SP42 
SP61 
DD41 
PEN44 
PEN45 
PEN46 
P41 
HL41DD 
Dl 
T41 
UU7 
UU8 
UU9 
U21 
U22 
6M1 

ME91 
AC6Pen 
ACP4 
6F12 
6F13 
6F14 
6F15 
6P25 
6P26 
6P28 
P61 
10F3 
6C9 

6K25 
20P1 
20D1 
6F33 
6F1 
10F1 

Marconi 
Osram 

D42 
D43 
MSP41 
KTZ41 
X41C 
KT41 
U16 
U17 
GT1C 
GU50 
KT44 
KT45 
U19/23 
U33 
Z77 
D77 
DH77 
B36 
U35 
U37 

Mullard 
EA50 
HVR2 
HVR2A 
EF50 
TSP4 
EL50 
PL33 
PL38 
PL38M 
PY31 
4687 
7475 
UL46 
1267 
UBF80 
PL83 
PL81 

Cossor Cossor 4B 42PTB 
4TSA 42SPT 

Cossor 
4TSP 

41MPT 
41MTL 
41MTA 
41MTS 
202VPB 
202VP 
SU25 
SD6 
61 BT 
61SPT 
63SPT 
185BT 
SU61 
62BT 
202DDT 
203THA 
405BU 

42MPT 
(Flashed) 

DDL4 
S130 
SI3OP 
807 
GDT4B 
SU2150 
52KU 
53KU 
54KU 
Bronar 

12AT6 
12AT7 
12AU6 
12AU7 
-12BA6 

4THA 225DU 12BE6 
All In stock at Press date and subject 

to stock some at Pre- Budget rates 
Kindly mark envelope (TP6) 

ils 
246.HISHST.HARUSOER NwN 

RAI510 VALVES 

T -H E 

BRITISH NATIONAL 
RADIO SCHOOL 

ESTE). 1940 

Now in our eleventh year and 
Still- 

NO B.N.R.S. STUDENT 

HAS EVER FAILED 
To pass his examination(s) after 

completing our appropriate study 
course ! All courses are by post 
and our syllabus includes C. & G., 
Brit.I.R.E. & P.M.G. examinations, 
Radio, Radar, Television, Maths. 

and Physics. 

Six months' trial period without 
obligation to continue. 

Please mention this advt. and send 

for free booklet and sample lesson to- 

STUDIES DIRECTOR 

BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO SCHOOL 

66, ADDISCOMBE ROAD, CROYDON 

Phone. Add,,rnmbe 3341 

DUKE & CO'. 
T.V. LENSES, 55 / -. These are made by one 
of our most reputable manufacturers. 
Nicely packed In their own boxes. Fitted 
with straps to fit to the back of the cabinet. 
No screws. All sizes, 8in., Bin., 101n. 
(12in. 751 -). Post 1/6. 

VALVES. 2/6, EA50. SP41, EB34. AR6, 
LP2. 519, 12 A6, 6N7, 6SL7, DET19, PEN383, 
VP133, HL133DD. 811. 5Z4. 6V6, 6K7, 63K7. 
Also 5U4 at 8 /6, 807 at 916. - 

TYPE 22/49 TRANSMITTER, 2/6 each. 
Mostly new. Relays, crystals and coil wire 
removed (not the formers). Otherwise 
perfect. Set includes : 11 res. 11 fixed 
toads. ; 6 -way Jones socket, International 
V /holders, tag panels, press button switch, 
slow motion drives, valve caps metal chas- 
sis and cover. No valves. Ideal for ampli- 
fier. Contents not guaranteed. Post 1;t. 

NI- CHROME WIRE, 50 yd. spools of 
.014 wire for only 21 -, or 25 yds. .032 same 
price. These bargains are a fraction of 
to -day's prices (if you can buy it), plus 
post. 
PHONES. Single head set. New, very 
sensitive, 119. Double head set. CLR used. 
but all tested, 3/9. Brown's famous bead 
set, used, tested, 9/6. 'Moving coils with 
Tannoy mikes, 816 plus post. 
CONDENSERS. Single tuning, first quality 
brand new, 2/6. 

CRYSTAL SETS, in round bakelite cabi- 
net, very attractive, complete, 9 /10 tax 
paid. Or Luxury model, in square cabinet,, 
full instructions. Complete. Tax paid, 16/9. 
AERIALS. 12ft.: tough spring steel, 
copper plated. In 3 tapering sections. 816 
plus 1/6 carr. 
Money back guarantee. Cash With Order, 
Please, or C.O.D. Stamps ONLY for lists. 

219 ILFORD LANE, ILFORD, ESSEX 
ILFord 029 :,. 
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ALPHA OFFERS 
SPEAKERS 

5' Ooodrnans F.M. 11 ;, ohms _. 13s. Gd. each 
61' Truvok P.M. 2'l .dun.... 13s. Bd. each 
8- Plessey P.M. Lightweight 213 ohms 139. 64. each 

INVICTA SPEAKER CABINETS 
With carrying handle, size Ire 17' x 6 ", 

to take a 10' speaker unit, splayed 
brown . .. .. 13e. 6d. each 

We can quote for a speaker suitable for above on 
request. 

METAL RECTIFIERS 
L.T. 2 V. t A. ... ... ,. Saa. Od. each 
L.T. 12 V. I A. ,. le. Od. each 
H.T. 300 V. 80 m.A. .. .. 4e. 9d. step 
H.T. 28O V. GO to A. , . .. 9s. Od. each 

VOLUME CONTROLS 
}, I and 1 and 2 Meg. Moe-genite with 

switch 4s. 3d. each 
3K ohms, 3K ohms, GK ohms, 23K 

ohms, leas switch .. .. .. Is. 6d. each 

MOULDED MICA CONDENSERS 
.0001..0002, .0003, .0003, .001, .004, 

.008, .00027 .. .. .. 4s. Od. doz. 

BUZZERS 
For battery working, suitable for doors, etc. 

ls. Od, each 
Bell push with warning light, Lamer. 

ous uses, Ideal for oeicss .. le. 6d. each 

VALVES : Guaranteed New and Boxed 
VCt20 4/.; 7193 21 -; 212010 4' -: \'t'l11 51-; 
Bí'41 5 / -; 8P61 8 /6; 2X2 4' -: t'tet 1 9: VICrI 5 / -; 
MS /PEN 7 /6; 7Q7 71 -; PEN2201 4' -; BPS 7/6: 
EP3t 7! -; EK32 7/6; 6C1i 8,6; DLI10 6/ -; VS68 
6/ -; E1140 8/ -; VT6IA 2 / -; CV73 5 / -; 2030 6 /9; 
37 4/9; 606G 7/9. 

Post Orders only, C.W.O. or C.O.D. 
Carriage Paid on all Orders over £2, 

ALPHA RADIO SUPPLY CO. 
5'6 VINCE'S CHAS., VICTORIA SQUARE, LEEDS, 1 

The " Fiuxite Quins " at Work 

" Well done, m'lad ! What a brain ! 
A new ' guided -missile,' that's plain." 

. Yelled EH, " Far from right 
Our set needs FLUXITE, 

For there goes our cathode again I " 
See that FLUXITE is always by you -in the house- garage -workshop- 
wherever speedy soldering is needed. 
Used for over 40 years in Govern- 
ment works and by leading engineers 
and manufacturera. Of all ironmongers -in tins, from 1/- upwards. 
The FLUXITE GUN puts FLUXITE 
where you want it by a simple 
pressure. Price 2/6, or filled 3!6. 

FLUXITE 
SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING' 

Write for Book on the Art of " SOFT " 
Soldering and for Leaflets - on CASE- 
HARDENING STEEL and TEMPERING 
TOOLS with FLUXITE. Price ld. each. 

FLUXITE Ltd., Dept. P.T. 
Bermondsey Street, London, S.E.1 

TELEVISION DIPOLE INSULATORS 
High Grade Ex- Government Polyethelene Insulators with 
Brass Stubs, need two pieces of twin. i/d Tubing only to form 
a highly efficient Dipole or " H " Aerial, for all areas. 
Our Special Price. 5,!- each. Post, etc., 1 /6d. 

TELEVISION MASTS 
Stilla few, tin. old Steel Masts in 5ft.6in. sections. Wonderful 
Value. 

lift. (2 sections), 12/6d. each, carr. 2/6d. 
22ft. (4 sections), 22/6d. each, carr. 3/6d. 

Now is the time to alter and obtain full efficiency from your 
aerial system. 

Obtainable only from the Midland Television Specialists : 

WALTON'S WIRELESS STORES, 
48, STAFFORD STREET WOLVERHAMPTON. 

" ADCOLA " SOLDERING INSTRUMENTS 
Reg. Trade Mark 

Regd. Design No. 860302 
{British, U.S. and Foreign Patents.) 

For Wireless and Television Assembly 
The advanced design of the Adcola Instruments meets the modern 
requirements of Television, Telecommunication and 

Radar Engineers. 
SUPPLIED FOR ALL VOLT RANGES FROM 617v. to 2301250v. 

31I6in. dia. Bit. Standard Model ... ... 2216- 
' tin. dia. Bit. Standard Model ... 2S!- 
3116in. dia. Detachable Bit. Model... ... 301- 

Sole Manufacturers : 

ADCOLA PRODUCTS LIMITED 
SALES & SERVICE : 50, CLAPHAM HIGH STREET, S,W.4 

Telephone : MACaulay 4272 
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Pre -Amplifier Transformer. Prim. 
200/250 v. Sec. 230 v. at 30 mA, 
6.3 v. at 1.5/2 amps., 23/ -. 
FS43. 425 -0-425 at 200 mA., 6.3 v. 
4 amps. C.T., 6.3 v. 4 amps. C.T., 
5 v. 3 amps. Fully shrouded, 51/-. 
F35X. 350 -0 -350 v. at 250 
6.3 v. 6 amps., 4 v. 8 amps., 4 v. 3 
amps., 0 -2 -6.3 v. 2 amps. Fully 
shrouded, 71/6. 
FS160X. 350-0-350 v. 160 mA. 
6.3 v. 6 amps. 4 v. 8 amps. 4 v. 3 amps. 
6.3 v. 6 amps. 6.3 v. 3 amps. 5 v. 3 , 

amps. Fully shrouded, 45/ -. 
FS43X. 425-0 -425 v. 250 m /A._6.3 v. 
6 amps. 6.3 v. 6 amps. 5 v. 3 amps. 
Fully shrouded, 69/ -. 
FS50. 450 -0-450 v. 250 mA. 6.3 v. 
4 amps. C.T. 6.3 v. 2 amps. C.T. 
5 v. 3 amps. Fully shrouded, 75/ -. 
F36. 250-0 -250 v. 100 mA. 6.3 v. C.T. 
6 amps. 5 v. 3 amps. Half shrouded, 
30/9. 
FS150. 350 -0 -350 v. 150 mA. 6.3 v. 
2 amds. C.T. 6.2 v. 2 amps. C.T. 
5 v. 3 amps. Fully shrouded, 34/9. 
EHT 1. 1000 v. 5 m /a, 2 -0 -2 v. 2 
amps. 4 v. 1.1 amp., 35/ -. 
EHT 75. 1750 v. 5 m/a. 2 -0 -2 v. 2 
amps. 4 v. 1.1 amp., 42/ -. 
The above have inputs of 200/250 v. 
C.W.O. (ADD 1/- in £ for carriage.) 

H. ASHWORTH 
676, Great Horton Road, Bradford, 
Yorks. Tel.: Bradford 71916. 

VIEW MASTER 
SPECIAL OFFER 

Complete set of resistors for the View Master. 
Every resistor packeted and labelled with the value 

and number. 
London, 26/- Birmingham, 24/9d. 

All View Master components are available 
separately and a fully detailed list will be sent 

upon request. 

M. WATTS & CO.. 
8, BAKER STREET, WEYBRIDGES, SURREY 

MABOW 

OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE 
KEENLY PRICED 

T.V. PRE- AMPLIFIERS 
FREQUENCY CONVERTERS 

Your DEALER will be pleased to supply 
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Radio Show, 1951 

MR. IAN JEFFCOTT, L.R.LB.A., 
has been appointed by the 

Radio Industry Council as con- 
sulting architect for the radio show 
to be held at Earls Court from August 
29th to September 8th, 1951. Ex- 
hibitors are free as before to have 
stands to their own designs, but Mr. 
Jeffcott will advise the organisers 
on special features, signposting and 
compliance with official regulations, 
and will supervise constructional 
contracts. 

Broadcast Receiving Licences 

STATEMENT showing the approxi- 
mate numbers issued during 

the year ended March 31st, 1951. 
Region 

London Postal .. 
Home Counties .. .. 
Midland .. .. 
North Eastern .. .. 
North Western .. .. 
South Western . 

Welsh & Border Counties 

Total England & Wales.. 
Scotland .. 
Northern Ireland .. 

Number 
2,364,000 
1,650,000 
1 ,754,000 
1,906,000 
1,609,000 
1,065,000 

729,000 

11,077,000 
1,120,000 

207,000 

Grand Total .. .. 12,404,000 

television licences. 

Philips and the Festival 

AWELL- APPOINTED club for 
the entertainment of business 

executives and buyers from home 
and overseas visiting the Festival 
of Britain is to be opened on an island 
site at the junction of Westminster 
Bridge Road and Lambeth Palace 
Road, and will conform with the 
general design of the Festival itself. 

As the Festival is not regarded 
officially as a trade fair, provision 
of buyers' rooms was not visualised 
by the planners ; but, with the full 
co- operation of the Festival authori- 
ties, a number of private firms are 
combining to provide, within 200 yards 
of the Exhibition, an International 
Trade Club, where home and over- 
seas business men can be enter- 

The above total includes 763,767 

The Editor will be pleased to con- 
sider articles of a practical nature 
suitable for publication in " Practical 
Television." Such articles should be 
written on one side of the paper only, 
and should contain the name and 
address of the sender. Whilst the 
Editor does not hold himself respons- 
ible for manuscripts, every efort will 
be made to return them it a stamped 
and addressed envelope is enclosed. 
All correspondence intended for the 
Editor should be addressed to : The 
Editor, "Practical Television," 
George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House, 
Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2. 

Owing to the rapid progress in the 
design of wireless apparatus and to 
our efforts to keep our readers in 
touch with the latest developments, 
we give no warranty that apparatus 
described in our columns is not the 
subject of letters patent. 

Copyright in all drawings, photo- 
graphs and articles published in 
" Practical Television" is specifically 
reserved throughout the countries 
signatory to the Berne Convention 
and the U.S.A. Reproductions or 
imitations of any of these are therefore 
expressly forbidden. 

tained in the atmosphere of a first - 
class club. 

Philips projection television re- 
ceivers will be installed in all the 
club rooms for the entertainment of 
visitors. 

American Extensions 
AT Easter the Federal Communi- 

cations Commission of America 
opened up the ultra- high- frequency 
bands for broadcasting. It is claimed 
that this will enable some 70 new 
television channels to come into 
operation in addition to the 12 
already being used in the V.H.F. 
range. It is stated that altogether 
there will eventually be space for 
about 2,000 television stations in 
over 1,200 communities, as com- 
pared with the present 107 in opera- 
tion in 65 cities. 

Tube Rejuvenation 

ANEW device has been produced 
in the U.S.A. known as a 

tube reactivator. Electronic in its 
working, it is merely plugged into the 
mains and the tube removed from 
its cabinet. The process takes 
approximately 30 minutes, and the 
unit is extremely compact in form. 

Holme Moss Transmissions 
IT has been stated that signals have 

been picked up in the north from 
the new Holme Moss transmitter. 
Writing in a local paper, however, 
a well -known local amateur trans- 
mitter points out that the signals 
which have been heard are actually 
sub -harmonics from an aircraft 
beacon in the area. It has been 
officially stated that test transmissions 
will not commence earlier than 
July. 

Television in Industry 
RECORDS kept by the Glyn, 

Mills Bank of London in their 
Osterley branch may be perused 
direct from Whitehall, 14 miles away, 
by means of a banking television 
service recently introduced, the first 
of its kind. 

The service, which is the result 
of four years of experiment, enables 
documents to be transmitted on to 
a private screen in the manager's 
office. The utmost secrecy is guaran- 
teed, as no outsider can tap the high - 
frequency micro -waves employed. 

Shopping by Television 

JORDAN MARSH CO., of Boston, 
one of the largest department 

stores in America, are having colour 
television installed in their fashion 
departments and display windows as 
a means of advertising their latest 
stocks in clothes for men, women 
and children. The " Vericolor " 
system of closed- circuit colour tele- 
vision, manufactured by Remington 
Rand, Inc., will be used. - 

Newsreel Battle 
THE week -end broadcasting of news 

items, such as the Boat Race, 
etc., have resulted in friction between 
the newsreel companies and the 
B.B.C. The Association of Cinema 
Technicians are taking up the matter, 
and it is claimed that due to the 
B.B.C. newsreels the public no 
longer regard the cinema newsreels 
as anything but a magazine -the 
topicality having been lost due to the 
delay in production. 
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Television for Scotland 
AN official of the B.B.C. states that 

Scotland's high -powered trans- 
mitter at Kirk O'Shotts. may be 
opened at the end of this year, or at 
latest by the beginning of 1952. 

The Yankee Way 
THE Senate Crime Committee in 

America was witnessed in 
session by more than 30,000,000 
viewers. During the session some 
of the best known criminals of the 
underworld gave evidence. This has 
given rise to the criticism that it is 
encouraging crime, and disseminating 
criminal k no w l e d g e. Several 
American Schools gave the scholars 
holidays so that they could view the 
criminals and hear them explain 
their methods. 

Price Reductions in U.S.A. 
WHILSWHILST the television industry in T 

Britain suffers from the 
incubus of a double purchase tax 

(66; per cent.), in America television 
receivers have been reduced by 
£20 or more. The American tele- 
vision industry is turning out about 
650,000 receivers a month, in spite 
of rearmament demand. 

West Wales Off the Map 
WHEN the B.B.C. announced its 

intention to erect a television 
station at Wenvoe, near Cardiff, it 
stated that the western fringes of 
Wales, particularly the counties of 
Cardigan and Pembroke, would not 
be able to .receive the transmissions 
because of the mountainous nature 
of the country. The county councils 
of the districts affected have ap- 
pointed a deputation to visit Mr. Ness 
Edwards, Postmaster -General, to 
press for television and better listen- 
ing in the counties left in the 
wilderness. 

TV Relay System 
COMBINED radio and television 

receivers will be available to 
Yorkshiremen at a rental of about 
1ls. 6d. a week when the Holme 
Moss statión opens. The receiver has 
four channels devoted to radio - 
Home, Light, Third and one selected 
foreign programme. The fifth 
channel is for television. 

M.P.'s Witness Sponsored TV 
THE first official demonstration of 

sponsored television was given 
in the House of Commons on April 
24th. The Parliamentary and 

A battery -operated portable television transmitter -recently demonstrated 
by R.C.A. in New York. Weighing only 53 lbs., the set has a range of 

about one mile and the camera is fitted with an electronic view finder. 

Scientific Committee, an unofficial 
group in the House of Commons, 
invited members of all parties to 
witness the demonstration. 

12ín. Tube to be Standard 
IT is stated that efforts are being 

made to standardise the 12in. 
tube for television. Efforts are being 
made towards this end and it is said 
that the 9in. tube will be obsolescent 
by the time the National Radio 
Exhibition opens at Earls Court in 
August. 

Opposition from 'R.E.P. 
THE Renters, Exhibitors and Pro- 

ducers' Committee recently met 
to discuss the recommendations in 
the various reports to the. effect that 
the industry should be allowed its 
own television wavelength, provided 
any material it transmits is made 
available to the B.B.C. on terms 
approved by the Postmaster- General. 
There is opposition to this, the 
counter -proposal being that the 
industry should have its own trans- 
mitter without having to obtain the 
approval of the P.M.G. 

Low Power for Holme Moss 
THE B.B.C. announces that when 

Holme Moss station opens it 
would operate on low power and 
that it would be some time before 
high power would be used. Holme 
Moss is designed to accommodate 
the most powerful television trans- 
mitter in the world and a 12 kilowatt 
sound transmitter. 

TV Rules for Tenants 
RULES for council house tenants 

in the North Riding who want 
to erect television aerials are to be 
drawn up by a body of surveyors of 
the various rural councils. There 
is to be a standardised aerial. 

Old Tax for Pre -Budget Orders 
WE understand that those who 

ordered television and radio 
receivers before the Budgett will pay 
the old rate of tax -33!, per cent., 
even though they did not pay a 
deposit. 

Portable Receiver and Transmitter 

R.C.A. 
Laboratories, Princeton. 

N.J.. recently demonstrated a 
new portable television camera and 
transmitter at the annual meeting of 
the Institute of Radio Engineers. It 
weighs only 53 lb. and has a range 
of one mile. It is battery operated. 

Racecourses Ban TV 
MOST racecourses are to ban the 

televising of races during the 
flat season, and recommendations to 
this effect have been sent to all courses 
by the Racecourse Association. 
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TELEVISION AERIAL 
DIPOLE a n d 

R EFLECTOR 
MOULDINGS 
TYPE MKII 

(I) 
(2) 
(3) 

Watertight assembly. 
Long leakage path. 
Element rods reinforced by the 
inserted metal tubes, at a point 
where fracture is liable to occur. 

(4) Mycalex has high surface resis- 
tivity to moisture under damp 
conditions. 
Great physical strength due to 
nature of Mycalex which is a 

bond of Mica and Glass. 
(6) Electrical connections easily ac- 

cessible by means of removing the 
tough rubber end cap illustrated. 

(5) 

MYCALEX 
COMPANY LIMITED 
ASHCROFT ROAD 

CIRENCESTER, GLOSS 
TELEPHONE : 400 

410J% "5rywaY "eve'. 
p;pL RADIOGRAM CHASSIS 
,I' -to a 3-wnva Shct 16-2000,.. 

STAR. \ ' Push-Full ro ñ 1 
POWER 

PACK Haw Parts cost 
lees than 
(`ß"w71 5 
constuctor 
Full home I aII' 
design 

FOUR 
EASY í1e 
STAGES i pote five 

for 

easy 
fitting. 

THE NEW 1355 CONVERSION .... The now famous self - 
contained TV receiver. Data for all Five TV channels, 3/- per 
COPY. 

RECEIVER TYPE 
1225 A UHF receiver, 
containing five EF50's, 
two EF39's, and one 
EB34 : Chock -full of useful components, 
these are pre -tuned to four predetermined 
frequencies, and may 
easily be slightly mod- 
ified for normal UHF 
working. Only 39/6. POWER UNIT 
532 Containing 5Z4 
rectifier, VU120 EHT 

rectifier (5,000 v., with 2v. indirectly heated heater), two 80 v. 
transformers, one smoothing choke, high resistance relay, .1, 
21 kV. condenser, two other condensers, etc., etc,. 17,6. ' 

RADIO EXCHANGE CO., 
9, C:1.ULDWELL STREET, BEDFORD, Phone : 5568. 

..f ', _.. 

41 

SIGNAL GENERATOR TYPE 5. 100 KCiS to 130 3IC /S 
Price £14.0.0. (Carriage Paid) 

Far in advance of any other instrument costing up to f30 our 
SIGNAL GENERATOR TYPE 5 is the result of nearly two years' 
development in our laboratory. Triple screening of the RF oscil- 
lator with heavily cast aluminium shields ensures an extremely 
low stray field. Special attention has been paid to the develop- 
ment of a really efficient attenuator designed to be completely 
effective at TV frequencies. Before deciding on a signal generator 
you will be wise to send stamp for pamphlet 35, which gives full 
technical details and illustrations of this remarkable instrument, 
Better still, why not call and see it-you will not be disappointed 
Circuit diagram can be supplied at 216d. post free. 

HOMELAB INSTRUMENTS 
68a, COBDEN ROAD, LONDON, E,í1 

(Phone: LEY 5651) 

T.V. SPECIALS 
10 VALVE li METRE SUPEIt51IT LC 8931. 
THE receiver for really long distance results. V lve 
line -up is 6 of VR65, 2 of VR92, and 1 each VR135 and VR137, 
and the 12 mcs. 6 -stage I.F. Strip gives tremendous ampli- 
fication with ample bandwidth of 4 mcs. Easily modified. 
full details covering both stations supplied. BRAND 
NEW IN MAKER'S CARTONS. ONLY 5916 (carriage 5 / -). 

I.F. STRIP TYPE 194. 
An easily -modified I.F. Strip recommended for con- 
structors who want good results at moderate cost. or for 
those who have built televisors but are having trouble 
in the vision or sound receivers. This 6 -stage strip 
measures lain. x 5ín. x 5in., and contains 6 valves VR65, 
and 1 each VR53 and VR92. Full details of modifications 
for both stations are supplied. BRAND NEW. ONLY 45/- 
(postage, etc.. 2/6). 

6046/6050 PRE- AMPLIFIER. 
The unit described in " Prattles.' Television " April 1951 
issue as being easily modified into a first class pre- 
amplifier for both stations. Complete with two valves 
EF50. ONLY 22/6 (postage 116). 

R.F. UNIT 'í']T1: 24. Recommended for use as a pre- 
amplifier or for long range reception as per " Practical 
.Television," December, 1950. and February, 1051.. Corn - 

NEW 
with 

LMAKR'S 
valves 

ARTONS 
used at 17/6, BRAND 

5 (postage on either, 1.'6). 

RECEIVER 11.1355. Designed for use with above R.F. 
Unit for long distance results. Complete with 8 valves 
VR65, and 1 each 5U4G, VU120 and VR92. 48 -page book 

Inexpensive TV " supplied with each set. ONLY 55/- 
(Carriage, etc., 7/6). . 

INDICATOR UNIT TYPE 6., This very popular unit 
contains the bin. CR Tube VCR97 and. 4 valves EF50 and 
3 of EB34. Recommended by many constructors, this is 
also specified for the construction of the Wireless 
World" General Purpose Oscilloscope. (Details avail- 
able, 9d,) BRAND NEW IN MAKER'S CASES, ONLY 79/6 
(carriage 7/6). 

Cash with order, please, and print name and address clearly. 
U.E.I. CORPN., . Radio Corner. 138. Gray's 

Inn Road, Lonon, \V.C.1. (Phone TERminus 7937.) 

Holborn (Chancery Lane dStn.)wor 
are 

mins, by 
from 

from 
Cross. 
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Increased Purchase Tax! 

,t1041'? ,..0,e 

to Visi° 
1.030-1 

TV. 

RECEIVER 
This book tells you how 

June, 1951 

Building 
THE "PRACTICAL TELEVISI ©N" RECEIVER 
THIS inexpensive, fully illustrated 
booklet gives full instructions with 
diagrams on the construction of an 

eighteen valve Television Receiver for 
use either in the London or Midland 
areas. The set has been designed, 
made and tested in the Practical 
Television Laboratories under the direc- 
tion of F. J. Camm. With helpful 
photographs, drawings and com- 
pletely detailed circuit diagrams 
throughout - a really explicit 
constructor's book which cannot 
fail to achieve success. 

Post your order today to lair 

GEORGE NEWNES LIMITED 
TOWER HOUSE, SOUTHAMPTON STREET, 

STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2 

ORDER FORM 

Please send 

Constructors' 
TELEVISION " 
319 post free, 

me by return 
copy /copies of the 

Book. The "PRACTICAL 
RECEIVER, 316 net, 

Name 

Address 

I enclose remittance for 
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Corr espondence 
The Editor does not necessarily agree with the opinions expressed 
by his correspondents. All,, letters must be accompanied by the 
name and address of the sender (not necessarily for publication). 

BLACK SCREEN AND LINE STRUCTURE 
ELIMINATION 

SIR, -It has come to my notice in my search for a ' cheap black screen for daylight viewing, that a 
moderately coarse- grained, dot half -tone screen not only 
is! suitable, but effectively eliminates the linear appear- 
aritce. The screen should be placed a small proportion of 
ate viewing distance in front of the tube face, and rotated 
slghtly for null of " moirée " effect. This is under 
cdntrol as the picture lines remain in the same direction. 

Most printing firms will be pleased to supply this at a 
reasonable cost in sheet film, which can be secured 
at the edges by coloured cellulose tapes. 

This is not a solution for lack of general picture 
resolution or reasonable contrast, but will hardly affect 
definition in itself. -G. CRAMP, M.I.B.P. (Kenton). 

USING THE VCR97 
SIR, -Re the letter concerning a VCR97, the fault 

may of course be in the tube itself. 
I have purchased six of these at different times and 

only one is entirely free from faults ! 

Two of them suffer from internal short circuits, which 
became apparent after warming up. I can only describe 

`the manufacture of these as rank bad workmanship. 
One wonders, in fact, whether they were subject to any 
inspection at all during assembly, the short is so obvious. 

As a matter of interest I give below the serial numbers 
of these tubes and their faults: 

No. 33015. -Grid connection touches one of the 
deflector anode connections. 

No. 79416. -Only really good one. 
No. 105594. -Two horizontal lines burnt across the 

screen, obviously from its wartime service in the " 62 " 
indicator set. 

No. 85685. -No trace of fluorescence although filament 
is intact. This is very puzzling as the tube appears to 
be perfect and I took it out of a new sealed 6A indicator. 

No. 116625.- Brilliance very poor indeed. 
No. 116918. -One of the filament supports touches 

the edge of the grid " cup." 
Either I have been very unlucky or else the VCR97 

is a menace to the unwary ! 

It would be interesting to have other readers' ex- 
periences.-J. L. FARRANT (Brundall). 

[In view of various complaints which we have received 
concerning "surplus" equipment, it seems probable that 
amongst the various items may be some which were, in 
fact, rejects, or stock from " returned faulty " stores. - 
Ed.] 

SET DATA 
SIR, -In reply to Mr. Miller's query I would suggest 

that the receiver in question is one that was marketed 
just before the war by Baird Television, a company 
that has, to the best of my knowledge, no connection 
with the present company of the same name, and which 
is now defunct. 

The units were made for them by a leading radio 
manufacturer. 

The TSE4 valves in their copper compartments belong 
to the vision receiver, which comprises R.F. amplifier 
detector and combined vision amplifier and sync. output. 
Unless, however, an input of very high order is available 
the vision receiver is not very satisfactory, the available 

bandwidth being less than 2.5 MO. However, with the 
replacing of the vision unit by a modified Pye'strip this 
receiver can compare most favourably with the present- 
day commercial receiver, in fact, better than many. 

The 12MW2 tube is cathode- modulated and fed with 
approximately 3.5 kV. on its anode. The time base, 
although very simple and economical, is efficient and very 
linear. 

I have had considerable experience on these receivers 
and if Mr. Miller would care to contact me I would 
be happy to help him further. C. G. KITTEL (Ruislip). 

[We thank all those readers who so kindly supplied the 
information required by Mr. Miller.-Ed.] 

BLACK SPOTTER 
SIR, -I am in the unfortunate position of living in a 

hollow with a main 'road running just above my roof 
level and in line with my house and the television trans- 
mitter. As a result, car interference is at a maximum, 
and in spite of all my efforts I have not yet found a 
satisfactory suppressor which will not seriously mar the 
picture. I believe there is la circuit known as a " black 
spotter" in which the polarity of the interference is 
reversed, and I wonder if any reader has experimented 
in this direction, or perhaps one of your expert readers, 
like Mr. West or Mr. Barnard, could suggest a circuit 
which does this and at the same time, focuses them 
to pin points as I am sure they would not then be so 
troublesome. Incidentally, I notice that no American 
television circuits are fitted with suppressors. Is this 
because negative modulation prevents the trouble, or 
because all their 'cars are suppressed ? -K. JOBBLING 
(Sutton). 

THE CASCODE (And Other Matters !) 

S IR; I note with regret that Mr. West finds me " not 
very receptive," and would be glad to " put me 

right " if he had the space and felt that I would take 
note of his words of wisdom. Of course I would. Long 
experience of both radio and television has taught me 
to be prepared at all times to be convinced that my 
existing ideas are in error. All that is needed is a good 
sound argument and I am converted. 

In this instance I am not, for I have not been con- 
vinced. There, for better or for ill, I lay down the 
discussion. Let my terminological inexactitudes stand. 
Since all grounded -grid stages have a finite grid -lead 
impedance at television frequencies, I will not be led 
into concocting a new name for the circuit which puts 
that impedance to practical use. 

I cannot even claim that my calculations were 
" verified with subsequent experiments," since I made 
no calculations. The analysis indicated that a certain 
condition should be obtainable, so I tried to obtain it. 
Calculation was pointless, since no known technique 
would have been able to measure the precise values. 
Nevertheless, using the analysis as a signpost in a process 
of trial and error, I did obtain the condition I expected, 
and made the circuit work. That, after all, was the 
object I had in view. 

There I would end, had not Mr. West raised a fresh 
hare, and in two places, at that. Both in his reply to 
my letter and in a letter on the previous page he refers 
to generators for alignment purposes without mentioning 
the very important matter of frequency accuracy. Let 
me hasten to warn the unwary of the trap he has 
inadvertently set. 

Consider the use of two generators beating together 
for response checking. Both, presumably, may be of 
the normal type having a stated accuracy of f 1 per 
dent. in respect of frequency: At 50 Mc /s, in the heart 
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of the television band, this allows a deviation of 500 kc, /s 

in either direction. We set for a frequency difference- 
according to the calibrations -of 3 Mc /s, and we may 
get anything between 2 and 4 Mc /s. This is scarcely 
accurate enough for response curve checking. The 
average experimenter might put up with an error of 
300 kc /s either way, but that would require the use of 
much more accurate -and expensive -generators. 

It has been found possible to use two generators in 
a different way, however, one being used to modulate 
the other. This will give signals from about 100 kcls 
upwards with a fairly good generator, but the response 
tends to fall off at the upper frequencies. Another 
difficulty is that the generator supplying the carrier 
signal must be set very accurately, and the best method 
of doing this is to " back -tune " to the B.B.C. signal ; 

i.e., set the generator for zero beat with the B.B.C. 
signal during a transmission. Then lock the tuning and 
you have as good an accuracy as you will obtain without 
special gear. 

This, incidentally, is the only practical way of calibrat- 
ing a home -made generator for television alignment work. 
Use a separate generator for the sound and lock both 
tuning adjustments. 

On reading other letters I see that G3GEO quietly 
rejects the cascode, stating that the first valve serves no 
useful purpose. His reasoning is not exact -he ignores 
the change in ifiput impedance involved -but that is not 
important, since his results are definite. Mr. West and 
I fiddle with the technical aspects while G3GEO burns 
the whole idea. Perhaps G3GEO can convince us we 
are both _wrong, though I rather doubt it ! -D. W. 
THOMASSON (Exeter). 

VIDEO STAGES 
SIR, -With reference to R. Young's letter I feel I 

must point out to him that one cannot say that the 
EF55 is inherently better than the 6AG7, since the 
frequency response of a video stage is a function of many 
external factors sucfi as anode load, input impedance 
of following stage, grid input network, etc. It is, inci- 
dentally, easier to obtain 6AG7's cheaply on the surplus 
market than the EF55, and both, in well -designed video 
stages, will give a flat response from 0 -3 megacycles. 
-W. LAMBERT (G3GEO) (Leeds). 

LOW -NOISE PREAMP. 
SIR, -It is with a sense of disappointment that I 

read Mr. Lambert's letter concerning the " Low 
Noise" pre- amplifier design due to your contributor 
Mr. Rodwell. After Mr. Thomasson and I have 
debated this circuit at some length during the past few 
months, it makes of us very foolish people to learn that 
we have been using one too many valves all the time. 
For those of your readers who may be lead astray, and 
for that matter Mr. Lambert himself, it should be 
pointed out that the first valve of a cathode circuit is 

not to provide gain but to secure correct operating 
conditions for the second valve and for overall per- 
formance as a " low- noise " circuit arrangement. I t 

also permits a higher gain to be secured from this second 
valve than would ordinarily be possible. 

The superiority in performance of a " cascode " 
circuit is readily demonstrable and is measurable, 
assuming that it is correctly adjusted. I am inclined 
to think, from these findings of Mr. Lambert, there is 

some confirmation of my contention that the circuit 
is not easily " set up." Mr. Lambert at this stage will 
be wise to blame himself and not the circuit. 

In passing I would also mention that a grounded 

grid amplifier at television frequencies and bandwidths 
is inferior to a straightforward pentode R.F. stage 
both so far as " noise " and gain is concerned so that 
Mr. Lambert is employing and recommending an 
arrangement which will provide inferior results. - 
S. WEST (Gt. Yarmouth). 

ARE WE WATCHING ANOTHER WORLD ? 

SIR, -I have been interested in this correspondence 
and although the writer exaggerates to emphasise 

his points, his contentions in the main are reasonable. 
Regarding larger screens -of course we want them : 

they will come eventually, so why not now ? 

It is no satisfaction to the present generation to 
know that all these improvements will be here when u L 

are in our " boxes." 
Mr. Penrose's letter is the type of reply that is always 

given when change or progress arc suggested. 
Jet aeroplanes, radar, etc., would never have been 

invented if all thought in this way. 
What would he say about home movies if the screen 

used was no larger than the average television screen ? 

A screen 4ft. by aft is quite normal in this instance, so 
why should anyone be laughed at for expecting the same 
for television ? 

It is no use bombarding us with science to keep u: 
quiet ; if the C.R. tube has reached its limit of usefulness, 
it is time to look round for some better system. 

The real trouble is complacency. One has only to 
watch a television programme to realise this. 

Take the question of picture brilliance. The B.B.( . 

kindly put on a chart to enable one to adjust their set 
to the correct contrast or brilliance, but how long does 
it keep up to that standard ? Before long it is as though 
the scenes are being taken in a badly -lit coal cellar. 

And the boat race ; although they had ample time in 
which to prepare, the result was a " wash -out " : they 
were even unable to swing the lenses into position 
without making a hash -up. 

It would appear that we, the television viewers, have to 
bow to the opinions of the " great ones " and not 
question their superior wisdom. " For lost are they 
that do resist," etc. -E. F. WORKER (Sutton). 

TELEVISION DANGERS 
SIR,- Recently in the Press there was reported a 

case of a man who was electrocuted whilst making 
adjustments to a television aerial. Stories, too, have 
been heard of builders refusing to erect aerials on the 
grounds that television aerials are dangerous to handle. 

Whilst it is appreciated that the earthed chassis of a 

television set can be thousands of volts positive in 
respect to the CRT cathode, how can this negative E.H.T. 
be applied to the aerial, which is to all practical purposes 
earthed T. J. MULLIGAN (Kendal). 

WORKSHOP CALCULATIONS 
TABLES AND FORMULIE 

Eighth Edition 

F. J. CAMM 
A handbook dealing with methods of calculation, solutions to 
workshop problems, and the rules and formulae necessary in 
various workshop processes. It contains all the information 

a mechanic normally requires. 

From all booksellers, 6/- net, 
by post 6/6 from the publisher, 

GEORGE NEWNES, LTD. (Book Dept.), 
Tower House, Southampton Street, W.C.2. 
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HANNEY OF BATH OFFERS: A 
complete service for the TV con - 
structor;-P.W. & P.T. Televisor set 
of coils with VF choke, 16/6 L'don, 
18/ B'ham (inc. extra rejector 
coil); Alladin Formers with core. 10d. 
ca.; also all other components by 
Erie, Morganite, Colvern, TOC. Dubi- 
lier, Haynes, Elac, etc. Send now 
for a complete list. E.E. Televisor : 

Vision Chassis, 22/6; Sound Chassis, 
18/9; Time -base Chassis, 17/6; Power 

1. 
Unit Chassis. 25/- all the above 
Chassis are complete with valve 
holders, screens, coil formers and 
sockets, etc.) Complete stocks of 
TCC Condensers, Erie and Mor- 
ganite Resistors, Colvern Pots, etc.. 
etc. Viewmaster Televisor: Send for 
a complete list now; everything in 
stock; anything supplied from one 
resistor or condenser to a complete 
kit. Wireless World Televisor: Com- 

' plete set of coils for this superhet 
receiver, wound exactly to specifica- 
tion, 45/ -, L'don or B'ham. Poly- 
styrene formers, llin. x fin. tapped 
OBA for slug, 1/- ea.; 21,in. x 
8d.; Paxolin formers, 1lin. x gin. 
tapped OBT, 9d.; ilin. or tin. x ¡in., 
8d.; itin. x gin., 8d.; Polystyrene 
Varnish, large bottle. 1/10; OBA 
Screwed Rod, brass 1/- ft., copper 
2/- ft. We can give you a return of 
post service on all components for 
this receiver. Send 3d. stamp for 
lists of all the above Receivers. 
Retail, only. L. F. HANNEY, 77, 
Lower Bristol Road, Bath, (Tel.: 
3811.) 
RAEMOS (mail order), 52, Pendle- 
stone Road. London, E.17, for 
guaranteed Valves and Components. 
6F6G 7/6, 6V6G 8/6. 5Z4M 8/6, 
6Q7GT 10/ -, 25Z6G 10/6, 25A6G 10/6, 
APV4 12/10, VR92 4/ -, 9D2. 4/6, 
6L6M 10/6, SP61 4/6, SP41 4/6, 
6J5GT 4/6, 6,15M 5 / -, 154 6/6. 
Chokes, 7H.60.m /a, 5/9; Pen. /output 
Trans., 3/6; V /hlders., int /oct amph, 
7/- doz.; B9G (EF50), 4/6 doz.; Co- 
ax Cable, 80 ohms, 12/- doz. yds. 
Stamp lists. 
RADIO UNLIMITED. Elm Road, 
London, E.17 (Tel.: KEY. 4813), offer 
the following bargains : 80 ohm 
Co -ax Cable, 11/6 doz. yds.; I /weight 
non -magnetic Spkrs., 5in., 12/9, 61in. 
13/9, 8in. 14/9; Condensers, 8mf 
450v. 2/9, l6mf. 3/8, 8 x 16 4/3, .1 
350v 7/- doz.; Resistors, 1 and 
watt 4d., 1 watt 7d.; Alum pre -amp 
Chassis with dnt /oct holders, resis- 
tors, condensers, etc., 4/8, post free; 
new boxed Valves, EF39 6/6, EF36 
6/6, EBC33 8/6, E1C32 8 /8, 6Q7GT 
10/ -, 25A6 10 / -, 9D2 4/6. Hundreds 
other types in stock. ' Egan " vol/ 
controls. I /spindle, 10K to 2 meg, 2/9, 
W /switch, 4/6; Ampllon semi -midget. 
4/ -, SP /sw 5/9. DP /sw 6/6. Special 
offer this month: Leading make Con- 
trols, 1 and 1 meg, 1 /spindle, W /sw, 
3/11; 50K and 1 meg, L /sw, 4 for 10/ -. 

WALNUT 12in. Console Television 
Cabinets for sale, fitted door ; ex- 
ceptional quality at fraction of cost; 
must be cleared, £6 each. (Phone: 

-Rodney 5164.) 
WE STOCK a wide range of Com- 
ponents and Valves. Our 1951 cata- 
logue will be sent upon request. M. 
WATTS & CO.. 8, Baker Street, 
Wevbridge, Surrey. 
VIEWMASTER and EE Televisors. 
All parts in stock. Model on show. 
H.G. RADIO, 1350.. Stratford Rd., 
Birmingham. 28. (SPR. 2369.) 
"VIEWMASTER" CABINETS, -Why 
buy one when you can make a first - 
class walnut veneered cabinet yopr- 
self at a fraction of the cost ? . We 
supply detailed drawings and in- 
structions for easily constructed, well 
designed television and radio 
cabinets. Send for illustrated cata- 
logue to CHAFFEY -CONSOLE, 6, 
Sefton Rd.. Pests Wood, Kent. 

RATES: 3/- per line or part 
thereof, average five words to line, 
minimum 2 lines. Box No. 6d. extra. 
Advertisements must be prepaid 
and addressed to Advertisement 
Manager, Practical Television," 
Tower House, Southampton St., 
Strand, London, 1V.C.2. 

A PERSONAL TELEVISOR You 
an build it land beat the Budge 

with all -surplus valves and tube !) 
'A Portable Televisor," Mr. Bradley's 
atest book, tells you how to make a 

complete TV set about the size of a 
uitcase portable. Please state your 

TV area. Full details, 3 ¡2 post paid. 
And, of course, you want a Personal 
Portable for the summer holiday, so 
ask for " Personal Portables " Sec- 
ond Edition at only 2/8 post paid. 
BRADBOOKS, Sennen, Penzance, 
Cornwall. 
TELEVISION, RADIO, AMPLIFIERS. 
Repairs, rebuilds, modifications or 
built to order; home -built equipment 
adjusted, aligned and tested. Des- 
patch with full instructions for quo- 
tation without obligation. No ex- 
Govt. equipment accepted. BERN- 
ARD'S, Radio Engineers. 12. St. 
Stephen's House, Westminster Bridge, 
London. S.W.1. 
BUILD With Our Concise Instruc- 
tions : A.C. /D.C. complete in cabinet, 
T.R.F., £5/10/ -; M.S.S. Superhet. £6; 
L.M.S. Superhet, £6/51- ; Amplifier 
suitable for gram. or mike, £4/10/ -. 
21d. stamp for latest issue, now pub- 
lished. " Cheapest List in England." 
SUSSEX ELECTRONICS, LTD. (T.), 
Princes St., Brighton, Sussex. 
ENTHUSIAST selling up. Crystal 
Monitor 4a, Indicator 48a, German 
8 -valve Sets, etc., Valves. Callers 
only. 45, Dunbar Road, E.7. 
" VIEWMASTER " Valves, as speci- 
fied, all guaranteed brand new and 
boxed, comprising 5 EF50, 2 KT61, 
I EBC33, 1 EB91 : set of 9 87/6. New. 
boxed, EF50 (VR91), 7/- each; 6AL5, 
EB91, 7/6: 6AM6, EF91, 9 /-; EY51. 
18/6. Miniature all-dry battery 
types, 1S5, 1115, 1T4, 7/ -, 3S4 8/6 
each: set of 4 28/6; EBC33. EF39, 
HVR2A, 6SN7GT, 6K7GT, 7/0 each; 
6K7, KT2, 7C5, 7Y4, EF8, 8/3 each. 
All guaranteed brand new and boxed. 
C.W.O., post paid 20/ -. READERS 
RADIO, 24, Colberg Place, Stamford 
Hill, London, N.16. 
TELEVISION AERIAL COMPONENTS, 
Alloy Tube drawn in A.W.10.C.; 
Mast -head Brackets alloy and wood 
masts, Chimney Brackets, Corner 
Plates and Lashing Cable, J. Strainer 
Bolts, U Bolts, etc. WALTER 
CRANE, Electrical Engineers. Wake- 
field. (Telephone 2172.) 

RATHONIC DISTRIBUTORS Summer 
Sale bargains. For the latest "Com- 
pact Televisor' or Oscilliscope. 
No. 6 Indicator Units, brand new, 
with VCR97 Cathode Ray tube, 
4 EF50, 3 EA50, i VR54; amazing 
amount of suitable T.V. compo- 
nents, including EBT condensers 
and pots, only 50/ -, carriage 7/6. 
Transmitter Receivers, typ., 3510, 
designed and made by R.S.G.B. for 
A.M. Absolutely complete, containing 
13 valves, power pack for ground 
operation, in steel cabinet size 17in. 
x 17in. x 13in., with folding doors, 
new and unused. cannot be repeated, 
59/6, carriage 10 / -. Transmitter Re- 
ceivers, P.38, 2 only, complete, 79/8, 
carriage 10 / -. Receiver Unir, P.107, 
Brand new, containing 11 EF50s, 
suitable for 2 metre fans, 3 only, 
59/6, carriage 10 / -. Wavemeters, 
types 1310, 1252, 1158, 1117, 1432. 
1433, these are not new, offered at 
ridiculous prices from 15 / -. Signal 
Generators, Type 27, 3 only, cases of 
mahogany damaged, otherwise com- 
plete, 70/ -, carr. extra. Signal Gener- 
ators, Types 22 and 10 SB /5, for 
which we are prepared to receive 
offers. Nife Accumulators, 2.5v 15 
amp. (unused), supplies nearly ex- 
hausted of this wonderful line, 6/- 
each, post 6d. Viewmaster Book of 
Instructions to make your own tele., 3/ each. For your workshop, ex- 
Naval Waterproof Lamps with shade 
and S.B.C. holder, wired in pairs 
with Eft. VIR armoured, braided. 4/- 
per pair, post 9d. All goods subject 
to being unsold. C.W.O. to 63 Old 
Hill Street, London, N.16. (STA.2660.1 

ELECTRICAL TEST METERS, all 
makes single or multi -range repaired 
and standardised. THE ELECTRICAL 
INSTRUMENT REPAIR SERVICE, 
329, Kilburn Lane, London, W.9. 
(Tel.: Lad. 4168.) 
T.R.S. OF CROYDON. -Valves as per 
last month, subject to stocks unsold. 
Order now, prices are rising. Ex- 
Govt. 4v superhet Welfare Sets, 
wooden cab., med. and s.w., 6v vib. 
pack, easily converted to mains 
operation; price to clear, less valves 
and vib. £2 only; clients say this is 
a rare bargain -only about 50 left. 
Components stripped from above set, 
guar. o.k., I.F. 465 k /cs, 8/0; 8in. 
P.M. L.S., 11/8; .0005 Twin Gang, 
5/6; 6v Vib. Pack. less vib., 12/6; 
LF Choke, 3/6; 0/P Trans., 3/8; 
Coils. 9d.; Chassis with v' holders. 
vol. cont., tuning spindle, drum dial, 
etc., 7/6. New goods: Heater Trans.. 
200 -250v. to 6.3v 1.5a, 8/9; .01 mfd 
tub. Cond.. 1.000v. 4/6 doz.; Oct. 
V'holders, Pax, . 4/6 doz.. moulded 
type, 51- doz.; 24in. P.M. Speakers, 
11/0. 21d. stamp lists. Callers: 
T.R.S.. 2, Pawsons Rd., W. Croydon. 
Mail Order. 71. Meadvale Rd., W. 
Croydon. (THO. 1665.) 

P.W. TELEVISOR. -Exact Coil Set,, 
18/6; Blocking Trans., 15/ Chassis 
Sets, Condensor and Resistor Sets. 
BEL, Marlborough Yard, Archway, 
London, N.19. (ARC. 5078.) 

EDUCATIONAL 
NORWOOD TECHNICAL COLLEGE, 
W. Norwood. London, S.E.27. -Full- 
time, Part -time Day and Evening 
Courses in Radio and Television 
(Technology and Servicing). Radar 
and Line. Preparation for following 
examinations: C. and G. Full Techno- 
logical, R.T.E.B., Amateur Trans - 
mitting Licence, P.M.G. Free Tele- 
com. prospectus (C) from the 
Secretary. (170) 
MERCHANT NAVY and Air Radio. 
Day. Evening and " Radiocerts " 
Postal Instruction. Apply. he 
Radio Officer, THE WIRELESS 
SCHOOL, 21, Manor Gardens, 
Holloway. N.7. (ARC. 3694.) 

E M I 
JOB OR HOBBY.- Whichever it Is in 
Radio or Television we can help you. 
Backed by the great E.M.I. organisa- 
tion we can offer the most authorita- 
tive and up-to- the -minute Home 
Study courses in Radio, Television 
and Electronics. Free Brochure from 
E.M.I. INSTITUTES, Dept. A.T.11, 10, 
Pembridge Square. London, W.2. 
(Bayswater 5131/2.) 
TELEVISION Servicing and Theoreti- 
cal (postal) Courses at extremely 
moderate fees are available from the 
Institute of Practical Radio Engin- 
eers. either for study or as reading 
matter only. Syllabus post free from 
the Secretary, I.P.R.E., 20, Fairfield 
Road. London. N.8. 

ALUMINIUM CHASSIS 
18 S.W.G. With folded and riveted ends, 
81n. x 61n. x 211n. ... ... 5/9 Each 

loin. x bin. x 21in. ... ... 6/4 
121n. x bin. x 2iin. ,,, ,., 6/9 
12in. x 8in. s 21ín. ... ... 7/4 
14in, x 8ín. x 2din. ... ... 8/1 
14in. x Soin. x 2iin. ... .,. 8/9 
17in. x loin. x 21in. ,.. ... 9/5 
14in. x 10in. x 2in. ... ... 8/6 
17in. x 10in. x tin. 9/2 ., 

BURN ENGINEERING, 
Produce Exchange Buildings, 8, Victoria 

Street, Liverpool, 2. 
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R.C.A. Rectangular Picture Tube 
DETAILS are now available of the new 17in. rectangu- 

lar glass -type picture tube produced by the R.C.A. 
Laboratories. Known as the 17BP4 -A, this is a short, 
directly viewed rectangular picture tube having a picture 
area 141in. by 10*in. Its design incorporates a high - 
efficiency, white fluorescent screen on a face made of 
Fiberglass to provide increased picture contrast ; 

employs magnetic focus and magnetic deflection ; has 
an in -built capacitor formed by the internal and external 
conductive coatings to serve as a supplementary filter 
capacitor for the high -voltage supply ; and utilises an 
ion -trap gun requiring only a single -field, external 
magnet. The 17BP4 -A has a diagonal deflection angle 
of 70 deg. and a horizontal deflection angle of 65 deg. 

Stella Radio Appointment 
MR. ERIC W. BRADES has been appointed a director 

and sales manager of the Stella Radio and 
Television Co., Ltd., Oxford House, 9 -15, Oxford Street, 
London, W.I. Mr. Brades has had 21 years' service 
with Philips Electrical Ltd., during which time he has 
been continuously engaged on radio industry activity. 

H.M.V. Model 1902 
THE illustration below shows the general appearance 

of the new H.M.V. console receiver Model 1902. 
This is a combined television and radio receiver designed 
for high- quality results. The picture size is 12 ¡in. by 
loin. and the vision and sound circuits are of the T.R.F. 
type. In addition to normal picture and sound inter- 
ference circuits provision is also made for attenuating 
the signal to prevent overloading in areas of high signal 
strength. Control and brightness controls are electrically 
interlocked to eliminate the need for readjustment of 
the brightness when the contrast control is varied over 
the normal operating amounts. The focus device con- 
sists of a combination of permanent and electro magnets, 

1l.\I.V. Model 1902 

and this provides finer adjustment. The radio unit is a 
5 -valve three -waveband circuit with push- button selec- 
tion of three pre -tuned medium -wave stations. The 
A.F. and output stages are common to both radio and 
television sound, and separate bass and treble tone 
controls are fitted. In conjunction with a 13ijin. elliptical 
speaker this provides very high quality sound reproduc- 
tion. 

The controls are standard, but there are in all eight 
push- buttons, giving waveband selection, gramophone, 
etc. An interesting feature is the provision on the front 
of the cabinet immediately below the screen of the 
height, width, horizontal and vertical hold controls, in 
addition to the main brightness, focus and contrast 
controls. All these are in line and fully accessible, the 

The new Pye Black Screen table model. 

mains controls only carrying large control knobs. The 
mains loading on television is 200 watts and the sound 
output 5 watts. Weighing approximately 295 lb., this 
receiver costs £230 19s. 2d. plus tax. 

Price Increases 
AS a result of the Budget increases in purchase tax 

most manufacturers have announced increases in 
price. At the same time Ultra announce that their V.71 
series has been superseded by the V.72 series and a 
dàylight viewing filter is now fitted. 

Pye Black Screen Receivers 
TWO new models are announced by Pye, one a console 

and one a table model illustrated above. These 
models have been designed so that they may be operated 
in any of the five areas without modification inside the. 
eceiver. At the back five rows of sockets are provided 

and the aerial lead is merely transferred to the appro- 
priate socket whilst three screws are inserted at the same 
time in the appropriate row. The tube which is fitted 
is a 12in. model and designed for use with an ion trap. 
An adjustable noise limiter is fitted for vision so that it 
may be adjusted for maximum suppression with main - 
enance of picture quality. Mains consumption is 

rpproximately 125 watts and the price £71 for the table 
model and £85 for the console-including tax. 

Radio Engineer's Vest 
Pocket Book 

5f -: or 5 6 by post 
fn,m GEORGE NEW \ES, LTD., Tower House. 
Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.C. 
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Whilst we are always pleased to assist readers with 
their technical difficulties, we regret that we are unable 
to supply diagrams or provide instructions for modifying 
surplus equipment. We cannot supply alternative details 
for constructional articles which appear in these pages. 
WE CANNOT UNDERTAKE TO ANSWER QUERIES 
OVER THE TELEPHONE. If a postal reply is required 
a stamped and addressed envelope must be,enclosed. 

SCREENING 
" I have often read that where interaction takes place 

between mains transformer and chokes, C.R. tube or other 
components, the transformers and /or choke should be 
moved. As this often entails much work and sometimes 
complete re- design, is it not possible to use screening 
instead ? If so, what material should be used ? I cannot 
recall having seen screening mentioned in such circum- 
stances."-E. E. Preston (S.E.12). 

As you have no doubt seen, most ex- Government tube 
units are provided with a screen entirely surrounding the 
tube. The material used is mumetal (obtainable from 
the Telegraph Construction & Maintenance Co.), but 
it would be difficult to screen. a modern picture tube 
with its scanning -coil assembly, focus unit, etc. Screening 
of the individual transformer or choke might be tried, 
but the metal is expensive and it is obviously much 
cheaper and simpler merely to orientate the separate 
components for minimum interference. 

DEFINITION LIMITS 
" My set is a ' manufacturer's surplus.' Could you 

please tell me how to get more definition of people's 
features on my set, which seem indistinct except on very 
close camera shots ? Does the trouble lie in the scanning 
system ? If so, what is the remedy ? " -L. Brown 
(Burton -on- Trent). 

On distant shots the feature details will be very small, 
and it would therefore appear that your receiver has 
insufficient bandwidth, due most likely to the tuning. 
If you refer to the reproduction of Test Card C on page 
27 you will see that there is a set of very fine lines at the 
top of the right -hand column and at the bottom of the 
left -hand column. If you can tune in this card on your 
receiver during the morning transmission, you will 
undoubtedly find that this square is merely a dark patch 
and the individual lines will not be discernible. The 
tuning circuits must, therefore, be trimmed to improve 
the bandwidth and, if possible, to receive these lines, or 
at the least those of the next square, which correspond 
to a bandwidth of 2.5 Mc /s. 

IIUM 
" On my home -made receiver there are two wide, dark 

shadows which appear on the plain raster -that is, before 
the clock comes on in the evening. When the picture 
comes up I cannot notice them, but I wonder if it indicates 
some fault which is actually spoiling picture quality. Can 
you suggest any cause and cure ? " -G. Hardcastle (W.12). 

The trouble is almost certainly hum due to inadequate 
mains smoothing. Whether it appears only in the time - 
base circuits or on any other part of the receiver will 
depend upon the general design, but it should certainly 

be eradicated in the interests of good picture quality. 
The cure may merely be additional smoothing capacity, 
or the fault may be due to interaction between A.C. - 
carrying leads or .components. 

BRUSHING 
" I have had my receiver (P.T.) in use for about 12 

months now, but am beginning to experience trouble 
which I am afraid is going to be serious. Some evenings 
after the set has been on there appears on the screen a 
very wide band of very fine dots, accompanied in the 
speaker by a sort of very high- pitched frying noise. The 
dots are similar to those caused by a passing car, but in a' 
very much denser area and over a wider band. It does not 
always appear, but I should like to be reassured or other- 
wise concerning its cause. " -G. Maunde (Notting Hill). 

An electrolytic condenser developing a leakage can 
sometimes give this kind of trouble, but it usually con- 
tinues once it has started and eventually leads to a break- 
down in the condenser. In view of the rather erratic 
nature of your trouble, and the fact that spots are usually 
only due to arcing of some kind, we think you will find 
that brushing is taking place in your E.H.T. unit. This 
is a form of discharge from one lead to another, most 
likely from one of the leads from a fixed condenser in the 
unit. Normally, such leads and contact points are 
protected against this trouble by being coated with wax, 
and your unit may have been overheated at some time 
and some of the wax may have run off. In view of the 
intermittent nature of the trouble it may not be necessary 
to have the unit overhauled, but if you can we suggest 
you remove the screening cover and look at the unit 
whilst it is working. A fine stream of blue sparks will 
be seen at the point where the brushing takes place. 

TRACING LOCAL INTERFERENCE 
" Can you please give me a circuit for a small set similar 

to the one used by the G.P.O. for finding local interference. 
I am sure such a set would be of value, as so often when 
the G.P.O. man arrives the trouble is not on. " -W. C. C. 
Barnes (Hull). 

Nothing elaborate should really be needed,, and you 
would probably find that a one -valve circuit (battery - 
operated and tuned to the television frequency) will meet 
your requirements. A small frame aerial should be 
used, and with 'phones on and a.weak signal rotation of 
the frame aerial will give some indication of the direction 
of the interference. By taking the receiver round your 
garden or up and down the street you should be able to 
obtain two or three readings, and the point of inter- 
section of these will be the source of the interference. 
We do not think an elaborate frame with search coil, 
etc., would be justified for your purpose. 

GHOST IMAGE 
" The picture on my set is completely spoiled by a 

ghost or double image caused by a high -power pylon about 
50 yards away from the house. I have an indoor aerial 
in the loft, but no amount of adjustment of set or aerial 
makes any difference. Could you suggest a remedy ? "- 
L. C. Fell (Birmingham). 

This may be one of those cases where unorthodox 
steps have to be taken to cure the trouble. Much depend, 
upon the direction of the transmitter from your house. 
A directional aerial array should be employed and this 
should be turned about and may have to be turned at an 
angle to the transmitter direction to give a satisfactory 
picture. The echo will be removed, but the weaker 
signal may have to be built up by means of a pre- 
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amplifier, and if the aerial array is sufficiently directional 
and " off centre," so far as the pylon is concerned, you 
will get a clear picture. If, however, the station direction 
is in line with the pylon, then we do not think there is 
much which can be done. 

CAR INTERFERENCE 
" I should be glad if you could assist me with a problem 

concerning my - receiver. We are situated rather close 
to a main road and get quite a bit of interference from 
car ignition. My neighbour next door picks up the same 
interference on his - table model, but whereas on our 
set the interference on the sound is so great it is impossible 
to hear the programmes at times, our neighbour's is 
negligible. We have an ' H ' type aerial and my neighbour 
a cross type. Do you think our aerial could be at fault ? " 
-L. H. Evans (Northampton). 

Both the receivers mentioned are fitted with inter- 
ference suppressing circuits, and unless the particular 
circuit in your receiver is not functioning properly (due to 
the breakdown of a component), the only cause of the 
difference must be the aerial system. As you will see 
from the article on page 31, one of the claims for the 
" X " aerial is its rejection of car interference occurring 
below the aerial, and when it is possible to compare two 
identical performances next door in this manner you can 
judge more accurately the performance features. Prob- 
ably your best plan is to ask your neighbour to let you 
connect your receiver to his aerial and see if it then 
functions as his does, or alternatively let him bring his 
into your house. If your set is still troublesome, then 
an overhaul of the interference suppressor circuit com- 
ponents is indicated. 

LAYOUT PROBLEM 
" I am building my own receiver but am in some doubt 

regarding the layout to adopt. Is it necessary to have 
everything on one chassis, or would it not be better to 
build each separate part of the receiver on its own chassis 
and to assemble these together in some way to make a 
compact design ? Any assistance you can give me would 
be appreciated in this problem. " -K. Bonnor (W.11). 

It is by no means essential to build everything on one 
chassis, and, in fact, separate units give much greater 
scope for experimenting and changes of circuit as desired. 
The main difficulty, however, in using separate units is in 
combining them into a compact unit without interaction 
between them. Probably one of the easiest schemes is to 
mount the tube on one chassis carrying the power pack 
and perhaps the time bases, and then to support the 
vision and sound units on a gantry or similar supports 
above the tube end. When mounting chassis in such a 
position that the valves are not standing upright, however, 
care must be taken to follow the makers'recommenda- 
tions concerning the position of the heater or filament. 

TUBE FAULT ? 

" I have built three sponsored designs and they have 
all had the same defect -a dragging down or up of one or 
more corners of the picture or raster, according to which 
way round I connect the scanning coils. This effect is not 
caused by the scanning coils or the focus coil, or magnet 
or tube, as these have all been substituted and tried in 
other sets and found O.K. It is not due to external effects, 
as various positions have been tried. One set of scanning 

coils which gave a very distorted raster in one set gave a 
perfect raster when built into a ' home made design.' The 
distortion remains the same, even if the scanning coils are 
rotated on the neck of the tube. It has been suggested that 
the trouble could be in the time- bases, but I would like 
your opinion and, if possible, where to look for the 
trouble. " -A. M. Cook (Twickenham). 

If you built all receivers complete, we presume that the 
only component common to all of them, in view of the 
expense, would be the tube. Therefore, this is the most 
likely cause of the trouble. On the other hand, when 
you say you have built three designs, you may mean that 
you retained a power -pack and the time bases, for 
instance, and merely built the vision and sound sections. 
In this case, of course, the time bases or sync separator 
stage(s) may be' faulty. The most satisfactory way of 
finding the fault is to endeavour to find some circuit or 
component which is common to all three designs and this 
should locate the trouble, but as already mentioned, it 
would appear to be the tube in this particular case. 

A.C. -D.C. COUPLING 
" I append a circuit of my home -designed and home - 

built receiver (not reproduced), and would be grateful 
if you could assist me in overcoming a picture defect. 
I gather from reading a recent article that some degree 
of faulty D.C. restoration is taking place, but at the same 
time there is a harshness (I can only describe it thus) 
in the picture contrasts. This cannot be removed by any 
adjustment of the contrast or brilliancy controls, and I 
have tried various modifications of bias resistor and com- 
pensating chokes, etc., without avail " -H. Gough 
(Welwyn). 

An examination of your circuit indicates that you have 
used a modified form of A.C. -D.C. coupling to the tube. 
This arrangement, which is fairly common to -day, is 
primarily aimed at reducing the cathode -heater potential. 
and although the coupling condenser is shunted by a 
resistor the final result is not exactly D.C. coupling, and 
if the condenser is too small you will get poor or faulty 
D.C. restoration. We suggest that the condenser he 
increased to at least 2pF, but if you can find a separate 
heater supply for the tube we recommend that the tube 
be direct -coupled to the video anode, merely connecting a 
.1 Ma resistor between cathode and one side of the heater 
to tie them to the same potential. 

POOR FRAME HOLD 
" My commercial receiver has been in action for over two 

years now with every satisfaction. Lately, however., I 

find that from time to time the frame fails to lock properly 
and the picture runs, but comes to rest after a short time. 
This is increasing in its duration every night now, and I 
have tried all sorts of things to remedy it. Would you be 
good enough to suggest the most likely cause of the trouble." 
-G. Read (Cambridge). 

We note that the deterioration has been gradual and, 
therefore, this points to a failing valve emission or a 
change in some component which can be affected either 
by heat or excessive current. Assuming that you have 
covered the usual tests such as substitution of valves, 
etc., we suggest that you look to the bias by -pass con- 
denser in the video stage. If this condenser has become 
leaky it will result in a degree of negative feed -back 
occurring which might be fairly large at low frequencies. 
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DEFINITELY THE CHEAPEST RADIO SHOP IN TOWN 

Transformers. -350 -0 -350 v. 120 MA.. 6.3 v., et. 5 amp., 5 v. 5 amp, 
Fully shrouded, 328. 250-0 -250 v. 120 m /A., 6.3 v. 7 amp., 5 v. 3 amp. 
Fully shrouded. 32/6. Dual purpose transformer. 350-0-350, 6.3 v.. 
or 4 v. at 4 amps. 5 v., or 4 v. at 2 amps. 80 m /A., 18/8. Trans- 
former suitable for Scope or voltage doubling; 585 v., 120 m.'A., 
6.3 v., 6 amp. et., 4 v. 6 amp., ct., 22/6. 400-0-400 y.. 120 m /A., 
4 v. 8 amp., 4 v. 10 amp., 2 v. 2 amp., suitable E.E. TV. Time Base, 
1716. Midget Type Transformer. 250 -0-250, 60 m/A., 6.3 v. 3 amp. 
5 v. 2 amp., fully shrouded, 18/6. Super E.H.T. Transformer 
(Potted). input 115 volts, can be used on 2.50 volt mains with the 
addition of a 4 mfd. condenser. output 8 to 10 kIV approx., 22'6. 
Condenser 2/8 extra. Filament transformer, 200 to 230 volt. 6.3 
volt, 1.5 amp., 7/8. Intervaive transformer. Ratio 3-1. 3/6. 
Chokes. -250 m /A. (potted) 4.2 Hy., 10i , Parmeko 70 m A. 6'.. 
80 m /A., 120 ohms, 51 -. H.F. Chokes, All Wave, 1; -. R.F. Chokes 
filter), 1 / -. Mains anti -interference chokes, 113 each. 
Meters.- A.C.'D.C., 0 to 300 volt Moving Iron Meters. 6in. dial, 17/6. 
A.C. voltmeter, 0 to 150 v., tin. scale. 7/6. 100 nt1A. Meter. tin. scale, 
square case, 418. 30 m /A., 2in. scale, round case, 5.' -. Vacuum 
Gauges. 0 to 30 inches of mercury, 6in. dial, 10 /- each. Bond Testers, 
O to .l ohm, 12 /8 each. Voltmeter, centre zero. O to 3 volt and O to 30 
volt with test prod with 6,000 ohm will read 150 volts, 10 / -. 
Electrolytic Condenser. -32 mid. 500 volt wkg., large size, 5/ -. 
32 mfd. 450 volt wkg., small size, 5' -. 16 mid. 350 volt wkg.. small 
size. 2/6. 8-8 -8 450 volt wkg. medium size, 5, -. 16 mid. 450 volt wkg., 
medium size, 3 /8. 8 mfd. 475 volt wkg., medium size, 3 / -. 8 mfd. 
450 volt wkg., micro pack, 3/6. 8 mfd.. 600 volt wkg., medium size 
(But fixing), 4'-. 25 mid. 25 volt. metal, 1 / -. 12 mfd. 50 volt wkg., 
Cardboard. L -. .1 mfd. 2.5 kV. 2/8. .02 mfd. 8 kV wkg., 5/ -. 500 mfd. 
12 volt wkg., 31 -. 250 mfd. 6 volt wkg., 2/8. 12 mid. 156 volt wkg., 1 /8. 
250 mfd. 20 volt wkg., 1 /9. .001 mfd. 5 kV wkg., 2/6. 4 mfd. 600 volt 
wkg., 2/8. (Mamsbridgo Paper.) .5 mfd., 500 volt wkg., 1! -. 
Valves. -ML4, G.P. Triode. 8/- each. EL32, 6.3 volt. .2 amp., 6/ -. 
EF5O, Brand New, 7/8. EF8, 9 / -. 832, 151 -. Pen46 T.V. Line 
Output. 8/8. 608. 6.3 v., twin triode, 7 /8, PM2 Battery Output, 
5/7. QP26, Double output Pen, 1213. HVR2A. 61 -. 12A6. A.C. /D.C. 
Output Pen., 8 / , 1208, 8/ -. Superhet chassis, 12in. x 6in. x 3iin., 
2/9. Superhet Chassis. 12tH. x 4(10. x lin., 28. Tube mounting 
supports, ready cut and drilled, 1/6 each. .3 amp. Droppers. 860 
ohm tapped, 3/8. .15 amp. or .2 droppers. miniature size, tapped. 
3iin. x lin.,- 4 / -. 5 Valve Superhet Chassis by well -known 
makers, suitable for Radio Gram, complete with Bin. energised 
speaker. E8 10s. Special offer Oin. energised speaker. 2000 ohm 
field and output trans., 14/8. 350 -350 v. Mains transformer 250 
mJA. 6.3 v. 5 a.. 5 v. 4 a., 39/8. 
250 m/A, Choke 6 Hy., 10 / -. 
100 to 124 Me /s transmitter in 4 channels (BC950 -A -400) less valves. 
17/6. Metal rectifiers. 300 volt 80 m /A., 6/ -. Push button 

tches, 7 -way with mains on off, 3/6. Jack plugs, Type 18, 9d. 

SOLIDAS LTD. 4 
PRAM) 

MBASSÄDÓRNDOV, 
R'.2. 

Small Mains Trans., 200 -250 nput, 
350 -0 -350 80 m'a, 6.3 v. 3 amps, 5 v. 
3 amp;. 18/6. Fil. Trans., 200 -250 input, 
6.3 v. at 3.5 amps. 12/6. Trans. /ReceiJer, 
6 v., input, 2 -5 meters, size 15 x 9 x 9. 
in.. All tested before leaving, £7,70/ -. 
All types of aircraft meters in stock, 
from 3/6. 50 -50 mfd., 25 v. wkg. ... 3/- 
12 +6 +2+2 mfd. 503 v. wkg. ... 7/6 

61- 
7;6 

.. 12'6 
3,6 

12 +6 500 v. wkg.... ... 
60 mfd. 450 v. .. 
16 e 48 mfd. 450 v. 
16 mfd. 450 v. 
50 mfd. 50 v. 
25 mfd. 50 v. 
10 mfd. 600 volt paper condensers, 5 / -. 

i /2o h.p. Motor, A.C. /D.C., 230 v., 10 / -. 

Post Office Repeater Amplifier Twin Amp 
with mains and 12 v. power pack, £4'I0 / -. 
0-40 v. Moving Coil Meter, square dial, 7/6. 
0 -20 Ammeter, moving coil, 7/6. 0 -30 
Ammeter, moving iron, 6,6. 832 Trans- 
mitting valves, 15,'-. - 

4 -way Jack Plug, with 7 -way lead and 
2 -pin socket, 3;6. 
Metal rectifiers, 12 volt / amp., 4/6. 
Mains radio anti- interference suppres- 
sors, 7,6. .004 mfd. condensers at 450 
volt, 2'6 per doz. 4 Gang .0005 mfd. ton - 
densers, 3;6. 

.. 1,6 

SOLI DAS, LTD. 
4, PRAED ST., LONDON, W.2. 

AMßassadòr 4670 

HI-F1 AMPLIFI R AI Ko fuAeC 
va20v0 e-s25f0ovr. 

gon 
phone amplifier givinlyg 

. 

high quality reproduction. 
Simple instructions with 

t- many illustrations enable 
even those without pre- 
cious experience to con- 
struct this amplifier. Kit 
complete in every detail 
down to solder tags and 
solder. Pre -drilled chassis. 
group board with all re- 
sistors, condensers, etc. 
komp leth 

92e. 6. 

Co fete 
instruction 
manual 

Instruction manual only 3s. 6d. Tone control Kit 5s 

AMPLIFIER Type A2 for AC/DC 200 -250v. 
Employs same fundamental circuit as the Al. Gives first -claw 
reproduction. Kit complete in every detail. 655. Complete kit with instructions ... ... ... 

Instruction manual only 3s. Tone control kit 5s. 

RADIO TUNING UNIT Type RFI 
Complete Medium Wave Radio Tuning unit for use with the Al 
or other AC amplifier. A "straight" TRF circuit is employed 
using two high gain pentodes. Reproduction Is excellent. High 
sensitivity means it may be used in areas of moderate signa; 
strength. 

Complete kit with instructions 528. 6d 
Instruction manual only ... ... ... ... 28, 

NOTE. -Increase in Purchase 
e fax cernpel 

us to make new ;irk, 

We stock a full range of 
VIEWMASTER COMPONENTS 

which ar.! available on cash or lIIRE PURCHASE TERMS. 
Your enquiries will be welcomed. 

M 0.8 MAIL ORDER SUPPLY CO., 
The Radio Centre, 

33, Tottenham Court Road, London, W.1. 

TELEVISION 
COMPONENTS 

FOR THE 

" Practical Wireless " 
VIEWMASTER AND 
E. E. TELEVISORS 

IN STOCK 

Price üsts of specified and alternative 
components evai!able on request. 

Prompt Postal Service 

J. T. FILMER 
MAYPOLE ESTATE, BEXLEY, KENT 

TEL. Bexleyheath 7267 

ALUMINIUM, DURAL, 
BRASS, COPPER, BRONZE 

ROD, TUBE, SHEET, BAR, 

STRIP, WIRE 

3,000 STANDARD STOCK SIZES 

N'o Quantity too small. List on 
Application. 

H. ROLLET & Co. Ltd. 
London: Liverpool: 
6 Chesham Place, S.W.1. Kirkby Estate 
SLOane 3463. Simonswood 3271. 

NOW AVAILABLE 

GERMANIUM 
CRYSTAL DIODES 

LATEST, SMALLEST 

SUPREME CRYSTAL DETECTOR 
Midget Size. 5 /I6in. x 3116ín 

Wire Ends for Easy Fixing 
413 each, postage 27,4. 

Technical Details and Selectee 
Types available. 

SILICON CRYSTAL VALVE 
316 each. postage 21. d. 

Fixing Brackets 3d. Extr, 

COPPER INSTRUMENT WIRE 
ENAMELLED, TINNED, LITZ. 

COTTON AND SILK COVERED 
Most gauges available. 

B.A. SCREWS, NUTS, WASHERS, 
soldering tags, eyelets and rivets. 

EBONITE AND BAKELITE PANELS, 
TUFNOL ROD, PAXOLIN TYPE 
COIL FORMERS AND TUBES 

ALL DIAMETERS. 

Latest Radio Publications 
SEND STAMP FOR. LISTS 

TRADE SUPPLIED. 

POST RADIO SUPPLIES 
33, Bourne Gardens, 

London, E.4. 
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:\ 4 station . \.('. ]lain... I've-Set ' 

Receiver. We now hi, .. .,railia)te 
complete Assembly Inst..- , i.. ,ns for 
the construction of a miuget " Pre - 
Set " Superhet Receiver, showing 
also Wiring Diagram, Component 
Layout, and point -to -point connec- 
tions. This Set will select 4 Stations. 
3 on Medium Waveband and 1 on Long 
Wave by the turn of a Rotary Switch. 
110 tuning being necessary. It is of 
midget size, and is simple to assemble, 
the completed chassis being 8lin, x 
4dn. a lin. high. and can be com- 
pletely built, including Moving 
for £8159rs Valves. 

Valves 
Price i CM-ma and 

instructions. 116. (plus 3d. post). .\ Midget TALI,. flattery Portable " Personal " Kit. A 
complete Kit of Yarts to build a midget 4 -valve All -dry 
Battery Personal Set. Consists of Regenerative T.R.F. 
Circuit employing Flat Tuned Frame Aerial, with Denco 
Iron Dust,Cored Coil. thereby ensuring maximum gain tor 
Single Tuned Stage covering Medium Waveband. 

Calve Line -up : IT4 (R.F. Ampl.t, IT4 (Detector), 155 (1st 
A.F.) and 3S4 (output'. Includes latest Bola 3in. Moving 
Coil Speaker., and a Chassis already drilled and shaped. A consumption of only 7 mA ensures long batter. life. The 
Kit is designed for a cabinet, minimum size elfin. x 9l1n.:: 
31n. Detailed Building Instructions, with Practical Layout 
and Circuit included with Kit make assembly easy. 
Price for Complete Kit, £41111 (plus 33'2 P.T.). writable 
Unpolished Cabinet, ban. a 411n. x 3in., 141. h.;Tt Ready 
Bli4 Battery. 10/3. All the components are aailable for 
sale separately and the complete assembly instructions 
which Includes an individual component price-list can be 
obtained separately for 1 / -. 

I or Under £6 II A Complete Kit of Ports. Ur-lading drilled 
chassis and valves to ouild a 6 -8 watt P. all amplifier for 
A.C. Mains. is suitable for une with mn- netic, crystal or 
lightweight pick -up and incorporates Tour controls. Theoret- eluding detailed assembly instructions and layout, £2116. ical and practical diagrams supplied. Price of complete The Midget A.C. Mains 3 -Valve Receiver circuit. as published kit, £518:9, or completely ae_embicd, ready for use. £7,1010. in the " Wireless World.:' AW,cansupplyiall the o.^,iponents Cur,..". and component lists, 9d. t build this set, which divers Medium I r.,,, t Mains or Batters Personal Kit, A Kit of parts to build fir £4'17'9 (im:lading complete assemble 

r n . Midget 4 -Valve Superne: -Personal" Set, covering reprint of complete assembly instructs 
Mt - nd Long Wave -bandy end designed or Mains or separately for 9d. iiucluding postage), 

* Send Cd. P.O. fo ou- NEW STOCK LIST, shówing many KITS OF PARTS for Sets and Battery Chargers and " hundreds" of Wire/sss C,ep e,'et . When ordering please rover potlaee and packing. 

STERN RADIO LTD., 109 & 115, FLEET STREET, E.C.4. (i 

PRACTICAL TELEVISION 

, 

J:.., 195i 

Battery operatioti ie now ay. i' 
a This `2- waveband superhet teteiN te 

designed to operate on A.C. mains 
200 -240 -volts, or by an " All -Dry " 
battery: either means being selected 
by the turn of a rotary suite e. 1, i .,, 
designed that the mains se. 
43ín. x 3lin. x lün., is sup,. 
separate Kit (which may bi 
any time). The Kit canth: 
supplied either as an " 
Battery Personal Set. or t.. 
porating the mains section. 
Midget receiver for combined-Bat i ° Mains open. :ion. The circuit incorporates delayed.A ( and pre -se', vtive audio teedbark, A Rola 4in: P.M: Spec with a geneeous sized output transformer ensures exrel!. quality reproduction. Two ready wound frame aerials a^,- drilled midget chassis are included. The overall size ofch,-- wher completely wired is B }in. x 415, x 2lin. Valve Ilne- 

IRS (freq. ch.), IT4 (I.F. amp.), 1S5 (diode det. and aud. -. aria.), and 354 Coati Lets). The set is easily built ftrn ttta very detailed U6t1lftm. instructions supplied, which include a practical Component Layout, with point -Vs1 ,- point wiring diagram, and a circuit diagram. Price of Con]. unite Kit (less Mains Unit), including P.T., £81211. Price of Mains Unit, Kit £11716. A Walnut -finished Portable Cabinet to house this receiver is also available, Price 21'6. All the components are available for sale separately and the complete assembly instructions which includes an individual component price list can be obtained separately for 119. 
A complete Kit of Parts to build a Miniature "Ail -Drs" Battery Eliminator, giving 64 volts H.T. (approx.) and 1.9 volts L.T. This Eliminator is suitable -for use with any Superhet Personal battery set reouiring H.T. and L.T. as above. it is housed in a light aluminium cure, sire CM. X vita. x ilia,. and can therefore be accommodatoà in most makes of personal receivers. Price of Complete Kit in- 

\ . , Ia ltlliic adJitio u) :n 
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r,sJT 
OUT THIS HANDY COUPON NOW 

ro : NEW LOOK PRODUCTS (EPaGRS.) 
CRANLEIGH, SURREY 

,1q,1 ul fJ11. 

Kt' feu 

WHAT YOU 
MISSED! By attaching a 
')El.! ARI.Thi 1:11- i.()ftk 9 M).'9 H! 

' l/ ;falltCCín,i 

Freedom from Eve- strain. 

* í3U";, Clearer Pictures. 
(Even in Full Room 1.iiii 

No Distor- 
tion. 

* No SCreWS 
or St fins. 

!deal for ` %'CR 97,' View, 
master ' and all other TV sets. 
regardless of size. 

'k Easily attached without hate 
to cabinet or tube. 

;'. FREE SEVEN DAYS' ' ;' tlAt: 
' .lend coupon for details. 

.\i iLt.: No. 

\outt: 
l'Ic.i;, Print. 

4ddri,s 
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